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Abstract
Text reuse is the act of borrowing text (either verbatim or paraphrased) from an
earlier written text. It could occur within the same language (mono-lingual) or
across languages (cross-lingual) where the reused text is in a different language than
the original text. Text reuse and its related problem, plagiarism (the unacknowl-
edged reuse of text), are becoming serious issues in many fields and research shows
that paraphrased and especially the cross-lingual cases of reuse are much harder to
detect. Moreover, the recent rise in readily available multi-lingual content on the
Web and social media has increased the problem to an unprecedented scale.
To develop, compare, and evaluate automatic methods for mono- and cross-
lingual text reuse and extrinsic (finding portion(s) of text that is reused from the
original text) plagiarism detection, standard evaluation resources are of utmost im-
portance. However, previous efforts on developing such resources have mostly fo-
cused on English and some other languages. On the other hand, the Urdu language,
which is widely spoken and has a large digital footprint, lacks resources in terms
of core language processing tools and corpora. With this consideration in mind,
this PhD research focuses on developing standard evaluation corpora, methods, and
supporting resources to automatically detect mono-lingual (Urdu) and cross-lingual
(English-Urdu) cases of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism.
This thesis contributes a mono-lingual (Urdu) text reuse corpus (COUNTER
Corpus) that contains real cases of Urdu text reuse at document-level. Another con-
tribution is the development of a mono-lingual (Urdu) extrinsic plagiarism corpus
(UPPC Corpus) that contains simulated cases of Urdu paraphrase plagiarism. Eval-
uation results, by applying a wide range of state-of-the-art mono-lingual methods on
both corpora, shows that it is easier to detect verbatim cases than paraphrased ones.
Moreover, the performance of these methods decreases considerably on real cases of
reuse. A couple of supporting resources are also created to assist methods used in
the cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection. A large-scale multi-domain
English-Urdu parallel corpus (EUPC-20) that contains parallel sentences is mined
from the Web and several bi-lingual (English-Urdu) dictionaries are compiled using
multiple approaches from different sources.
Another major contribution of this study is the development of a large benchmark
cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse corpus (TREU Corpus). It contains English
to Urdu real cases of text reuse at the document-level. A diversified range of methods
are applied on the TREU Corpus to evaluate its usefulness and to show how it can
be utilised in the development of automatic methods for measuring cross-lingual
(English-Urdu) text reuse. A new cross-lingual method is also proposed that uses bi-
lingual word embeddings to estimate the degree of overlap amongst text documents
by computing the maximum weighted cosine similarity between word pairs. The
overall low evaluation results indicate that it is a challenging task to detect cross-
lingual real cases of text reuse, especially when the language pairs have unrelated
scripts, i.e., English-Urdu. However, an improvement in the result is observed using
a combination of methods used in the experiments.
The research work undertaken in this PhD thesis contributes corpora, methods,
and supporting resources for the mono- and cross-lingual text reuse and extrinsic
plagiarism for a significantly under-resourced Urdu and English-Urdu language pair.
It highlights that paraphrased and cross-lingual cross-script real cases of text reuse
are harder to detect and are still an open issue. Moreover, it emphasises the need to
develop standard evaluation and supporting resources for under-resourced languages
to facilitate research in these languages. The resources that have been developed and
methods proposed could serve as a framework for future research in other languages
and language pairs.
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Text reuse is the process in which pre-existing text is consciously reused to create a
new text [Clough, 2010]. It occurs when information from one website is republished
on a different website or when authors derive text for their novels from previously
written work. Text reuse often implies different levels of rewriting as it starts from
verbatim (or copy-paste), stretches to paraphrasing when the contents are rephrased
using different text editing operations, to a case where the re-written text is produced
completely independent of its source [Clough et al., 2002, Maurer et al., 2006]. The
amount of text that is reused varies from small phrases, sentences, paragraphs, and
even up to entire documents. Additionally, reuse is not just limited to text only but
programming code, music, images, videos, and even ideas are often subject of reuse
[Ganguly et al., 2018, Dittmar et al., 2012, Porter, 2009].
1
Chapter 1. Introduction
There are two possible scenarios for text reuse: (1) mono-lingual text reuse,
and (2) cross-lingual text reuse. In mono-lingual, both the rewritten (also called
‘derived’, ‘reused’, or ‘suspicious’ text) and the source (also called ‘original’ text)
texts share the same language, while in cross-lingual, the rewritten text is in a
different language than its source.
In some cases, where a proper citation is provided, text reuse is considered
acceptable. In journalism, for example, it is a desirable practice as information gen-
erated by the news agencies is edited (and in some cases translated then edited)
by newspapers for publishing [Wilks, 2004]. It is also permissible in collaborative
authoring, for instance, in Wikipedia, where it is considered fair to generate the
contents of an article by reusing the corresponding article’s text (even across lan-
guages).
Text plagiarism, on the other hand, represents unacknowledged text reuse in
which no proper reference about the source is provided [Wood, 2004]. It is defined
by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)1 as “the reuse of
someone else’s prior ideas, processes, results, or words without explicitly acknowl-
edging the original author and source”. Similar to text reuse, text plagiarism can
be verbatim, paraphrase, idea, or cross-lingual plagiarism when it crosses language
boundaries [Martınez, 2009].
In spite of the fact that text plagiarism has long been considered to be a serious
academic offence [Eaton, 2004, Schrimsher et al., 2011], it is not a phenomenon
enclosed in a classroom anymore, but has diversified and, more recently, we see a
sharp rise in cross-lingual plagiarism cases too [Pupovac et al., 2008, Butakov and
Scherbinin, 2009, Osman et al., 2012]. Recently, two journalists of a Portuguese
newspaper, a New York Times columnist, and a renowned Time magazine journal-




case of former German Defence Minister Guttenberg2 (2011), two similar and more
recent cases where a Romanian Prime Minister, Victor Ponta3 (2012) and a Ger-
man Education Minister, Annette Schavan4 (2013) found guilty of plagiarised PhD
dissertations. Furthermore, in media, songs, choreography, lyrics, and stories are
reused without citing the corresponding source [Dittmar et al., 2012, Giguere, 2019].
With the increasing volume of reported cases of both mono- and cross-lingual text
reuse and plagiarism, the transformation of the Web into a social and multi-lingual
hub, expansion of Wikipedia in multiple languages with readily available electronic
documents, and widely adopted use of Machine Translation (MT) systems [Logue,
2004, Gipp et al., 2014], the computational study and thorough analysis of text
reuse and plagiarism are becoming hot research topics. Consequently, developing
reliable systems for their detection has become an interesting intellectual problem
and one whose solution promises practical benefits to both individuals and organ-
isations, for example, in academia, where teachers can assess the originality of a
student’s assignment, in businesses where companies are interested to find breaches
of ownership or wish to track the distribution of copyright digital content, detecting
infringements of the news monitoring system, and Web search engines wishing to
filter duplicate content prior to providing results to the users.
Although the detection of text reuse and plagiarism can be difficult for humans,
the best practice is to manually identify the cases. However, it is not practical to
keep track of every on-line resource manually. As a result, it is mandatory to have
automatic methods that assist humans. The automatic text reuse and plagiarism
detection take advantage of state-of-the-art Natural Language Processing (NLP)
and Information Retrieval (IR) techniques to determine whether a text (either full







what, the final decision, with the help of supportive linguistic evidence, is by a
human.
Automatic plagiarism detection is often divided into two subtasks [Stein et al.,
2007]. Intrinsic plagiarism detection is the task of checking whether the whole
text that contains plagiarism (suspicious text) is documented by a single author.
Extrinsic5 plagiarism detection, on the other hand, is the task of identifying portions
of a derived text that are borrowed from the original text(s) (source text(s)). The
extrinsic plagiarism detection task is further classified as mono- and cross-lingual,
wherein the latter case, the source and derived texts are in different languages.
Text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism, whether mono- or cross-lingual, are com-
paratively hard to tackle as they can occur at the document, passage, and sentence
levels [Martin, 1994]. Moreover, the rewritten text is often obfuscated with different
paraphrasing mechanisms and may be borrowed from more than one text document
(source text) [Maurer et al., 2006]. In the cross-lingual case, it becomes even more
complex, when the source-derived texts are from different languages or belong to dif-
ferent language families (e.g., English-Arabic, English-Urdu, etc.) [Barrón-Cedeño
et al., 2010].
To identify a potential case of text reuse or extrinsic plagiarism, the derived
text should ideally be compared with all the possible sources. However, in large
collections, this is computationally expensive and practically difficult to achieve.
Therefore, a small set of sources are first shortlisted (often called candidate text
documents6) and then a feature-based detailed analysis (also known as the pair-wise
comparison) is carried out on each source-derived text document pair. The goal is
to pinpoint the source text document(s) used to create the derived text document
and further, to identify the portion of text reused from the source text document(s).
5 In some literature, it is also referred to as external
6Mostly IR based approaches are used at this stage, where the derived text document is used as a




The main focus of this thesis is to investigate the open issue of mono- and cross-
lingual paraphrased text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection for the Urdu and
English-Urdu language pair. We believe that this is the first work that thoroughly
explores this problem in the mono-lingual context for the Urdu language and in the
cross-lingual context for the English-Urdu language pair. As far as we know, the
majority of the previous efforts were inclined towards English or English-European
language pairs [Potthast et al., 2009a, Potthast et al., 2010a, Potthast et al., 2011b,
Potthast et al., 2012a, Potthast et al., 2013a, Potthast et al., 2014]. However, there
is a large population of the world that speak Indo-Aryan languages (approximately
one billion7) and there is a clear shortage of corpora and methods proposed for the
text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection research on these languages.
From the literature, it has been observed that the most famous type of obfus-
cation that people use to rephrase the text is by paraphrasing (or paraphrasing
after translation, in the case of cross-lingual settings) [Maurer et al., 2006, Keck,
2006, Osman et al., 2012]. However, the algorithms proposed are limited to detect-
ing mostly verbatim or direct translations of texts (using surface-level matching) as
it is a straightforward task [Nawab, 2012]. Previous research has also shown that it
is difficult to detect paraphrased text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism especially when
it occurs across languages and more specifically, between cross-script language pairs
[Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2010]. Furthermore, the experiments conducted on some
non-ideographic languages have reported unsatisfactory results [Chen and Vines,
2014, Aljohani and Mohd, 2014]. One of the reasons is that the majority of the
methods proposed in the literature rely on the availability of supporting resources





This thesis presents efforts on developing benchmark evaluation corpora, sup-
porting resources, and methods to detect text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism in Urdu
and English-Urdu language pair. Urdu, belonging to the Indo-Aryan language fam-
ily, is the official language of Pakistan and predominantly spoken in the country.
Moreover, it is one of the most popular languages spoken by around 175 million
people around the globe [Alam et al., 2015]. In contrast to English, Urdu is con-
ventionally written right-to-left in Nastaliq style and relies heavily on Arabic and
Persian sources for literary and technical vocabulary [Mukund et al., 2010, Daud
et al., 2017]. However, for NLP, it is a low-resource language concerning even the
core processing tasks like tokenisation, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, or morpholog-
ical analysis [Anwar et al., 2006, Jabbar et al., 2018].
This PhD work examines the specific problem of mono- (Urdu) and cross-lingual
(English-Urdu) text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection (or pairwise text com-
parison). The aim is to compare a pair of texts, whether written in a same or
different language, to determine whether one has reused the other. An exhaustive
pairwise comparison of text documents this way is useful in determining the amount
of text reused to create the new text. Besides, it could be used to discriminate be-
tween different levels of text reuse. The main motivation behind this PhD research
work is to foster the text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection research in an
under-resourced language, i.e., Urdu and discourage the unacknowledged reuse of
text.
1.2 Research goals
The main research goals of this thesis are as follows:
• Explore the problem of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection for an
under-resourced Urdu language and English-Urdu language pair;
• Develop benchmark gold standard mono-lingual text reuse and extrinsic pla-
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giarism corpora for the Urdu language;
• Develop benchmark gold standard cross-lingual text reuse corpora for the
English-Urdu language pair;
• Create supporting lexical resources that assist in the detection of cross-lingual
(English-Urdu) text reuse cases;
• Evaluate and compare the performance of state-of-the-art mono-lingual text
reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection methods on the Urdu corpora;
• Develop or fine-tune methods for the mono- and cross-lingual text reuse and
extrinsic plagiarism detection.
1.3 Contributions
The key contributions of this thesis work are summarised below;
• Development of benchmark mono-lingual (Urdu) standard evaluation cor-
pora for the Urdu paraphrased text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection.
Two mono-lingual (Urdu) corpora for the paraphrased text reuse and extrinsic
plagiarism detection are developed. (1) The COUNTER Corpus is a bench-
mark Urdu text reuse corpus that contains real cases of text reuse from the
journalism domain. It has 1,200 text documents with three levels of text reuse.
(2) The UPPC Corpus contains simulated cases of Urdu paraphrase plagia-
rism. It has 160 documents divided into paraphrased plagiarised and non-
plagiarised types. Both corpora are available as free to download resources to
promote NLP research in the Urdu language.
• Development of a benchmark cross-lingual gold standard text reuse corpus
for the English-Urdu language pair.
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A benchmark gold standard cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse corpus is
also developed. The TREU corpus has source text documents in the English
language and derived documents in the Urdu language. The manually created
corpus is considerably large in size and has in total 4,514 text documents,
categorised into three types, i.e., Wholly Derived, Partially Derived, and Non
Derived. The corpus is saved in a standard XML format and available as a
free to download resource.
• Development of supporting lexical resources for the English-Urdu language
pair.
A suitably large English-Urdu Parallel Corpus (154,258 parallel sentences)
and several bi-lingual dictionaries as supporting lexical resources are also de-
veloped. These resources are useful for many NLP applications including (but
not limited to) text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection, paraphrase iden-
tification and generation systems, MT systems, etc.
• Evaluation and comparison of state-of-the-art mono-lingual methods for text
reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection for the Urdu language.
The performance of several state-of-the-art mono-lingual text reuse and ex-
trinsic plagiarism detection methods is evaluated on the proposed benchmark
Urdu corpora. A range of methods are used in the experiments performed, i.e.,
Word n-grams overlap, Vector Space Model, Longest Common Subsequence,
Greedy String Tiling, Local alignment, Global alignment, Stop-word n-grams
overlap, Sentence ratio, and Token ratio. Evaluation is carried out on real
(COUNTER Corpus) as well as simulated (UPPC Corpus) cases of Urdu text
reuse and extrinsic plagiarism. The evaluation assisted in depicting a true pic-
ture of the performance of these methods as well as helped to identify which
method(s) works best for the Urdu language.
• Evaluation of state-of-the-art and newly proposed methods for the cross-
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lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection.
A diversified range of methods are applied for the evaluation of proposed cross-
lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse corpus (i.e., TREU Corpus). The methods
used broadly fall into three categories, (1) Translation + Mono-lingual Anal-
ysis (includes a language normalisation step that first translates source or
derived text documents into the same language and then applies mono-lingual
methods), (2) Cross-lingual Vector Space Model (uses a bi-lingual dictionary
to translate words from the source or derived text documents and then apply
Vector Space Model), and (3) Cross-lingual Embeddings (uses cross-lingual
word and sentence embeddings to map words into a single embedding space
and then calculates similarity). The evaluation is carried out to show the
usefulness of the corpus and how it can be utilised in the development and
evaluation of cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection systems.
• Newly proposed method for cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detec-
tion.
A new method is proposed for the detection of cross-lingual (English-Urdu)
text reuse cases at the document level. The proposed method calculates the
cosine similarity between word pairs instead of averaging all word vectors in
a source or derived text document. Moreover, it only takes into account the
weighted maximum similarity which allows for approximate matching. This
way the words that are replaced with their synonyms in the derived text
document may also be captured.
• Use of supporting lexical resources for the cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text
reuse detection.
Several bi-lingual dictionaries, compiled from different sources, are used as
supporting resources in the cross-lingual text reuse detection experiments. To
see the effect of lexical coverage, the dictionaries are used separately as well as
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combined as a single resource. Furthermore, the experiments are performed
using ‘first word’ as well as ‘all words’ from the dictionaries as translation
units.
• Custom training of multiple word and sentence embeddings models on an
Urdu news corpus.
A number of word and sentence embeddings models are trained on a large news
corpus for the Urdu language (and are made available for free to download).
These models could be used not only for the text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
detection but various other NLP tasks.
1.4 Main findings
The key observations as the main findings of this thesis work are as follows.
• Observation 1: There is a dire need to develop linguistic resources and tools for
under-resourced languages (e.g., Urdu) to foster research in these languages.
• Observation 2: It is a lot easier to detect verbatim reuse of text. However,
the problem becomes harder when the text is heavily paraphrased or when
translated and then paraphrased.
• Observation 3: Detecting text reuse across languages is not a trivial task.
Moreover, it becomes more challenging when the reuse occurs between non-
ideographic languages (e.g., English-Urdu, English-Arabic, etc.).
• Observation 4: Simpler methods (e.g., n-grams overlap) perform competi-
tively with the complex methods (e.g., Greedy String Tiling). Moreover, the
performance of methods decreases with the increasing length of n-grams.
• Observation 5: At the document level, it is easier to differentiate between two
levels of text reuse than three levels. Furthermore, it is difficult to discriminate
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between paraphrased and independently written text than paraphrased and
verbatim or verbatim and independently written.
• Observation 6: State-of-the-art text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection
methods work fairly well on the simulated cases of reuse, however, their per-
formance falls short on real cases of reuse.
• Observation 7: In some cases, text pre-processing (removal of stop-words,
punctuation masks, foreign characters, and numbers) is helpful in improving
the results whereas, in others, it does not. Moreover, text stemming has a
positive effect on the performance of the methods than text lemmatisation.
• Observation 8: Using the T+MA method for English-Urdu cross-lingual text
reuse detection at document level produced reasonably good results. Moreover,
combining different methods has proven to be useful in the English-Urdu cross-
lingual text reuse detection.
1.5 Thesis structure
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2
Literature Review: The second chapter of this thesis starts with a brief history
of text plagiarism. It then categorises and reviews in detail the mono- and
cross-lingual standard evaluation corpora already developed for the text reuse
and extrinsic plagiarism detection. It also classifies and describes the state-of-
the-art methods proposed for the tasks. Moreover, the chapter also discusses
the evaluation measures commonly used to assess the performance of a text




Mono- and Cross-lingual Text Reuse and Extrinsic Plagiarism Resources: The
third chapter of this thesis presents the efforts in creating mono- and cross-
lingual standard evaluation and supporting resources for an under-resourced
language, i.e., Urdu. It describes the details of a mono-lingual (Urdu) text
reuse corpus (COUNTER Corpus), a mono-lingual (Urdu) extrinsic plagia-
rism corpus (UPPC Corpus), and one cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse
corpus (TREU Corpus) developed as the outcome of this thesis work. Fur-
thermore, it provides the details of a large-scale English-Urdu Parallel Corpus
(EUPC-20) and several bi-lingual dictionaries compiled as the supporting re-
sources for the cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
detection.
Chapter 4
Mono-lingual (Urdu) Text Reuse and Extrinsic Plagiarism Detection: The fourth
chapter of this thesis describes the experiments performed on the proposed
mono-lingual (Urdu) text reuse (COUNTER Corpus) and extrinsic plagiarism
(UPPC Corpus) corpora. Several state-of-the-art mono-lingual methods are
applied on both corpora to evaluate their performance and examine their be-
haviour on the Urdu text. Results showed that Word n-grams overlap and
Greedy String Tiling with smaller values of n performed best on the Urdu
text. The results also highlighted the fact that detecting real cases of text
reuse is comparatively more difficult than simulated plagiarism cases that are
created in a controlled environment.
Chapter 5
Cross-lingual (English-Urdu) Text Reuse Detection: The fifth chapter of this the-
sis reports the details of the cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection
experiments carried out on the TREU Corpus. A large set of diverse meth-
ods, classified under three categories, are applied on the proposed corpus to
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show how it can be used in the development and evaluation of cross-lingual
(English-Urdu) text reuse detection systems. Evaluation results indicated that
Translation + Mono-lingual Analysis outperformed both cross-lingual Vector
Space Model and cross-lingual embeddings and the combination of different
methods effectively improves the performance.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Directions: The sixth chapter concludes the thesis by
providing a summary of the contributions made and discusses avenues for
future work.
1.6 Published work
The following research articles have been published as part of the research work
presented in this thesis. Where appropriate, portions of this thesis are based on our
contributions to these publications.
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for Information Science and Technology, 70(7), 729-741.
• Sara Sameen, Muhammad Sharjeel, Rao Muhammad Adeel Nawab, Paul
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In the previous chapter, an introduction to mono- and cross-lingual text reuse and
extrinsic plagiarism detection was presented. Moreover, the importance of standard
evaluation corpora to estimate the performance of the state-of-the-art methods was
also discussed. Furthermore, the chapter highlighted the fact that the majority of
the standard evaluation resources are being developed for English and some other
languages. Consequently, the state-of-the-art methods proposed and their support-
ing resources (in the case of cross-lingual) are mostly available for these languages.
This chapter starts with a brief history of the text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
detection in natural language text (Section 2.1). In the next section, the classifica-
tion of the already developed mono- and cross-lingual corpora based on the reuse
examples they contain is presented (Section 2.2). A comprehensive review of an
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individual corpus within each classification, concerning how it was constructed, the
levels of reuse it contains, and its detailed statistics are provided. The next section
categorises state-of-the-art methods already available for the mono- and cross-lingual
text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection (Section 2.3). A thorough and in-depth
survey of the methods proposed under each category is presented and how effective
these methods are when evaluated on different corpora is reported. The chapter con-
cludes with the discussion of the evaluation measures used to assess the performance
of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection systems (Section 2.4).
2.1 Plagiarism history
Text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection have received increasing attention in
recent years, however, text plagiarism detection has a rather long history [Pereira
et al., 2010, Potthast et al., 2011a, Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2013a, Ferrero et al., 2016].
The research on plagiarism detection for natural languages started around 1990.
However, it was at the start of this century that the field gained more attention, new
frameworks were proposed and implementations evaluated, and researchers started
to highlight the issue of plagiarism detection in written text [Culwin and Lancaster,
2001, Lyon et al., 2001, Vernon et al., 2001, Clough, 2003]. It was further suggested
incorporating NLP and Machine Learning (ML) techniques as enhancements to the
existing systems.
Initially, the focus was on detecting mono-lingual plagiarism which later shifted
towards cross-lingual plagiarism [Ceska et al., 2008, Lee et al., 2008, Pinto et al.,
2009]. A survey conducted on textual plagiarism emphasises the issue of detect-
ing extensive paraphrasing [Maurer et al., 2006]. Although the shift of the survey
was more towards mono-lingual plagiarism, it concluded that plagiarism detection
systems perform poorly when plagiarism crosses language boundaries. The findings
of another survey on the existing online commercial plagiarism detection systems
suggested that all of the available systems failed against paraphrased and translated
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or cross-lingual plagiarism [Köhler and Weber-Wul, 2010]. For the past 10 years, the
tests performed to assess the performance of plagiarism detection systems on the
direct copy, paraphrased, and cross-lingual plagiarism cases clearly indicate that the
available systems can only detect exact copies, and not paraphrased or cross-lingual
plagiarism [Weber-Wulff, 2008, Weber-Wulff, 2013]. These reports highlight that
the paraphrased and cross-lingual plagiarism cases are hard to detect and are open
issues. Moreover, research in cross-lingual plagiarism between non-ideographic lan-
guages has been in its infancy and initial experiments have reported unsatisfactory
results [Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2010].
2.2 Corpora for text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
In any NLP task, a standard evaluation corpus is of utmost importance to not only
develop, tune, and compare different existing methods under a common setting but
it also provides a material basis and a testbed for building new NLP systems. For
the majority of NLP tasks, plenty of corpora are readily available for evaluation
and comparison purposes but plagiarism involves confidentiality and ethical issues,
therefore, it is difficult to compile a corpus that contains real plagiarism examples
[Clough, 2003]. However, the research community has made some serious efforts at
developing standard evaluation corpora for the mono- and cross-lingual text reuse
and extrinsic plagiarism and these efforts have been fruitful.
Benchmark corpora for the detection of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism,
whether in mono- or cross-lingual settings, can be created in three ways: (1) corpora
with artificial examples of reuse - these corpora are created using automatic text
rewriting software, (2) corpora with simulated examples of reuse - individuals are
asked to obfuscate the original text to generate the plagiarised text, and (3) corpora
with real examples of reuse - these examples can be obtained from a domain where
text reuse is acceptable, e.g., journalism. In the following sections, a survey of al-
ready available mono- and cross-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism corpora
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Figure 2.1: Classification of the mono-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection
corpora
is presented. Each corpus is first categorised, base on the reuse cases it contains,
under one of the three types i.e., (1) artificial, (2) simulated, or (3) real. It is then
described at length, emphasising the corpus generation process, its statistics, and
the purpose of creating each standard evaluation resource.
2.2.1 Mono-lingual corpora
Over the past decade, researchers have made some notable efforts to develop bench-
mark mono-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism corpora. These standard
evaluation resources have not only helped in the development of new methods but
also comparing the performance of the existing methods for the text reuse and ex-
trinsic plagiarism detection tasks. Figure 2.1 shows the classification of these corpora
in terms of the type of reuse cases they contain.
2.2.1.1 Corpora with artificial examples of reuse
The following sections present mono-lingual corpora that contain artificial examples
of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism.
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2.2.1.1.1 PAN-PC The PAN1 Plagiarism Corpora (PAN-PC) are probably the
most representative examples of corpora containing artificial examples of reuse. The
text documents in the PAN-PC contain plagiarism cases entered automatically (or
in some cases manually), in order to allow for the evaluation and the assessment of
automatic plagiarism detection systems. These corpora, developed and matured over
the years, predominantly include cases of mono-lingual plagiarism but a few cross-
lingual (Spanish and German) examples are also part of them. Most of these corpora
are based on books (22,135 English, 527 German, and 211 Spanish) from Project
Gutenberg2 and are widely used for research purposes3. The following subsections
briefly describe the PAN-PC corpora, the nature of the plagiarism cases they contain
and summarise the main characteristics of each corpus.
PAN-PC-[09-10-11] In 2009, PAN organisers introduced the PAN-PC-09 cor-
pus, an artificially created corpus for evaluating plagiarism detection systems [Pot-
thast et al., 2009b]. It consists of 41,223 documents extracted from books of Project
Gutenberg. The corpus has two distinct subsets for both extrinsic and intrinsic
plagiarism detection tasks. The test corpus developed for the extrinsic plagiarism
detection task contains 7,215 source and 7,214 suspicious documents. To repre-
sent paraphrased plagiarised text in the suspicious documents, artificial operations,
referred to as obfuscations, are used. These obfuscations are mostly random text op-
erations, which insert, remove, substitute or rearrange words at random. Similarly,
words were replaced with their synonyms or antonyms randomly, and word shuffling
with an effort to preserve the POS sequences. Out of the total 94,202 plagiarism
cases, only 10% are for cross-lingual plagiarism whereas a large number of these are
in the English language (90%). These artificially generated passages lack proper
1PAN is an acronym for “Plagiarism Analysis, Authorship Identification, and Near-Duplicate De-
tection” - http://pan.webis.de
2https://www.gutenberg.org
3PAN-PC corpora are freely available to download - https://www.uni-weimar.de/en/media/chair
s/webis/corpora/
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PAN-PC-09 PAN-PC-10 PAN-PC-11
Document Statistics
source docs 50% 50% 50%
suspicious docs
— with plagiarism 25% 25% 25%
— without plagiarism 25% 25% 25%
Document Length
short(1-10pp.) 50% 50% 50%
medium(10-100pp.) 35% 35% 35%
long(100-1000pp.) 15% 15% 15%
Plagiarism per Document
hardly (5%-20%) - 45% 57%
medium (20%-50%) - 15% 15%
much (50%-80%) - 25% 18%
entirely (>80%) - 15% 10%
Obfuscation Statistics
none 35% 40% 18%
paraphrasing
— automatic (low) 35% 20% 32%
— automatic (high) 20% 20% 31%
— simulated - 6% 8%
translation
— automatic 10% 14% 10%
— manual - - 1%
Obfuscation Case Length
short - 34% 35%
medium - 33% 38%
long - 33% 27%
Cross-Language Sub-corpus Statistics
Spanish-English
— source docs 146 187 199
— suspicious docs 110 189 304
German-English
— source docs 305 414 348
— suspicious docs 251 476 251
translated plagiarism cases
— automatic 1,685 7,898 5,142
— manual - - 433
Table 2.1: Statistics of the PAN-PC-[09-10-11] corpora
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semantics due to random operations, but in the absence of genuine cases, the corpus
provides a sufficient test base for evaluating plagiarism detection systems.
The PAN-PC-10 corpus, released in 2010, is an enhanced version that comprises
27,073 documents but the specifications are very similar to the previous year [Pot-
thast et al., 2010b]. However, there are two important differences from the previous
version, (1) only one corpus was created for both extrinsic (corresponding to about
70%) and intrinsic (corresponding to about 30%) plagiarism detection tasks, (2) for
the first time, 6% simulated plagiarism cases were introduced in the corpus. The
organisers used Amazon Mechanical Turk4 workers to generate manually simulated
plagiarism cases. The extrinsic plagiarism detection portion of the test corpus con-
tains 11,148 source documents and 15,925 suspicious documents. Out of the total
68,558 plagiarism cases, only 14% contain translated or cross-lingual plagiarism.
An additional effort was put to create topical relationships among the source and
suspicious documents in the PAN-PC-10 corpus. 20 different clusters were created
to group source-suspicious document pairs into either intra-topic (same cluster) or
inter-topic (different clusters).
Released in 2011, the PAN-PC-11 corpus is the next incremental version in
the series and contains 26,939 documents [Potthast et al., 2010b]. However, there
are two exceptions from the previous years, (1) the total number of obfuscated
cases increased from 60% to 82% and, (2) manually simulated cases also saw a
modest increase from 6% to 8%. The extrinsic plagiarism detection test corpus
released for the third year contains 11,094 source and 11,094 suspicious documents.
Out of the total 61,064 plagiarism cases, only 11% cases are of translated or cross-
lingual plagiarism. One notable difference, however, is the inclusion of cross-lingual
simulated plagiarism cases (though only 1%) in the corpus. These were created
in a similar fashion to the mono-lingual ones used in the PAN-PC-10 corpus, i.e.,
workers at Amazon Mechanical Turk were requested to manually paraphrase the
4https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
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plagiarism cases after translation. As a result, translated plagiarism (or cross-lingual
plagiarism) cases are much closer to real plagiarism cases in the corpus.
Table 2.1 summarises the key statistics and cross compares each of the PAN-PC
corpora from 2009-2011.
PAN-PC-12 In 2012, the PAN organisers created a new corpus from scratch.
The PAN-PC-12 corpus test set contains 3,000 suspicious documents and 3,500
source documents (including the translations of 500 non-English (Spanish and Ger-
man) source documents) [Potthast et al., 2012b]. The training set comprises 1,804
suspicious documents and 4,210 source documents. Passages from source docu-
ments are automatically obfuscated and then inserted into suspicious documents.
In PAN-PC-12, the obfuscation strategies used were; exact copy (no obfuscation),
artificial plagiarism (low and high), paraphrased plagiarism (manually simulated)
and translated (cross-lingual) plagiarism. 500 cases were generated using each of
these strategies while 500 non plagiarised cases are also included in the corpus. Ad-
ditionally, 33 real plagiarism cases of around 75 to 150 words length are also part of
the corpus. However, the rather small number of these real cases were not released
with the corpus. Table 2.2 displays the case-wise division of documents in the corpus
[Potthast et al., 2012b]. In keeping with the tradition, cross-lingual plagiarism cases
were also released with the corpus, though, the cross-lingual sub-corpus was com-
pletely revised this year. PAN-PC-12 cross-lingual plagiarism cases are based on the
multi-lingual Europarl corpus [Koehn, 2005]. To generate plagiarism cases, a passage
from a non-English (German or Spanish) source document was selected, then the
analogous passage from the English version of the source document was extracted
and inserted into a Gutenberg book. Doing so, the Google Translate service was
avoided as it was observed that the same strategy was used to detect cross-lingual
plagiarism in the competition. Another improvement is that source-suspicious pairs
are formed on the basis of similarity of both documents.
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Sub-corpus Number of Cases
real cases 33
simulated 500






Table 2.2: Statistics of the PAN-PC-12 corpus
PAN-PC-13 In 2013, the PAN organisers introduced a new evaluation corpus.
In contrast to previous practices (Section 2.2.1.1.1 and Section 2.2.1.1.1), the sus-
picious text documents in the PAN-PC-13 corpus were created manually through
crowd-sourcing [Potthast et al., 2013b], while the source text documents were ex-
tracted from the Webis-TRC-12 corpus [Potthast et al., 2013c]. The Webis-TRC-12
corpus contains manually written essays by oDesk workers, searching for a topic
from ClueWeb09 corpus [Callan et al., 2009]. In the first step, a set of source text
documents was compiled from the Web-TRC-12 corpus, for 144 topics, with at least
2 and up to 170 documents. Roughly 50 word long passages were extracted from
source text documents, automatically obfuscated and then inserted (concatenated)
to create suspicious text documents. Four obfuscation strategies were used to gen-
erate plagiarism cases i.e., none, random and (two completely new strategies) cyclic
translation and summary obfuscation. In cyclic translation obfuscation, a passage
of text was made to undergo a sequence of translations. This exploits the fact that
the inherent nature of machine translation systems introduces paraphrasing in the
text. For summary obfuscation, already available resources from automatic text
summarisation were incorporated. Table 2.3 shows the distribution of documents
in the corpus based on plagiarism type. PAN-PC-13 corpus has 4,774 source and
3,653 suspicious documents which contains 6,000 plagiarised cases (i.e., 2,000 for
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Sub-Corpus Number of cases
summary obfuscation 1000




overall / averaged 6000
Table 2.3: Statistics of the PAN-PC-13 corpus
each of the obfuscation strategies), 2,000 containing no obfuscation and 2,000 with-
out plagiarism. Surprisingly, the PAN-PC-13 corpus does not include any cases of
cross-lingual plagiarism.
2.2.1.2 Corpora with simulated examples of reuse
The following sections discuss mono-lingual corpora that contain simulated examples
of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism.
2.2.1.2.1 SAC The Short Answer Corpus (SAC) contains simulated plagiarism
cases created to imitate plagiarism in academia [Clough and Stevenson, 2011]. The
corpus is an outcome to the answers of five different questions on topics related to
Computer Science. A group of 19 volunteers manually created the plagiarised and
non-plagiarised text documents for the corpus by answering the below mentioned
five questions.
1. Explain the inheritance in respect to object oriented programming
2. What is PageRank algorithm which is used by Google search engine?
3. What is Vector Space Model which is formally used for Information Retrieval?
4. Discuss Bayes Theorem from the field of probability theory.
5. Discuss dynamic programming
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The approximate length of each text document in the corpus is between 200-300
words. The volunteers were given Wikipedia excerpts related to the questions to
help them in writing the answers. They were also briefed on creating plagiarised
text with the following different rewrite levels,
Near copy Use the source Wikipedia article to answer the question by using cut-
and-paste operations. However, the length of the answer should be between
200-300 words.
Light revision The answer to the question should be based on the source Wikipedia
page. The original text should be altered by paraphrasing techniques like
synonym replacement and changing the grammatical structure. Moreover, in
sentences, the information order should be preserved.
Heavy revision Again the answer should be based on the original Wikipedia page
but it should be generated by rephrasing the original text such that same
content is expressed using different linguistic expressions. This may include
sentence merging and splitting.
Instructions for creating the non-plagiarised answers are as follows,
Non-plagiarism Subjects were instructed to answer the question using their own
knowledge and what they have learned from the learning material (lecture
notes, relevant sections from textbooks etc.) provided to them. While answer-
ing a question they can look at other relevant material but not Wikipedia.
A total of 95 documents were created, 57 plagiarised (near copy = 19, light
revision = 19 and heavy revision = 19) and remaining 38 non-plagiarised. The
set of non-plagiarised documents is useful in evaluating the ability of a plagiarism
detection system to discriminate plagiarised documents from non-plagiarised ones.
In total, this corpus contains 100 documents, 95 suspicious documents and five
source Wikipedia articles.
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2.2.1.3 Corpora with real examples of reuse
The following sections describe mono-lingual corpora that contain real examples of
text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism.
2.2.1.3.1 METER The most prominent effort in recent years, for the develop-
ment of mono-lingual text reuse corpora containing real examples for the English
language, is the MEasuring TExt Reuse (METER) corpus [Clough et al., 2002].
It consists of 1,716 documents with over 500,000 words. The corpus contains 771
Press Association (PA) articles as source documents. The remaining 945 docu-
ments are news stories published in nine British newspapers (five tabloids and four
broadsheets) that are derived from some of the source documents. These derived
documents are categorised as (1) Wholly Derived (WD), where the newspaper text is
entirely based on the source document, (2) Partially Derived (PD), where the news-
paper text is partly based on the source document, and (3) Non Derived (ND), the
situation in which the news story is written completely independently of the source
document. The corpus includes documents from two domains: court and law (769
documents) and show-business (176 documents). From the 945 derived documents,
301 are tagged as WD, 438 as PD and 206 as ND. Although, in journalism, text
reuse is acceptable, however, the corpus has been used in the past to evaluate the
performance of extrinsic plagiarism detection systems [Clough, 2003, Barrón-Cedeño
et al., 2009].
2.2.2 Cross-lingual corpora
Similar to the mono-lingual corpora, benchmark cross-lingual standard evaluation
corpora have also been proposed for the cross-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagia-
rism detection. Figure 2.2 shows the classification of these corpora, each categorised
under the type of reuse examples they contain.
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Figure 2.2: Classification of the cross-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism corpora
2.2.2.1 Corpora with artificial examples of reuse
The sections that follow describe cross-lingual corpora that contain artificial exam-
ples of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism.
2.2.2.1.1 ECLaPa The Europarl Cross-Language Plagiarism analysis (ECLaPa)
corpus contains examples of artificial cases of cross-lingual plagiarism [Pereira et al.,
2010]. These reuse cases are automatically created using text documents from the
Europarl Parallel Corpus5 [Koehn, 2005]. The ECLaPA corpus contains both mono-
lingual and multi-lingual (French and Portuguese) text plagiarism cases in equal
number. To generate artificial plagiarism cases, selected passages from source French
or Portuguese text documents are translated and then inserted into suspicious text
documents by locating the equivalent English passages. The corpus has been made
5The Europarl parallel corpus includes archives of the European Parliament proceedings available
in 21 languages.
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English French Portuguese
Suspicious documents 300 300 0 0
Source documents 348 0 174 174
Total number of plagiarism cases 2,169
Table 2.4: Statistics of the ECLaPa corpus
freely available to download6.
The multi-lingual part of the corpus comprises 348 source text documents and
300 suspicious text documents (Table 2.4). However, 100 (50 French, 50 Portuguese)
source text documents are not used in generating suspicious text documents and 100
suspicious text documents are plagiarism free. The corpus has 2,169 cross-lingual
plagiarism cases with varying lengths: (1) Short passages (<1,500 characters) used
in 30% cases, (2) medium passages (1,501 - 5,000 characters) used in 60% cases and
(3) large passages (5,001 - 15,000 characters) used in 10% cases. A suspicious text
document may contain up to 15 plagiarised passages from 5 different sources. The
purpose of creating the corpus was to detect plagiarised fragments across English-
French and English-Portuguese language pairs. The experiment performed achieved
F-measure (Section 2.4) score of 0.58.
2.2.2.1.2 BPE-PDC The Bilingual Persian-English Plagiarism Detection Corpus
(BPE-PDC) is an artificially created dataset submitted for the PAN 2015 shared task
[Asghari et al., 2015]. The corpus was created by following more or less the same
approach as PAN corpora, i.e., the source text (from Wikipedia) was obfuscated
and inserted back into source documents to create suspicious documents. However,
the obfuscation strategy adopted is named as “sentence stitching”. To create such
obfuscation, sentence pairs from a parallel corpus are extracted and then appended
to each other to form aligned passages of text. A total of 11,200 plagiarised passages
6http://www.inf.ufrgs.br/~viviane/eclapa.html
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created this way were then planted into the source documents. To ensure that the
plagiarised passages have at least some similarity to source and suspicious document
text, sentence and document clustering was first obtained through IR queries with
the Lucene IR engine [Białecki et al., 2012]. The corpus contains 19,973 source and
7,142 suspicious documents. However, half of the suspicious documents contain no
plagiarism. In the remaining half, 2,035 documents contain “little”, 536 “medium”,
642 “much” and 538 “very much” plagiarism.
2.2.2.1.3 EBPC The English Bangla Plagiarism Corpus (EBPC) is a toy corpus of
110 text documents created for the detection of cross-lingual plagiarism in English-
Bangla language pair [Arefin et al., 2013]. The corpus was built using students’
reports obtained from a public university. Two groups of 55 students each, were
asked to write a report on a topic within a specific domain. One group wrote
the report in English while the other in Bangla. Out of the 110 reports received,
50 from each group (language) were used as training set while the remaining 10
were used as the test set. Plagiarism cases were obfuscated by replacing contents
with several plagiarised contents of different lengths. Not much information about
nature or length of plagiarised passages inserted into the suspicious text documents
is provided. However, the length of each text document is stated to be almost
equal in size. The corpus was used to test a bilingual plagiarism detector, to detect
plagiarism in English-Bangla text document pairs but it is not publicly available to
download.
2.2.2.1.4 EHG-TC The English Hungarian German Translation Corpus (EHG-
TC) was constructed by translating sentences, extracted from English Wikipedia
articles to Hungarian and German languages [Pataki, 2012]. A total of 65,000 En-
glish sentences were machine translated using Google Translate API. Apart from
these, 100 English sentences were hand translated to Hungarian, but these are not
part of the final dataset because they are very few in number. The purpose of build-
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ing the corpus was to evaluate cross-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism de-
tection methods on English-Hungarian English-German translated plagiarism cases.
However, the corpus is not made available to download.
2.2.2.1.5 IE-TC The Indonesian English Translation Corpus (IE-TC) was cre-
ated for the experiments on English-Indonesian plagiarism detection [Alfikri and
Purwarianti, 2012]. It is composed of a group of suspicious text documents that are
plagiarised using a literal translation of some source text documents. The corpus
contains 10 documents in English on a topic related to “NLP” or “text processing”.
The test cases are created in four groups. The following points describe test cases
generation:
Test case 1: The whole document is plagiarised using only one source document;
Test case 2: Part of a document (few sentences) are plagiarised using only one
source document;
Test case 3: The whole document is plagiarised using multiple source documents;
Test case 4: The whole document is plagiarised using a source document which has
similarity with another document in the corpus.
No further details of the corpus are available and it is not provided with an
option to download.
2.2.2.1.6 JRC-EU and FTC For investigating cross-lingual plagiarism in the Czech
language, two distinct corpora, named JRC-EU and Fairy-tale, were created [Ceska
et al., 2008]. Both corpora contain text documents in English and their translations
in Czech. JRC-EU corpus is a collection of 400 (half English, half Czech) Euro-
pean Union legislative reports extracted randomly from JRC-Acquis [Steinberger
et al., 2006]. Fairy-tale, on the other hand, is a small collection of 54 texts (half
English, half Czech) with simplified vocabulary. Not much information about the
type of plagiarism used in both the corpora is given and none is made available to
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download.
2.2.2.2 Corpora with simulated examples of reuse
The sections that follow present cross-lingual corpora that contain simulated exam-
ples of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism.
2.2.2.2.1 CLUE-TAC The Cross Language Urdu English Text Alignment Corpus
(CLUE-TAC) is the first cross-lingual plagiarism detection corpus that contains
simulated examples of plagiarism for Urdu-English language pair [Hanif et al., 2015].
Likewise, Bilingual Persian-English Plagiarism Detection Corpus (Section 2.2.2.1.2),
it was also created for the PAN 2015 shared task [Potthast et al., 2015]. It contains
a collection of 1,000 documents, 500 of which are Urdu source documents and the
remaining 500 English suspicious documents. The main source of corpus text is
Wikipedia documents related to computer science and some general topics. The
simulated cases of plagiarism in the corpus were generated by university students
using both manual and semi-automated (using MT with manual editing) approaches.
The students were given small (<50 words), medium (50–100 words) and large
(100–200 words) text fragments and were requested to obfuscate these fragments
on three levels, i.e., Near Copy (CP), Light Revision (LR) and Heavy Revision
(HR). These plagiarised fragments were then embedded into the source documents
to create suspicious documents. Out of the 500 suspicious documents, only 270 are
plagiarised while 230 contains no plagiarism. The CLUE-TAC was submitted for the
PAN 2015 shared task to foster research in cross-lingual Urdu-English plagiarism
detection.
2.2.2.2.2 CL!TR The Cross-Language Indian Text Reuse (CL!TR) corpus is the
first of its kind dataset developed specifically for the analysis of cross-lingual text
reuse detection in Hindi language [Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2013b]. The suspicious
text documents it contains are in Hindi and source text documents in the English
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Training Partition Test Partition
Reused 130 Reused 146
— light revision 30 — light revision 69
— heavy revision 55 — heavy revision 43
— exact copy 45 — exact copy 34
Original 68 Original 44
Total 198 Total 190
Table 2.5: Statistics of the CL!TR corpus
language. The training set includes 198 suspicious (Hindi) and 5,032 source (En-
glish) text documents, while the test set has 190 suspicious (Hindi) and 5,032 source
(English) text documents (Table 2.5 for details).
The source text documents in the corpus are the answers to a set of 10 ques-
tions, each related to the tourism and computer science domains, generated from
Wikipedia and Incredible !ndia7. The creation of 388 potentially reused Hindi text
documents is inspired by the approach of [Clough and Stevenson, 2011]. The vol-
unteers were given the task to write short answers (in Hindi) to a set of pre-defined
questions, by using either Wikipedia (English version) or from the learning materi-
als such as textbooks, lecture notes, websites etc. (in English) provided as sources.
Moreover, for generating reused cases they were free to use automatic MT systems
for translating English text to Hindi. An effort was made to manually generate each
case of reuse. The corpus includes three levels of rewritten text, i.e., Exact, Light,
and Heavy. Exact means word-to-word or translation only copy, Light means text
with few revisions or translation plus manual correction and Heavy means text is
reused applying substantial paraphrasing or translation plus paraphrasing. The fi-
nal method, Original, is used to generate answers which were independently written
using the learning material. The corpus was used for the PAN@FIRE8 2013 competi-
7http://incredibleindia.org
8FIRE is an acronym for Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation
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Plagiarism Type Count
Original (English) 5
Human Plagiarised (Spanish) 45
Human Non-Plagiarised (Spanish) 25
Translation Plagiarised (Spanish) 25
Human Plagiarised (Italian) 25
Human Non-Plagiarised (Italian) 25
Related Non-Plagiarised (Spanish) 26
Related Non-Plagiarised (Italian) 25
Table 2.6: Statistics of the CLiPA corpus
tion where six teams participated to detect cross-lingual text reuse in English-Hindi
document pair setting [Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2013b]. The best result reported an
F-measure score (Section 2.4) of 0.79 [Kothwal and Varma, 2013]. The corpus is
available with a free to download option9.
2.2.2.2.3 CLiPA To evaluate cross-lingual plagiarism offences between Spanish,
Italian and English languages, a small automatic plus manually simulated cross-
lingual plagiarism analysis corpus named CLiPA (Cross-Language Plagiarism Anal-
ysis) corpus was built [Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2008]. It is a toy corpus created at
fragment-level. To create the corpus, five text fragments on topic “plagiarism” were
plagiarised using both machine translation and by humans to generate cross-lingual
plagiarism cases. For machine translation, five different on-line translation services
were utilised, in order to have variations in the generated cases whereas for manually
(human) simulated plagiarism cases, nine individuals were asked to plagiarise each
of the five source fragments. Moreover, the individuals were asked to generate the
same number of non-plagiarised cases as well. Table 2.6 shows detailed statistics
of the corpus. The corpus was used in the evaluation of cross-lingual plagiarism
9http://www.uni-weimar.de/medien/webis/events/panfire-11/panfire11-web/#corpus
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detection between English-Spanish and English-Italian language pairs and resulted
in F-measure (Section 2.4) score of 0.88. The corpus can be downloaded freely10.
2.2.2.3 Corpora with real examples of reuse
The sections that follow describe cross-lingual corpora that contain real examples
of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism.
2.2.2.3.1 WWC Debora Weber-Wulff, author of the Copy, Shake, Paste blog11
has performed several tests over the years on plagiarism detection software using
manually created plagiarism cases. The test data set, called Weber Wulff Corpus
(WWC), contains short essays between 1 to 1.5 pages, including genuine student
plagiarism examples [Weber-Wulff, 2014]. The testing method is repeated almost ev-
ery year and includes plagiarism cases from English, German, Japanese and Hebrew
languages. Some cases contain authentic texts with no plagiarism, others contain
machine translation (cross-lingual) plagiarism, and some others, paraphrasing. In
one of the test cases, the German politician Guttenberg’s doctoral thesis is used
(the same thesis has been used in other research work too [Gipp et al., 2011, Gipp
et al., 2014]). The detection results, as expected, are pretty poor. The test cases
are not publicly available due to their nature.
2.3 Methods for text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
Computational methods to automatically detect text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
have been around for many years [Diederich, 2006, Clough and Gaizauskas, 2009,
Lukashenko et al., 2007, Alzahrani et al., 2012]. In the following sections, a detail
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Figure 2.3: Classification of the mono-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
detection methods
text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection is presented. The main aim is to provide
an overview of these methods, discuss their development, and how effective they are
when evaluated on different corpora.
2.3.1 Mono-lingual methods
In the literature, different mono-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection
methods have been proposed that generate similarity scores, by comparing each
source-derived text document pair, based on the features which can be extracted
from the given texts [Clough et al., 2002, Mihalcea et al., 2006, Bär et al., 2012].
The higher the score, the more similar the contents of the two text documents [Wise,
1992, Brin et al., 1995, Gitchell and Tran, 1999, Lyon et al., 2001].
This section categorises and describes these methods based on five different types
i.e., lexical overlap, string matching, sequence alignment, structure, and style of the
written text (Figure 2.3).
2.3.1.1 Methods based on lexical overlap
2.3.1.1.1 WNG Word n-grams (WNG) overlap is one of the popular mono-lingual
text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection method that computes the resemblance
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of a text document pair by simply calculating the common n-grams and dividing it
by the length of one or both text documents. The method has proven to provide
good results for detecting extrinsic plagiarism [Lane et al., 2006, Barrón-Cedeño
et al., 2009, Clough and Stevenson, 2011], detection of near duplicates [Shivakumar
and Garcia-Molina, 1995] and measuring text reuse [Clough et al., 2002, Chiu et al.,
2010].
Since a derived text document is likely to share more n-grams with the source text
document, the n-gram overlap similarity score can be used to distinguish between
them. The underlying assumption is that if the similarity score between a source-
derived text document pair is higher than a certain threshold value, the source text
document was reused to create the rewritten one.
A number of similarity measures, based on set-theoretic principles, have been
proposed to quantify the degree of overlap between the two sets of n-grams generated
from the text documents [Broder, 1997, Manning and Schütze, 1999]. A similarity
measure either falls into the category of asymmetric similarity measure or symmetric
similarity measure. In the former case, the length of only one of the sets is employed
in the normalisation process whereas in the latter case, normalisation is carried out
using the lengths of both sets. Four widely employed similarity measures are, (1)
Jaccard (Equation 2.1), (2) Dice (Equation 2.2), (3) Overlap (Equation 2.3), and
(4) Containment (Equation 2.4):
Sjaccard (st, dt) =
|S (st, n)⋂S (dt, n)|
|S (st, n)⋃S (dt, n)| (2.1)
Sdice (st, dt) = 2× |S (st, n)
⋂
S (dt, n)|
|S (st, n)|+ |S (dt, n)| (2.2)
Soverlap (st, dt) =
|S (st, n)⋂S (dt, n)|
min (|S (st, n)| , |S (dt, n)|) (2.3)
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Scontainment (st, dt) =
|S (st, n)⋂S (dt, n)|
|S (st, n)| (2.4)
In the equations 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, S(st, n) and S(dt, n) are the sets of n-grams
of length n in source text (st) and derived text (dt), respectively. The similarity
score ranges between 0 to 1, where 0 indicates that there are no n-grams in common
and 1 indicates that the two texts have all n-grams in common.
2.3.1.1.2 VSM In Vector Space Model (VSM), both source and derived text doc-
uments are represented as term (word or phrase) vectors in a high dimensional
vector space [Salton et al., 1975]. The number of unique terms in each text docu-
ment corresponds to a dimension in the vector space. The similarity between two
document vectors is calculated by computing the angle between them. The method
was originally proposed for IR but has recently been used in the experiments on the
detection of text reuse [Clough, 2003, Bendersky and Croft, 2009, Ekbal et al., 2012]
and document duplicates [Hoad and Zobel, 2003, Runeson et al., 2007]. Moreover,
it was a popular choice for the majority of the participating systems in the PAN
competitions [Sanchez-Perez et al., 2014].
To calculate the closeness between source and derived text document vectors




|−→st | × |−→dt|
=
∑n
i=1 sti × dti√∑n
i=1(sti)
2 ×∑ni=1(dti)2 (2.5)
where |−→st | and |−→dt| represent the lengths of the source and derived text document
vectors, respectively.
Before computing the similarity, the popular weighting schemes term frequency
tf, inverse document frequency idf, or their combination tf-idf [Jurafsky and Mar-
tin, 2009, Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011] are applied to assign weights to
individual terms in the source and derived text documents (Equation 2.6).
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tf-idfi,d = tfi,d · idfi =
ni,d∑
k nk,d
· log |D||Di| (2.6)
2.3.1.2 Methods based on string matching
2.3.1.2.1 LCS Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) is another mono-lingual text
reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection method where the degree of resemblance
between a text document pair is calculated by taking into account the total number
of changes made when the text was rewritten. Given a piece of text, a subsequence
is a contiguous stream of tokens (letters or words) even if some terms are removed
from that text. However, LCS is the longest stream of consecutive tokens that are
common between the two texts and are in order. Let us assume, st and dt are two
texts (strings) to be compared, if st = “123456” and dt = “129456”, then 456 is a
subsequence and 12456 is the longest common subsequence.
The LCS algorithm is order-preserving and can identify the modifications in
the text caused by lexical substitutions, word re-ordering and other text altering
operations [Cormen et al., 2009]. It has been used in Computer Science for file
comparison and compression, detecting duplicate documents [Elhadi and Al-Tobi,
2009], citation-based plagiarism detection [Gipp and Meuschke, 2011], and text reuse
and extrinsic plagiarism detection [Chong et al., 2010, Clough and Stevenson, 2011].
2.3.1.2.2 GST Greedy String-Tiling (GST) is another method based on sub-
string matching and was proposed for identifying biological sub-sequences and com-
puting similarity between free texts [Wise, 1993, Wise, 1995]. GST can detect block
move (caused by transposition of tokens), which is missed by LCS (Section 2.3.1.2.1)
method. GST method tries to find a 1 : 1 match of tokens between two texts, such
that one sequence of tokens is covered with maximum length (called tiles) sub-strings
from the other. These tiles are identified in two steps: (1) scan pattern and (2) mark
arrays. In the first step, a scan is performed to find the longest possible matches
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between a text pair. In the second step, these matches are saved and marked, so
they cannot be used again in the next pass. However, to avoid specious matches of
very small lengths, a minimum Match Length (mML) value is used.
Given a text document pair and a set of matching tiles of a given length be-
tween the two, the normalised GST similarity score can be obtained by taking the
ratio of total length of the tiles to the length of one (asymmetric) or both (symmet-
ric) text documents (Section 2.3.1.1.1). This means, to calculate similarity, Jaccard
(Equation 2.1), Dice (Equation 2.2), Overlap (Equation 2.3), or Containment (Equa-
tion 2.4) can be used. GST has efficiently been used in the past for capturing source
code reuse [Wise, 1992, Wise, 1996] and text reuse and plagiarism detection [Clough
et al., 2002, Nawab, 2012].
2.3.1.3 Methods based on sequence alignment
2.3.1.3.1 GA Global Alignment (GA) is a sequence alignment method that cal-
culates similarity between two texts by first representing them as sequences of words
(tokens) and then identifying similar portions of text (align tokens) between them.
The goal is to search for individual terms (words or phrases) that have the same
order in both texts. It was proposed by Needleman-Wunsch and works mostly for
those sequences that have almost equal lengths [Needleman and Wunsch, 1970]. For
GA, the scoring matrix is constructed using Equation 2.7:




S(i-1, j-1) + w(ai, bj)
(2.7)
where w(ai, bj) value is calculated using match score = 1, mismatch score = -1 and
gap value is calculated using gap penalty = 0. For two strings, st = “1212345443636”
and dt = “123444336”, GA will return the aligned sequence “1–234-443-36”.
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2.3.1.3.2 LA Local Alignment (LA), is a variation of GA (Section 2.3.1.3.1) which
is based on the Smith-Waterman algorithm [Smith and Waterman, 1981]. The
algorithm marks similar text portions between two sequences of varying lengths. It
uses the same approach as GA (Section 2.3.1.3.1) by first constructing a scoring
matrix and then calculating the final score. However, it assigns no penalty to the
unaligned portions of sequences (Equation 2.8):




S(i-1, j-1) + w(ai, bj)
0
(2.8)
where w(ai, bj) value is calculated using match score = 1, mismatch score = -1
and gap value is calculated using gap penalty = 0. For st = “1212345443636” and
dt = “123444336”, LA will return the aligned sequence “–1234-44336–”.
2.3.1.4 Methods based on structure
2.3.1.4.1 SWNG A method grounded on the syntactic similarity, between source
and derived text document pair, is Stop-word n-grams (SWNG) overlap [Stamatatos,
2011]. Stop-words, also known as frequent words, can show useful information for
plagiarism analysis as they are often preserved while modifying texts. It has been
observed that the plagiarists commonly replace (and rearrange) content words with
synonyms, without changing the stop-words.
Given a source and a derived text document, sets of stop-words based n-grams
are extracted and compared to find the common chunks. The comparison is per-
formed by counting the number of common n-grams normalised by the length of
one (asymmetric) or both (symmetric) sets of n-grams (Section 2.3.1.1.1). The
method has performed well to detect text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism in the past
[Stamatatos, 2011, Bär et al., 2012, Gupta et al., 2016].
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2.3.1.5 Methods based on style
2.3.1.5.1 TTR Type Token Ratio (TTR), as the name suggests, is a ratio be-
tween the types (unique words) and the total number of words (tokens) in a corpus
[Youmans, 1990]. A higher value of TTR shows that the text is more varied whereas
a low TTR value indicates the opposite. However, the ratio is affected by the vari-
ation in text length. For longer texts, when the number of tokens (words) increases
the number of types comes down. There are methods proposed in the literature to
standardised its value [McCarthy and Jarvis, 2010]. Nevertheless, TTR could be
used to compare the vocabulary of source and derived texts (Equation 2.9) and it






In equation 2.9, st is the source text while dt is the derived text. Moreover, stt
represents tokens (words) in a source text while dtt represents tokens (words) in a
derived text.
2.3.1.5.2 TR Token Ratio (TR) simply calculates the ratio of words (tokens)
between the two texts (Equation 2.10). It tries to estimate if the given text pairs




In equation 2.10, st is the source text while dt is the derived text. Furthermore,
|stt| and |dtt| represents the number of tokens (words) in a source text and derived
text, respectively.
2.3.1.5.3 SR Sentence Ratio (SR) is another stylistic measure used to compute
the ratio between the number of sentences in the source and derived texts (Equa-
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In equation 2.11, st is the source text while dt is the derived text. Furthermore,
|sts| and |dts| represents the number of sentences in a source text and derived text,
respectively.
2.3.2 Cross-lingual methods
In the field of cross-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection, methods
have been proposed in the literature for computing similarity between text docu-
ments across languages [Ceska et al., 2008, Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2008, Pinto et al.,
2009, Pereira et al., 2010, Potthast et al., 2011a, Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2013a]. In the
following sections, the existing state-of-the-art methods for cross-lingual text reuse
and extrinsic plagiarism detection in natural language text are discussed in detail.
The main objective is to describe each method and its effectiveness specifically in
a cross-lingual context. Therefore, the development of these methods is presented
from the ground up, emerging from the MT based methods to the contemporary
and more reliable knowledge-based systems.
The methods have been classified under six categories, based on the knowledge
source used by each (Figure 2.4). The following discussion describes in detail each
classification category and method(s) that fall under that classification.
2.3.2.1 Methods based on syntax
These methods rely on syntactically similar languages (e.g., English-Spanish) and
the presence of foreign words in texts. The idea is that the inherent features of similar
terms in languages (cognates) can be exploited when composing small chunks, e.g.,
character n-grams or prefixes. The methods have proven to be useful in CLIR tasks
[Buckley et al., 2000, McNamee and Mayfield, 2004] and similarly to detect text
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Figure 2.4: Classification of the cross-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
detection methods
reuse across languages [Potthast et al., 2011a], but have not shown success with
distinct language pairs [Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2010]. The key distinction of these
methods is that they do not require language-specific information, dictionaries or
language translations. On the downside, they work best on languages that belong
to the same linguistic family (have a strong influence on each other) and share some
elements of the lexicon (e.g., English and related European languages).
Character dot-plot is one of the methods comes under this category, which was
originally proposed for bi-texts alignment of parallel corpora12 [Church, 1993]. The
problem of detecting text reuse across languages is considered closely equivalent to
bi-texts alignment task, viewed from a different perspective. Another characterisa-
tion method originally proposed to identify parallel sentences, is cognateness [Simard
et al., 1993]. Cognateness works on prefixes and has been exploited for cross-lingual
plagiarism detection. Shingles from the source and derived text documents are ex-
tracted according to the defined criteria, to create text document vectors. These
vectors are then compared by any standard measure (e.g., cosine between their
angles (Section 2.5)). In cross-lingual settings, these methods can only perform bet-
12The method has also been used in monolingual plagiarism detection [Grozea et al., 2009].
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ter if investigated with languages sharing the Latin alphabet13. The most famous
method among this category, however, is the Cross-Language Character N-Gram
(CL-CNG), discussed in the next section.
2.3.2.1.1 CL-CNG Cross-Language Character N-Gram (CL-CNG), first explored
for European languages text retrieval, exploits the overlapping of character n-gram
tokens between the source and derived text documents [McNamee and Mayfield,
2004]. For cross-lingual plagiarism detection, the source and derived text documents
are represented as vectors by encoding them into character n-grams (optionally, pre-
processing and document weighting is applied using some standard scheme, e.g.,
tf-idf ). Both vectors are then compared using any standard similarity measure
(Equation 2.5).
For a source text document st in one language and a derived text document dt







The key difference between CL-CNG and the remaining state-of-the-art methods
(discussed below) lies in the fact that it makes possible direct comparison of multi-
lingual texts without requiring any supporting resources (parallel or comparable
corpora, knowledge-bases, or thesaurus). Nevertheless, it excels only on languages
with lexical and syntactic similarities.
The method has been used to detect cross-lingual extrinsic plagiarism with
character 3-gram (CL-C3G), tf-idf weighting scheme, and cosine similarity (Equa-
tion 2.5), on a corpus that has English text documents paired with Spanish, German,
Polish, French and Dutch text documents [Potthast et al., 2011a]. It has also been
used with character 4-gram (CL-C4G) on English-Spanish text document pairs (Sec-
13http://www.omniglot.com/writing/latin.htm
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tion 2.2.1.1.1) [Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2013a]. The evaluations results showed CL-
CNG outperformed other methods and ranked as best recall (Section 2.4) oriented
method.
2.3.2.2 Methods based on dictionaries
These methods overcome the language boundaries by using a multi-lingual dictio-
nary or thesaurus (e.g., Eurovoc [Steinberger et al., 2002] or EuroWordNet [Vossen,
1998]) to translate words or concepts across languages. They may simply be named
as cross-language vector space methods, where document vectors are constructed us-
ing indexed dictionaries or multi-lingual concept spaces. These methods are known
for good retrieval speed but bilingual (or multi-lingual) dictionaries are sparse and
the available ones have incompleteness in terms of disambiguation and narrow-
domain specific terms [Demner-Fushman and Oard, 2003, Ceska et al., 2008]. More-
over, the translation of one word into many words in cross-lingual settings when
dealing with a large vocabulary in a big corpus poses serious issues in respect to
ambiguity and computational cost. The methods that fall under this category are
Cross-Language Vector Space Method (CL-VSM) and Cross-Language Conceptual
Thesaurus based Similarity (CL-CTS).
2.3.2.2.1 CL-VSM Cross-Language Vector Space Method (CL-VSM) follows the
traditional VSM approach (Section 2.3.1.1.2), but by constructing vectors of the
text documents using bilingual (or multi-lingual) thesaurus, dictionaries, and other
concept spaces. Eurovoc [Steinberger et al., 2002], JRC-Acquis Multilingual Parallel
Corpus [Steinberger et al., 2006], or similar corpora are used to link multi-lingual
pairs of common words. The goal is to transform the two text documents (vectors)
into a kind of language-independent form, where they can be compared.
The method was used for experiments with English, German and Hungarian lan-
guages (Section 2.2.2.1.4) by using dictionaries to translate lemmas of the extracted
keywords [Pataki, 2012]. An ad-hoc metric was used to discard word number vari-
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ance as one word in one language stands equivalent to many completely different
words in other languages. The experiments, however, were conducted on simple
machine translated sentences (no paraphrasing) to find similarity in terms of their
translations and achieved 95% probability for German-English and 99% for the
Hungarian-English language pair14.
2.3.2.2.2 CL-CTS Cross-Language Conceptual Thesaurus based Similarity (CL-
CTS) is a low computation method based on Eurovoc dictionary [Steinberger et al.,
2002]. It utilises the domain-specific mapping of Eurovoc to estimate the conceptual
similarity between text documents across languages using the proposed algorithm.
The source and derived text documents are first converted into their respective
vectors to construct a multidimensional vector space. These vectors are then com-
pared to estimate similarity using the shared entries in the Eurovoc conceptual
thesaurus. The method, when tested on English paired with German and Spanish
(Section 2.2.1.1.1), offers competitive results and stability across the dataset [Gupta
et al., 2012]. Additionally, it outperformed CL-CNG (Section 2.3.2.1.1) and MT
based methods (Section 2.3.2.5) during the comparative experiments performed.
2.3.2.2.3 CL-KGA Cross-Language Knowledge Graph Analysis (CL-KGA) makes
use of semantic knowledge bases (e.g., BabelNet [Navigli and Ponzetto, 2010], Con-
ceptNet [Havasi et al., 2007], or EuroWordNet [Vossen, 2004]) and graph-based
multi-lingual text representation and comparison. In CL-KGA, text documents are
first fragmented into paragraphs, then grammatically tagged to create knowledge
graphs. These graphs are based on concepts from the text documents themselves
as well as concepts from the multi-lingual semantic network. These weighted and
labelled graphs are then compared by any standard model to measure similarity
[Montes-y Gómez et al., 2001]. Suppose, gs and gd are two graphs of the source
14The high percentage of results are because of the experiments were not performed on a cross-
lingual corpus but a corpus of mere machine translated sentences.
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text document st and derived text document dt, respectively. The similarity func-
tion S(gs, gd) shown in Equation 2.13 is used for graph comparison,
S(gs, gd) = Sc(gs, gd) ∗ (x+ y ∗ Sr(gs, gd)) (2.13)
where Sc denotes concepts and Sr relations scores between the graphs, x and
y are the parameters used to give relevance to concepts and relations using the
semantic network used.
The method has been used to detect plagiarism cases between Spanish and Ger-
man languages (Section 2.2.1.1.1), using BabelNet as knowledge source [Franco-
Salvador et al., 2014]. The source and derived texts were fragmented into 5-sentence
chunks, lemmatised and POS tagged using TreeTagger15. For similarity estimation,
the graphs were compared on concepts and their relation scores. The evaluation
of the method refines the results of CL-ASA (Section 2.3.2.3.1) and CL-CNG (Sec-
tion 2.3.2.1.1). In a more recent study, these knowledge graphs were further in-
vestigated to see the impact of incorporating Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)
and vocabulary expansion [Franco-Salvador et al., 2016]. Moreover, the weighting
scheme used to calculate the similarity was also fine-tuned (Equation 2.13). These
improvements further enhanced the results and it performed better than CL-ESA
(Section 2.3.2.4.1) due to the high coverage of concepts from the BabelNet. How-
ever, there was a notable difference in the evaluation results (a drop from 0.651 to
0.171) when the evaluation was performed on only paraphrased cases of plagiarism
(Section 2.2.1.1.1).
2.3.2.3 Methods based on parallel corpora
These methods are trained on parallel corpora, where text documents are sentence
aligned based on their translations. They make use of statistical machine trans-
15http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger
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lation technology to find related terms across languages or to generate translation
units [Littman et al., 1998]. These methods have reported the best performance in
high-quality retrieval but are computationally expensive. Methods classified under
this category are Cross-Language Alignment based Similarity Analysis (CL-ASA),
Cross-Language Latent Semantic Indexing (CL-LSI) and Cross-Language Kernel
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CL-KCCA).
2.3.2.3.1 CL-ASA Cross-Language Alignment based Similarity Analysis (CL-ASA)
is a statistical method which estimates the probability of derived text document be-
ing the translation of a source text document [Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2008]. It is
based on methods that are used to align identical sentences from comparable cor-
pora [Munteanu et al., 2004]. CL-ASA is a two-step process based on statistical
machine translation technology. The first step is the creation of a bi-lingual sta-
tistical dictionary on the basis of the parallel corpus (aligned at word level [Brown
et al., 1993, Och and Ney, 2003]). The next step is to estimate the maximum simi-
larity of text document pairs using the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm
concerning the statistical dictionary.
The similarity between a source-derived text document pair (st, dt) can be com-
puted using Equation 2.14,
S(st, dt) = l(st, dt) ∗ t(st|dt) (2.14)
where l(st, dt) is length normalisation factor which is required when comparing
two text documents in different languages with the similar content but different
lengths [Pouliquen et al., 2003].







In Equation 2.15, p(a, b) defines translation probability when a word a translates
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into word b using a bilingual statistical dictionary.
The method was used to detect cross-lingual plagiarism cases between English
paired with Spanish, German, Polish, French and Dutch text documents [Potthast
et al., 2011a] and English paired with German and Spanish (Section 2.2.1.1.1)
[Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2013a]. The experiments used JRC-Acquis Multilingual
Parallel Corpus [Steinberger et al., 2006] and three different types of statistical
dictionaries ( (1)dictionary aligned using IBM M1 model [Brown et al., 1993], (2)
inflectional terms dictionary, and (3) stemmed terms dictionary) for the likelihood
estimation of words. Evaluation results indicate that the method provides best pre-
cision results and works better than CL-CNG (Section 2.3.2.1.1) but not as good as
T+MA (Section 2.3.2.5)).
2.3.2.3.2 CL-LSI Cross-Language Latent Semantic Indexing16 (CL-LSI) is an-
other method that makes use of parallel corpora along with linear algebra, but works
without dictionaries, by constructing a multi-lingual semantic space. Latent Seman-
tic Indexing (LSI) is a common approach extensively used mostly by IR systems17
(e.g., Google). The method is ‘latent’ as it does not require external knowledge
but generates it from within the data itself (based on word co-occurrences). In a
cross-lingual scenario, first, a text document pair from a parallel corpus is merged
to create a new text document, the co-occurrence of terms in this text document
indicates cross-linguistic semantic relatedness. The inherent idea is that the seman-
tically similar terms, even across languages, correspond to similar latent components
and are near to each other in the reduced comparison space. Singular Value Decom-
position (SVD) (Equation 2.16) of the term-document matrix is used to perform
further analysis on the dataset.
16Also named as Cross-Language Latent Semantic Analysis (CL-LSA)
17The method has also been adapted to use in CLIR [Littman et al., 1998].
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where Dx and Dy are source and derived documents, respectively.
CL-LSI has been characterised as performance poor method due to the use of
SVD algorithm [Potthast et al., 2011a]. Moreover, CL-ESA (Section 2.3.2.4.1) out-
performs CL-LSI both in terms of quality and computational performance [Cimiano
et al., 2009]. Therefore, different studies have investigated the use of different sta-
tistical and linear algebra methods for finer semantic modelling of data over LSI
[Vinokourov and Girolami, 2002]. The method has been used for CLIR and received
good results, however, it has not been evaluated on any of the cross-lingual corpora
[Ballesteros and Croft, 1998].
2.3.2.3.3 CL-KCCA Cross-Language Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (CL-
KCCA) works by creating a large multi-lingual semantic space which gives the text
documents a language-independent representation. It then implements kernel func-
tions to analyse the correspondence of points in two high dimensional spaces, rep-
resenting a bilingual text document pair, from the parallel corpus. The goal is to
measure a set of projections that are maximally correlated. CL-KCCA provides
detection of certain semantic similarities, patterns of words that are related in the
given pairs of parallel documents.
CL-KCCA has already proved successful in applications on CLIR and text cat-
egorisation [Fortuna, 2004]. Moreover, it performs much better than CL-LSI (Sec-
tion 2.3.2.3.2) for CLIR tasks although it is based on SVD as well [Vinokourov et al.,
2002]. However, it has been ranked below CL-CNG (Section 2.3.2.1.1) and CL-ASA
(Section 2.3.2.3.1) on cross-lingual extrinsic plagiarism detection task due to the
performance issues though the actual results are not shown [Potthast et al., 2011a].
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2.3.2.4 Methods based on comparable corpora
These methods are trained on comparable corpora, where text documents in different
languages are topically related with a common vocabulary. Comparable corpora are
noisier but more flexible than parallel corpora. Hence, these methods do not require
language translation, but the mapping of text documents into a multi-lingual vector
space. The cross-lingual document similarity can then be measured using high-
quality bi-lingual dictionaries or multi-lingual concept spaces. One example method
proposed under this category is Cross-Language Explicit Semantic Analysis (CL-
ESA).
2.3.2.4.1 CL-ESA Cross-Language Explicit Semantic Analysis (CL-ESA) method
is an extension to Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA), proposed originally for IR,
where the similarity between a text document and query is usually determined as a
measure of term overlap [Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007]. However, ESA aims
towards a more semantic dimension and counts semantic relatedness, where the sim-
ilarity between concepts (derived from comparable corpora) are taken into account.
CL-ESA is basically a collection relative method, where the collection documents
come from comparable corpora (usually Wikipedia) [Sorg and Cimiano, 2012]. Both
source and derived text documents are first represented by the similarities between
a term vector representation of text documents and an inverted index of collection
documents. Secondly, the resultant vectors are compared using any standard model.
Optionally, term weighting schemes such as tf-idf are also applied.
CL-ESA has the strength of creating word-level relations among bilingual text
documents. These are used to perform comparisons of vocabulary correlation be-
tween text documents. The method is ‘explicit’ as the knowledge is coming from the
text documents (concepts) in the comparable corpus [Cimiano et al., 2009]. Hence,
the similarity is measured between text document terms and associated concepts
derived from the comparable corpus. The strength of CL-ESA lies in the fact that
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it does not require a translation step but multi-lingual text document collection
written on similar topics.
CL-ESA works best with cross-script cross-lingual text document pairs with
unrelated syntax [Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2013c] and even better if the source-derived
texts are in a topical relationship [Potthast et al., 2011a].
2.3.2.5 Methods based on machine translation
These methods are widely adopted by researchers for the cross-lingual text reuse
and extrinsic plagiarism detection as they simplify the task by translating either
source or derived text documents into one language and then tackling it as a mono-
lingual problem [Kent and Salim, 2010, Pereira et al., 2010, Oberreuter et al., 2011].
These methods make use of MT technology and hence are generalised as Transla-
tion+Monolingual Analysis (T+MA).
2.3.2.5.1 T+MA In Translation+Monolingual Analysis (T+MA) based methods,
the first step is to detect the language of the derived text document, to translate it
to the same language as the source text document. In the second step, monolingual
analysis is performed using any of the state-of-the-art monolingual methods. Text
document preprocessing, i.e., stop-words removal, stemming, lemmatisation, and
weighting the document terms with standard schemes e.g., tf-idf are also adopted
before the similarity measuring step.
The method has been used to detect cross-lingual plagiarism cases between
English-Malay [Kent and Salim, 2010]. The Malay text was first translated using
Google Translate18, after preprocessing, the comparison is performed using finger-
printing with three least frequent 4-grams. Another study used English paired with
Spanish and German (Section 2.2.1.1.1) [Muhr et al., 2010]. These and other similar
approaches provide promising results [Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2013a].
18http://translate.google.com
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2.3.2.6 Methods based on word embeddings
More recently, word embeddings have shown promising results in all kinds of NLP
tasks [Mikolov et al., 2013]. As a result, they have been exploited for the cross-lingual
text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection tasks too. Using word embeddings, we
can extract similar contextual words from the multi-dimensional vector space using
cosine similarity between the two word embedding vectors. For cross-lingual text
reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection, word embeddings substitute the use of typ-
ical lexical resources (e.g., dictionaries) to compute text similarity across languages.
The methods proposed in the literature that make use of word embeddings are
Cross-Language Conceptual Thesaurus based Similarity using Word Embeddings
(CL-CTS-WE) and it’s variant Cross-Language Word Embeddings based Similarity
(CL-WES). Moreover, Cross-Language Word Embeddings based Sentence Similarity
(CL-WESS) also falls under this category.
2.3.2.6.1 CL-CTS-WE Cross-Language Conceptual Thesaurus based Similarity
using Word Embeddings (CL-CTS-WE) works in a similar fashion to CL-CTS (Sec-
tion 2.3.2.2.2) but benefits from word embeddings instead of the Eurovoc [Stein-
berger et al., 2002] or BDNary [Sérasset, 2015] as a lexical resource [Ferrero et al.,
2017]. In CL-CTS-WE implementation, first, a parallel corpus is used to build the
bi-lingual word embeddings vectors. Secondly, top-ranking words (e.g., 10 words)
found in the bilingual distributed representations of words are selected to form a
Bag-of-Words (BoW) model. This model is further used to compute similarity using
any standard similarity estimation measures.
The method when evaluated on English-French corpora [Ferrero et al., 2016] out-
performed CL-CTS (Section 2.3.2.2.2) but falls short of CL-CNG (Section 2.3.2.1.1)
[Ferrero et al., 2017].
2.3.2.6.2 CL-WES Cross-LanguageWord Embeddings based Similarity (CL-WES)
is another word embeddings based method that tries to directly compare texts in
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two languages exploiting sentence vectors [Ferrero et al., 2017]. The source and
derived text documents are first split into smaller units (sentences or segments).
The sentence vectors are then constructed by computing the summation of the em-
beddings vectors of each word in the sentence. The similarity between the resulting
sentence vectors is calculated using cosine similarity (Equation 2.5).
CL-WES demonstrated lower F1 scores (Section 2.4)) when compared with three
state-of-the art methods i.e., CL-CNG (Section 2.3.2.1.1), CL-CTS (Section 2.3.2.2.2),
and CL-ASA (Section 2.3.2.3.1) on English-French corpora [Ferrero et al., 2016].
2.3.2.6.3 CL-WESS Cross-Language Word Embedding based Syntax Similarity
(CL-WESS) is an enhanced version of CL-WES (Section 2.3.2.6.2) that integrates
POS information along with the embeddings vectors to construct syntactically dis-
tributed representation of text [Ferrero et al., 2017]. This addition of grammatical
information reduces the word disambiguation problem to some extent. Similar to
CL-WES (Section 2.3.2.6.2) implementation, the texts are first split into sentences
and assigned normalised POS tags to preserve the syntax structural information.
To further improve the efficiency of the results, each POS tag is assigned an optimal
weight. The sentence vector V is then constructed by taking the summation of






where wi is the ith word in a text, weight, pos, and vector are the functions that
return POS weight, POS, and word embedding vector of same word, and . is the
scalar product (between a number and a vector).
The similarity between two vectors created this way is computed using cosine
similarity (Equation 2.5).
CL-WESS when evaluated on English-French corpora [Ferrero et al., 2016] per-
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formed notably better than CL-CTS-WE (Section 2.3.2.6.1) and CL-WES (Sec-
tion 2.3.2.6.2) due to the addition of syntax information into the vectors.
2.4 Evaluation measures
The evaluation of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection methods is com-
monly performed using standard IR evaluation measures i.e., precision, recall and
F-measure. For the specific case of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection, a
set of source text document(s) are marked as relevant if they were exploited when
writing the derived text document. On the opposite side, the set of potential source
text document(s) returned are treated as the retrieved text documents. Using these
sets, precision and recall can be computed using Equations 2.18 and 2.19 respectively







In the above equations, P (Precision) is the percentage of retrieved text docu-
ments that are actually relevant, moreover, R (Recall) is the percentage of relevant
text documents over the text documents retrieved by the text reuse and extrinsic
plagiarism detection system.
High precision means the system has returned all the relevant text documents
but recall will be low. A system with high recall is just the opposite. To balance the
combination of both precision and recall, the F-measure (Equation 2.20) is used.
Fα =
(1 + α2) · p · r
α2 · p+ r (2.20)
where α is the weight assigned to precision p or recall r. When both precision and
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recall are equally balanced i.e., α= 1, gives the F1 measure which is the harmonic
mean of precision and recall and computed as (Equation 2.21) :
F1 =
2 · p · r
p+ r
(2.21)
As the text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection evaluation involve the clas-
sification of text documents as either derived or non-derived, the above-defined
standard-de-facto measures are best suited and useful for the task.
2.5 Chapter summary
This chapter presented a detailed review of the existing standard evaluation corpora
and state-of-the-art methods for the mono- and cross-lingual text reuse and extrinsic
plagiarism detection tasks.
In the first part of the chapter, benchmark corpora already developed for both the
tasks were presented. The corpora were classified into three categories based on the
reuse cases they contain, i.e., (1) artificial, (2)simulated, and (3) real. Each corpus
was then extensively discussed via four parameters, (1) how it was constructed, (2)
nature of text documents used, (3) levels of reuse it contains, and (4) its detailed
statistics.
In the second part of the chapter, the state-of-the-art methods already proposed
for the text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection were categorised and discussed.
The mono-lingual methods are classified into five different types based on the charac-
teristics of the written text, i.e., (1) lexical overlap, (2) string matching, (3) sequence
alignment, (4) structure, and (5) style. The cross-lingual methods are classified into
six categories based on the knowledge source used by them, i.e., (1) syntax, (2) dic-
tionaries, (3) parallel corpora, (4) comparable corpora, (5) machine translation, and
(6) word embeddings. For each mono- and cross-lingual method, first the method
itself is described in detail and then how effective it is when evaluated on different
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corpora.
Finally, standard evaluation measures, most commonly used to evaluate the
performance of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection systems, i.e., precision,
recall and F measure, are presented and described.
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“Behind every plagiarism, there is Google.”
Vikash Shrivastava
3
Mono- and Cross-Lingual Text Reuse and
Extrinsic Plagiarism Resources
In the previous chapter, a detailed review of the benchmark corpora and state-of-the-
art methods for mono- and cross-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection
was presented. The chapter highlighted the fact that for the development, analysis,
and evaluation of computational methods for both tasks, benchmark corpora are of
utmost importance. Additionally, to a large extent, the methods for the cross-lingual
task depends on the quality and availability of the supporting language resources as
well. It was also stressed the need to develop good quality NLP corpora and tools
for the under-resourced languages (e.g., Urdu).
This chapter explains in detail the development of the mono- and cross-lingual
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resources for the Urdu and English-Urdu language pair. Mainly two types of re-
sources are developed: (1) standard evaluation resources for both mono- (Urdu)
and cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse and mono-lingual (Urdu) extrinsic pla-
giarism, and (2) supporting resources for cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse
detection.
Three benchmark corpora are created for the text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
detection: (1) COUNTER Corpus - an Urdu text reuse corpus containing three
levels of reuse examples at the document level (Section 3.1), (2) UPPC Corpus -
an Urdu extrinsic plagiarism corpus that contains manually crafted simulated ex-
amples of Urdu paraphrased plagiarism at the document level (Section 3.2), and
(3) TREU Corpus - an English-Urdu cross-lingual document level text reuse corpus
which includes real cases of text reuse from English to Urdu (Section 3.3). Regard-
ing supporting resources for cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection, this
chapter presents two main contributions: (1) development of a large-scale publicly
available English-Urdu Parallel Corpus (EUPC-20) compiled from the Web (Sec-
tion 3.4), and (2) bi-lingual dictionaries created for the English-Urdu language pair
using different methods from online and offline sources (Section 3.5).
3.1 Urdu text reuse corpus
The COUNTER1 (COrpus of Urdu News TExt Reuse) Corpus [Sharjeel et al., 2017],
is a benchmark Urdu text reuse corpus, developed with an approach that is closely
related to the METER corpus (Section 2.2.1.3.1) [Clough et al., 2002]. It contains
real examples of Urdu text reuse from the field of journalism. There are a total of
1,200 text documents in the corpus, half of them are source text documents and the
remaining half derived text documents. The source text documents are produced
1The corpus is freely available to download at http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/textreuse/counter.php and
through Lancaster’s DOI http://dx.doi.org/10.17635/lancaster/researchdata/96
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by the leading news agencies of Pakistan, whereas the derived text documents are
a collection of corresponding newspaper stories published in the major newspapers
of Pakistan. The derived collection contains text documents with various degrees
of text reuse. Some of the newspaper stories (i.e., derived text documents) are
rewritten (either verbatim or paraphrased) from the news agency’s text (i.e., source
text document) while others have been written by the journalists independently
on their own. For the former case, source-derived text document pairs are either
tagged as Wholly Derived (WD) or Partially Derived (PD) depending on the volume
of text reused from the news agency’s text for creating the newspaper article. For
the latter case, they are tagged as Non Derived (ND) as the journalist(s) have not
reused anything from the news agency’s text but based on their observations and
findings, developed and documented the story.
The corpus will serve as a benchmark standard for the evaluation of methods to
automatically detect mono-lingual text reuse for the Urdu language. Moreover, it
can also be used to develop automatic methods which can be employed in journalism,
for measuring the amount of news source copy reused, for taking appropriate actions.
Additionally, we believe that the corpus is a considerably good resource to develop
or fine-tune methods for the mono-lingual text reuse detection research in languages
similar to the Urdu language (e.g., Persian, Arabic etc.).
3.1.1 Corpus generation process
As described in the previous section, the main intention behind the development
of such a resource was to evaluate the existing methods available for text reuse
detection in general and specifically for the Urdu language. To generate a corpus
with realistic examples, we opted for the field of journalism. In journalism, the
same news story is published in different newspapers in different forms. Moreover,
it is a standard practice followed by all the newspapers (reporters and editors) to
reuse (verbatim or modified) a news story released by the news agency. It has
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been observed that newspaper editors use different paraphrase mechanisms such as
lexical or syntactical substitution, inflectional or derivational changes and summari-
sation to rewrite a newspaper story [Bell, 1991, Fries, 1997, Jing and McKeown,
1999, Clough, 2003]. Mostly these operations include deletion due to redundancy,
making syntactic changes, use of appropriate synonyms, word re-ordering, splitting
or merging sentences, tense and voice changes, use of abbreviation, and verb/noun
normalisation.
The choice of data collection from the press was further motivated by the fact
that it is straightforward to collect news stories data with the majority of it readily
and freely2 available on the Web in electronic form. However, some of the Urdu
newspapers publish the text on Web in graphics (images) form. These images were
saved and later converted into electronic form (Urdu text) manually.
The corpus consists of news articles released by the five news agencies in Pak-
istan, i.e., Associated Press of Pakistan (APP), International News Network (INN),
Independent News Pakistan (INP), News Network International (NNI), and South
Asian News Agency (SANA). The corresponding news stories were extracted from
nine daily published and large circulation national newspapers of the All Pakistan
Newspapers Society (APNS), who are subscribed to these news agencies. These
include Nawa-e-Waqt, Daily Dunya, Express, Jang, Daily Waqt, Daily Insaf, Daily
Aaj, Daily Islam, and Daily Pakistan. All of them are part of the mainstream na-
tional press, long-established dailies with total circulation figures of over 4 million3.
News agency texts were provided in electronic form by the news agencies on a daily
basis when they released the news. Newspaper stories were collected by three volun-
teers over a period of six months (from July to December 2014). National, Foreign,
Business, Sports, and Showbiz were the domains targeted for the data collection.
Table 3.1 shows distribution of text documents in the COUNTER Corpus.
2All the copyrights of the original news text are owned by the respective newspapers. The data is
made available for non-commercial and research purposes only.
3https://pakpressfoundation.wordpress.com/2006/05/05/pakistan-press-foundation
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News Agencies News Papers Domains
APP 543 Nawa-e-Waqt 145 Sports 222
INN 39 Daily Dunya 132 National 181
NNI 8 Express 115 Foreign 121
SANA 6 Daily Waqt 89 Showbiz 49





Table 3.1: Distribution of text documents by the news agencies, newspapers, and their
domains in the COUNTER Corpus
3.1.2 Corpus properties and statistics
The corpus is composed of two main document types: (1) source text documents
and (2) derived text documents. There is a total of 1,200 text documents in the
corpus: 600 are source text documents (news agency articles) and 600 are derived
text documents (newspapers stories). The corpus contains in total 275,387 words
(tokens4), 21,426 unique words (types), and 10,841 sentences. The average length
of a source text document is 227 words while for the derived text documents it is
254 words. Table 3.2 shows detailed statistics of the COUNTER Corpus.
Source Derived
Total number of documents 600 600
Average no of words per document 227 254
Average no of sentences per document 9 8
Smallest document (by words) 52 43
Largest document (by words) 1,377 2,481
Table 3.2: COUNTER Corpus statistics
4Compound words in Urdu were treated as single words during tokenisation.
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3.1.3 Annotations and inter-rater agreement
The COUNTER Corpus has been annotated at document level by three annotators
(A, B, and C), who were native Urdu language speakers and experts of paraphrasing
mechanisms. All three were graduates, experienced in text annotations, and having
an advanced Urdu level. The annotations were performed to categorise each doc-
ument pair into one of the three classes of text reuse, i.e., Wholly Derived (WD),
Partially Derived (PD), and Non Derived (ND). The annotations were carried out in
three phases: (1) training phase, (2) annotations, and (3) conflict resolving. During
the training phase, annotators A and B manually annotated 60 text document pairs,
following a preliminary version of the annotation guidelines. A detailed meeting was
carried out afterwards, discussing the problems and disagreements. It was observed
that the highest number of disagreements were between PD and ND cases, as both
found it difficult to distinguish between these two classes. The reason being that ad-
justing the threshold where a text is heavily paraphrased or new information added
to it that it becomes independently written (ND). Following the discussion, the an-
notation guidelines were slightly revised, and the first 60 annotations results were
saved. In the annotation phase, the remaining 540 document pairs were manually
examined by the two annotators (A and B). Both were asked to judge, and classify
(at document level), whether a text document (newspaper story) depending on the
volume of text rewritten from the source (news agency article) falls into one of the
following categories;
Wholly Derived (WD): The news agency text is the only source for the reused
newspaper text, which means it is a verbatim copy of the source. In this case,
most of the reused text is a word-to-word copy of the source text.
Partially Derived (PD): The newspaper text has been either derived from more
than one news agency or most of the text is paraphrased by the editor when
rewriting from news agency text source. In this case, most parts of the derived
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text document contain paraphrased text or new facts and figures added by the
journalist’s findings.
Non Derived (ND): The news agency text has not been used in the production of
the newspaper text (though words may still co-occur in both text documents),
it has completely different facts and figures or is heavily paraphrased from the
news agency’s copy. In this case, the derived text document is independently
written and has a lot more new text.
Classification COUNTER METER
WD 135 (22.5%) 301 (31.8%)
PD 288 (48.0%) 438 (46.3%)
ND 177 (29.5%) 206 (21.7%)
Table 3.3: Classification of text document pairs in the COUNTER Corpus and its com-
parison with METER corpus [Clough et al., 2002]
After the annotation phase, the inter-annotator agreement was computed. The
inter-rater score was calculated to be 85.5% as the annotators had an agreement on
513 of the 600 pairs. The Kappa Coefficient was computed to be 77.28% (Weighted
Kappa 81.4%) [Cohen, 1960, Cohen, 1968]. The inter-rater agreement score of 85.5%
is good, considering three levels of classification involved in the difficulty of the rat-
ing task. In the third and last phase, the conflicting 87 pairs were given to the third
annotator (C) for conflict resolution. The decision of the third annotator was consid-
ered final. Out of the 600 document pairs, the final gold-standard annotated dataset
contains 135 (22.5%) WD, 288 (48%) PD and 177 (29.5%) ND documents. Table 3.3
lists the classification of documents in the COUNTER Corpus and compares it with
the METER corpus (Section 2.2.1.3.1) [Clough et al., 2002]. It highlights the simi-
larities as both the corpora have the majority of the documents in the PD class i.e.
48% (METER) and 46.3% (COUNTER).
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3.1.4 Examples of reuse cases from the corpus
This section shows examples of the WD, PD, and ND text document pairs from
the COUNTER Corpus5. As expected, the derived text document in WD (Sec-
tion 3.1.4.1) is a word-to-word copy of the source text document. The information
described in the derived text is the same as in the text reported by the news agency.
In the case of PD (Section 3.1.4.2), source text has been rephrased by changing the
passages with different paraphrasing techniques. Also, in some cases, the derived
text contains additional events not reported by the news agency source. For ND
(Section 3.1.4.3), a lot more new information has been added in the derived doc-
ument independently without using the source. For standardisation purposes, the
documents in the corpus have been saved as standard XML documents. Details
of the XML tags and DTD can be found in the README file available with the
corpus.
3.1.4.1 Example of WD source and derived text documents
Source text document
⥰ا⠩رد ⸞ ںورادا 審ا⠩ 㺸 㥵⻑ 啵 庫娚 ᣲرᑅ 和ا㣡䆨ا ู 䬉او 嬸峤 厫 啵 ൙د
嬸峤 厫 啵 تار䰮ا ب㍚ ہ䲆 ൙د 嬸 (ኸ ےا ىڈ ᭛) ن㨾ຩ فآ ᭛رᡁا 憛وڈ 恕ᦵ ۔㉘
⥰ا⠩رد ⸞ ںورادا 審ا⠩ 㺸 㥵⻑ 啵 “悭ا نا哵” 庫娚 ᣲرᑅ 和ا㣡䆨ا ู ہزور ᥉ 䬉او
ت徉روㆈ م㌑ روا ر䭰 ،廝ᮟ 啵 啄 ᣲرᑅ 䧳㌑ ঎傑 㺸 تᙥ ىر᱑ 㷨 ᭛رᡁا ۔嵉 㷨 ㉘
㋄ ت剚僂 ىر܉ور㥃 ⸞ ںورا恔✭ 䧳㌑ 惪رذ 㺸 㥵⻑ ےرادا 䰍او 嬸㨱 人آ࢑ و رᣳ ء⿾ا 㷨
㺸 㥵⻑ 啵 庫娚 嬸 ኸ ےا ىڈ ᭛ ۔㻠峤 ラⓥ غو㘄 㱾 تا人آ࢑ 力 ⸞ ᳮ 䆎 ⬋㨱
14 Ꮉ 12 唿 ᣲرᑅ 䧳㌑ ᱛ 嵉 㷨 ㉘ ⥰ا⠩رد ᚪ ء2014 弥䆨Ṏ 30 ⸞ ںورادا 審ا⠩
۔㻠峤 厫 啵 ൙د نارود 㺸 ء2014 ࢑㦐ا
5Words common in source and derived text documents are underlined.
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Derived text document
ء⿾ا 㷨 ت徉روㆈ م㌑ روا ر䭰 ،廝ᮟ ۔㉘ ⥰ا⠩رد 㹼 㥵⻑ 啵 庫娚 ᣲرᑅ 䧳㌑ 啵 ൙د
ᚪ 弥䆨Ṏ 30 ⥰ا⠩رد 㹼 㥵⻑ 啵 庫娚 ۔䆎 承㨱 㥵⻑ ےرادا 䰍او 嬸㨱 人آ࢑ و رᣳ
تار䰮ا ب㍚ ہ䲆 ൙د 嬸 (ኸ ےا ىڈ ᭛) ن㨾ຩ فآ ᭛رᡁا 憛وڈ 恕ᦵ ۔嵉 ⫌᱑ 弥او㨱 ᶶ
ںورادا 審ا⠩ 㺸 㥵⻑ 啵 “悭ا نا哵” 庫娚 ᣲرᑅ 和ا㣡䆨ا ู ہزور 3 䬉او 嬸峤 厫 啵
روا ر䭰 ،廝ᮟ 啵 啄 ᣲرᑅ 䧳㌑ ঎傑 㺸 تᙥ ىر᱑ 㷨 ᭛رᡁا ۔嵉 㷨 ㉘ ⥰ا⠩رد ⸞
ىر܉ور㥃 ⸞ ںورا恔✭ 䧳㌑ 惪رذ 㺸 㥵⻑ ےرادا 䰍او 嬸㨱 人آ࢑ و رᣳ ء⿾ا 㷨 ت徉روㆈ م㌑
啵 庫娚 嬸 ኸ ےا ىڈ ᭛ ۔㻠峤 ラⓥ غو㘄 㱾 تا人آ࢑ 力 ⸞ ᳮ 䆎 ⬋㨱 ㋄ ت剚僂
唿 ᣲرᑅ 䧳㌑ ᱛ 嵉 㷨 ㉘ ⥰ا⠩رد ᚪ ء2014 弥䆨Ṏ 30 ⸞ ںورادا 審ا⠩ 㺸 㥵⻑
㷨 ᭛رᡁا تᙥ 憇د 㹼 㥵⻑ 啵 啄 ۔㻠峤 厫 啵 ൙د نارود 㺸 ء2014 ࢑㦐ا 14 Ꮉ 12
۔嵉 ⫌᱑ 㷨 ラⓥ ೧ ⸞ 幱⡜ 徊و
3.1.4.2 Example of PD source and derived text documents
Source text document
⸞ 50 啵 㺸巪د 㪁د⠩ 啵 ٱĴĻǎ Ƹ
ǖ
ƹľǍư ୤ㄯ ۔ن㜌 㱾 㕲 ف⻑ا رウ ن㚉ا 㥃 惱⻑زا婧 乗 ㎨ا恗زو
啵 ٱĴĻǎ Ƹ
ǖ
ƹľǍư ୤ㄯ ن㚉ا 嬸 惱⻑زا婧 乗 ㎨ا恗زو ۔ر㌀ا 㥃 س㘓ا روا 㲡د ے䁔 ࿀ 㥵尫 㷨 دا㘄ا 府از
㲂 很峤 ᥢ㨱 ر㌀ا 㥃 س㘓ا روا 㲡د ے䁔 ࿀ 㥵尫 㷨 دا㘄ا 府از ⸞ 50 啵 嚆 㺸 ♐ 㪁د⠩
۔姽峤 ب咍㥃 啵 嬸㨱 ឧ⛪ 㥃 ىد㽻 寥د 惪رذ 㺸 Ṙو᳥ 㲁俖 ن垥㚉ا روا ن㨾ຩ 㲁 嵗
ن㚉ا زور ⺚㽽 嬸 ں媈ا 啵 ᳮ 㷩 نᯉ 㱾 㕲 ف⻑ا رウ 㺸 ن垥㚉ا 嬸 ㎨ا恗زو 㱾 ጎ
㥃 س㘓ا روا 㲡د ے䁔 ࿀ 㥵尫 㷨 دا㘄ا 府از ⸞ 50 啵 嚆 㺸 㺸巪د 㪁د⠩ 啵 ٱĴĻǎ Ƹ
ǖ
ƹľǍư ୤ㄯ
䱰亽 㷨 ♐ 㪁د⠩ 嬸 惱⻑زا婧 乗 ㎨ا恗زو 很峤 ᥢ㨱 ⑕ ت܉ ⸞ رウ ن㚉ا ۔㷩 ر㌀ا
سا 很峤 ᥢ㨱 ر㌀ا 㥃 愵 ᡀ⡜ 㺸 ں径ஸ ن㚉ا 嬸 ㎨ا恗زو ۔徉د را㟥 ما㟣ا 婨䆨د࢔ ⸞ا روا 㷨
۔姽峤 ب咍㥃 啵 嬸㨱 ឧ⛪ 㥃 ىد㽻 寥د 㨱 剙 屨܉ ن垥㚉ا روا ن㨾ຩ 㲁 㷩 ر㌀ا 㥃 愘
Derived text document
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ں劙 ں婧ود ⸞ ں径اور㥃 婨䆨د࢔ ۔ن㜌 㱾 㕲 رウ ن㚉ا 㥃 惱⻑زا婧 ،嵉 ⾰د 㲁俖 د㽻 寥د
㕲 ف⻑ا رウ ن㚉ا 嬸 惱⻑زا婧 ㎨ا恗زو ۔س㘓ا ࿀ 㺸巪د ٱĴĻǎ Ƹ
ǖ
ƹľǍư ،媎 䰍او 嬸ا䁷 ما㑴 㺸
঎傑 㺸 سؤ孆 ㎨ا恗زو ۔嵗 㷩 س㘓ا ےر㌀ا ࿀ 㺸巪د 䰍او 嬸峤 啵 ٱĴĻǎ Ƹ
ǖ
ƹľǍư روا 㷩 ن㜌 ᯇ 㱾
ᡁ 㲒 㥃 ㎨ا恗زو ۔㷩 ر㌀ا 㥃 س㘓ا ࿀ ع㇓ 㺸 ں婧᱑ 媛垏ا 啵 㺸巪د ૐ 嬸 惱⻑زا婧 ㎨ا恗زو
ں劙 ں婧ود ⸞ ں径اور㥃 婨䆨د࢔ ،⫎ ےد 媎 ⽈ 㥙 㱾 ما㑴 ن㚉ا روا ن㨾ຩ د㽻 寥د 㲁
ں婧ود روا 嵉 ⾰د 㲁俖 㺸 䝫募 ں婧ود د㽻 寥د 嬸 ں媈ا ۔嵉 媎 䰍او 嬸ا䁷 ما㑴 㺸
抁⽇ 㥃 ㎨ا恗زو 嬸 رウ ن㚉ا ࿀ 㡃吴 سا ۔嵉 嵗ر 㨱 ឧ⛪ 㥃 䙥 سا ࿀ ر㊓ 㲁俖 䝫募
ں婧ود ۔㷩 ل⠯ 䪬دᎼ ೧ ࿀ لᒄرㄯ 㷨 ➛ ⸞ رウ ن㚉ا 嬸 ㎨ا恗زو ঎傑 㺸 庾ارذ ۔㷩 ادا
۔峭ر ᣲ峤 㾗 ᚪ 匵 圡ຩ ن咍رد 㺸 ںؤ峕ر
3.1.4.3 Example of ND source and derived text documents
Source text document
ت܉ سا ھⱫ ،承㨱 ୩ 㱾 ⺅ 懆ر 㱊رو 㹼 ى୩ 㷨 劖 㨱 ಃ ت㖵✅ا ㌽ᶣ ⴣⴤ مᝯ
媎 崻ᠢ 㷨 嗚嗚 ᄭا ہو 嵉 ⵗ ہ⹢ 〙ر⠩ ،幐࢓ ےỮ 㺸 ںٵ
ǖ ǎԊ㣡 ں抂 㲁 ⫈峤 媎 䲋 㥃
䐮ا جا⨭ 和⬧ا ㌤ᶣ 哶ا ۔ے㨱 ادا راد㨱 Ⴤا 䬈 㺸 ☄ 㺸 侳 سا 㜅 䯃 侂 ،⫎㨱
㲁 嵗 㲂 嬸 䐮ا جا⨭ 和⬧ا ㌤ᶣ 哶ا ۔㾗 ⸞ 徉哵 ी 㺸 ت㞑剚 ⸞ اڑ၅ ⓦで ጎ 㷨
⺅ 懆ر 㱊رو 啵 ࿄آ 㹼 ى୩ 㷨 劖 㨱 ಃ ت㖵✅ا ⴣⴤ ہو 㲁 峬‹ 㱾 ں㌶ᶣ ⴣⴤ مᝯ
㣰ᔊ 㷨 ھⱫ ۔幐࢓ ےỮ 㺸 ںٵ
ǖ ǎԊ㣡 ں抂 㲁 ⫈峤 媎 䲋 㥃 ت܉ سا ھⱫ ،承㨱 ୩ 㱾
㺸 侳 سا 㜅 䯃 侂 ،⫎㨱 媎 崻ᠢ 㷨 嗚嗚 ᄭا ہو 嵉 ⵗ ہ⹢ 〙ر⠩ ۔嵗 㣰ᔊ 㷨 ن㨾ຩ
ⓦで ጎ 啵 ⑂ا㨱 سؤ孆 ṏار 㱾 口 嬸 ں媈ا ر㌀ا 㥃 ت䆨⠯ نا ۔ے㨱 ادا راد㨱 Ⴤا 䬈 㺸 ☄
رⰆ 恗زو 㣰㖵و ࿀ 㡃吴 سا ۔㷩 很峤 ᥢ㨱 㾗 ⸞ 徉哵 ी 㺸 ت㞑剚 ⸞ 䡠ا ǖ
ǔ
ǌѳ ጎ اڑ၅
نا亾㥃 ،ⴣ㌔ ⨈ ت堼 ،㐓 د人 م᱑ ،呅 ر徉⿫ ،ى⻎ار ہ⹢ 戆䒭ا رウ ጎ 㣰ᔊ 媛垏ا و 媛㨾ຩ رຩ
㷨 ت㞑剚 ⸞ اڑ၅ ⓦで ጎ 㲁 㲂 嬸 䐮ا جا⨭ ۔ᣬ دṎ吴 ೧ 憇د روا 技叡 ت⚒ ❿ ،ىرᮋ
弥峤 ت㞑剚 ᙩ ⸞ ى⻎ار 戆䒭ا رウ ጎ 弥ஸ 㺸 نا روا ⸞ نا جآ ،ᣗ 寣ا⠩ ⸞ ㅛ㍚ 㜢㥃
安‹ 屨 孆ر ےد 媎 ṏᠢ 弥㱾 嗜᱑ سا 䮵 嵉 廝仅 㺸 和دآ م㌑ 啵 劖 㲁 㲂 嬸 ں媈ا ۔嵗
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ںࠒ ᄭا 㺸 㨱 ىرود仁 也 Ṏ 和دآ م㌑ روا ඐ 㨱 ಃ ت㖵✅ا 㺸 ࿄آ تد㣱 ⴣⴤ مᝯ 嵉
ᇆ ᠢ 很峤 䮲ا 㽻ا ᒅ 㺸 㯜 䮲ا ہدṎ吴 㲁 㲂 嬸 ں媈ا ۔嵗 ر⽂ 㥃 ت倐 ہو 嵗 Ꮉ㵆 㱾
抁 嬸 ں媈ا ۔很᱑ 㷩 ୩ 㱾 ⨽ 䮲ا روا 徃᱑ 弥䆨 仁ر惲ر 䮲ا 䬈 سا 㻠峤 لⓥ 峭و 㥃 劖
✆ ناࡃ ⴣⴤ 㥃 劖 䮵 嵗 㷩 ن㏵ا 㥃 ា⛪ 㺸 嬸嶔د 啵 د܉آ م⬧ا 嬸 ᭛رຩ 愡ا 嵗 ᬶ
㥃 ما䐋ا م丙 㲁 㲂 嬸 䐮ا جا⨭ ۔㻠峤 ඊ ࿀ ᭠ 㷨 تا㨱ا仁 㱾 ن⛪ نا㐸 روا 䱰◾ 㹼 嬸㨱
㤤㘄 愡ا 㩴 ؑ╬ م䰮ا ت□ 很᱑ 徉嵢࢓ 㱾 قᙑا 㺸 ࿄آ 㲁 ں峤 Ꮉ㨱 ፗا 啵 䬈 سا 嵗 呾
نا روا اڑ၅ ⓦで ጎ 嬸 啵 㲁 㲂 嬸 ں媈ا ۔嵗 Ꮉ᱑ مፁ ⋳ا 啵 媜د ىرᄯ 䬈 سا ᣬ 媎 㲁
سا ۔嵗 㷨 ل㞩 嬸 ں媈ا Ṏ 嵗 ىد ت㑴د 㷨 嬸آ ہر厎 㱾 ى⻎ار ہ⹢ 戆䒭ا رウ ጎ 弥ஸ 㺸
和⬧ا ㌤ᶣ 哶ا 啵 㲁 㲂 嬸 ى⻎ار ہ⹢ 戆䒭ا رウ ጎ رウ 㺸 ھⱫ 㜅 䯃 ن㨾ຩ ࿀ 㡃吴
ں䁐ر࢔ 㺸 نا روا ےر屩 㲁 㲂 嬸 ں媈ا ۔ں峤 Ꮉ㨱 ادا 抁⽇ ࿀ 人آ سؤ孆 ṏار ᡀ⡜ 㺸 نا روا
࿀ ں⻞㱾 㨱 ᵭ 剙 䬈 㺸 嬸ߠ 㱾 悡ر㜳 啵 ت㞑剚 ىر屩 㲁 㲂 嬸 ں媈ا ۔ᣬ تᗼ 㺸
۔䆎 奋 庆噓 ␺ا 㺸 ت㞑剚 سا 㲁 㲂 嬸 ں媈ا ۔嵗 ا峤 قᙑا
Derived text document
ᒟ 㺸 ⨽ ىرᷙ ،ت㞑剚 ⸞ اڑ၅ ጎ :䐮ا جا⨭ ،徃૾ 20 ᇆ 徃㲢د 㨱 ⇵ ๵ㄯ 4 ๵ㄯ
媛䅬 ㅨر ⪊技 ㎨ا恗زو ঎⡜ 峕ر 㺸 ᭛رຩዄ روا 䐮ا جا⨭ 哶ا 㺸 和⬧ا ㌤ᶣ ۔قᙑا ࿀
ہ㐗 ࿀ ہ㻠 庫孆ر 好ا ⸞ ى⻎ار 䡠ا ǖ
ǔ
ǌѳ اڑ၅ ጎ ہا࢑⨭ 㺸 䯃 㜅 啵 ⑂ا㨱 زور ⺚㽽 嬸
⸞ ں㝽ゆ 嬸 䐮ا جا⨭ ۔䅏 㷩 ل⠯ 䪬دᎼ ࿀ لᒄرㄯ ہدṎ吴 㷨 劖 啵 ᷩ ۔㺭 ᥖ㞑剚 ہ㐗
媎 ☄ 廝仅 㻠峤 媎 廫㞑 م塳 ᰂ吴 㥃 ف堵ا و ل㍗ 啵 劖 ᚪ ᱓ 㲁 㲂 很峤 ᥢ㨱 㾗
روا ءএ ،䴤⬧ 㷨 劖 㲁 嵗 㷩 قᙑا 嬸 屨 ۔峭ر ⏨ا ୧ ت㞑剚 ᡀ⡜ 㺸 اڑ၅ ጎ ۔䆎 ں峤
۔䆎 㷙ر ىر᱑ 㐽 抁 㥃 ترو俍 روا 䆎 承㨱 نوᗐ 啵 ࿄آ 屨 䬈 㺸 ᒟ 㺸 م塳 ىرᷙ
ᠢ 䆨够 婨 ☄ 㥃 廝仅 㨱 剙 嬸 戆府㞑 ⴣⴤ 㽻ا 嵗 㔂 و 㕔 ،ⴣ技䰮 ر垆ا 㺸 ما㑴 㲁 㲂 嬸 ں媈ا
㲁 徉ܬ 嬸 䐮ا جا⨭ ۔嵗 ⫌ 峤 ܫ᯳ ⡁ ጦ 㥃 ن㖵㊓ ے࢓ 㩴 باㆌا روا ⿽吴⛪ 抁 㷨 ما㑴
仁ر惲ر نا روا 嵗 ىروㆈ 仁ر惲ر ر垆ا 㺸 ⨽ 䮲ا ہدṎ吴 㲁 䅏 㷩 قᙑا ࿀ ت܉ سا 啵 ت㞑剚
媎 ឧ⛪ 㥃 ت㌑زី ⸞ ت܉噛ا 䰍ا嬪峤 ᒅ 㺸 ⨽ ہدṎ吴 ،很᱑ 䬊 啵 د㌴ا 㱾 ⡞ 䬈 㺸
㣰܉ 媎 ∇ ๵ㄯ 4 ،䯼 ૾ 䭵‹ 30، ᇆ 徃㲢د 㨱⇵ ๵ㄯ 4 ᄸ 㲂 嬸 䐮ا جا⨭ ۔㻠 ⬍ 峤
峤 ،彘آ 媎 ᡀ孆 㨗 ⸞ 弥ا䒳 ،徃᱑ 很ا㨱 ت܉噛ا ᣲ徉ਫ਼ ᵸزاᵸ 㲁 㲂 嬸 ں媈ا ۔役⇵ 㹄
ㅨر ⪊技 ㎨ا恗زو ঎⡜ 峕ر 㺸 ᭛رຩዄ ءᰨا 承رد ۔很᱑ 峤 ឧ⛪ 㥃 徰رᷙ روا ⣜ⴤ 嵗 ⫈
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㡃吴 سا ۔㷩 ل⠯ 䪬دᎼ ࿀ لⓥ ترㄯ ⴣⴤ 㺸㨱 ت㞑剚 ࿀ ہ㻠 庫孆ر 好ا ⸞ اڑ၅ ጎ ೧ 嬸 媛䅬
ب└ا ۔ے㨱 ب└ا 㥃 ں䪫ا嬪㨱 တ㨱 Ṏ 嵗 سر㜌 埯㱾 㲁 㲂 嬸 اڑ၅ ጎ 很峤 ᥢ㨱 㾗 ࿀
嵗 㚧 㷨 بლ فエ 㱾 惱⻑زا婧 ㎨ا恗زو 㲁 㲂 嬸 ں媈ا ۔㻠 峤 媎 ہ府㖵 弥㱾 㥃 䮲ا ᄸ ⸞
ےر⡜ 㺸 တ㨱 啵 رود ہدṎ吴 ،姽峤 ك嗚➋ 㹼 劖 䮲ا مᦵ亼 ،媎 㷨 ق㖵و 徉 ںୢㄯ 憇د
ن㨾ຩ 㲁 㲂 嬸 䐮ا جا⨭ 很峤 ᥢ㨱 ب➃ ⸞ 徊ᚓ 啵 ⑂ا㨱 ف㈲ ى⨭ود ۔䅍 ٹᩝ ڈر愢ر
剐 徇د ٹوو 㱾 懓ا 㺮 懓ا ل⡜ 20 嬸 ں䪫او ⑂ا㨱 ۔嵗 ⸞ 㝾ا⻑ا ہ➋ ہد徉ز ⸞ エ㑓 媛وෂ 㱾
嵗 Ꮉ᱑ 徉᱑ 㹼 ج㏵ سຩ 㺸 ے⨭ود ᠢ 峤 م㥃嗚 㦪اڈ 愡ا 㲁 㲂 嬸 ں媈ا ۔勖 媎 ق◘ 媎ا
،孆ر Ꮉ᱑ سຩ 㺸 ں䪫او 嬸嶔د ⸞ ند 70 啵 㲁 㲂 嬸 ں媈ا ۔ٵ
ǘ
ͽآ ၴ ف㈲ ىر屩 䪫او ⑂ا㨱
媎 م㥃 ار屩 抁 徉د باṎ 嬸 ⡞ 㲂 㱾 嬸㨱 دṐ 劘 ف㸬 ܫ㓲 روا 弥呫 ⸞ ںٵ
ǘ
ͽ峕ر 㺸 ں婧ود
۔مد 㷨 愡ا 圡⋏ 㷨 愡ا 㿪 䅋 峤 ᥢ䒳 ᥢ䒳 㲂 ೧ 嬸 啵 扨䒳 啵 ࿄آ 屨
3.1.5 Linguistic analysis of the corpus
There are numerous ways to rewrite texts and in the previous studies, researchers
have classified the ‘edit operations’ (paraphrase mechanisms) into different types,
in different corpora, to form paraphrase typologies [Clough, 2003, Barrón-Cedeño
et al., 2013c, Vila et al., 2014]. Following the same approach, we also identified
the paraphrase mechanisms used (by journalists) to formulate the newspaper story
(derived text document), in the COUNTER Corpus.
The paraphrase typology (Table 3.4) followed, to present a linguistic analysis
of the COUNTER Corpus, consists of a concise but concrete list of linguistic phe-
nomena underlying paraphrasing. It is a two-level typology, with 6 classes and 14
paraphrasing types. At the first level, each class describes the nature of paraphrase
phenomenon while a second more fine-grained level lists the actual paraphrase mech-
anism used.
The following discussion describes each of the 14 types of paraphrase typology
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Class Type
Morphology-based changes Inflectional changes
Derivational changes




Syntax-based changes Diathesis alterations
Negation switching
Discourse-based changes Punctuation and format changes
Direct/Indirect style alterations
Semantics-based changes Semantic changes
Miscellaneous changes Change of order
Addition/deletion of information
English to Urdu translation changes
Table 3.4: The paraphrase typology showing 6 classes and 14 types.
with examples6 from the corpus.
Morphology-based changes
Inflectional changes often involve changing a grammatical category (e.g., from
singular to plural or vice versa) with a prefix/suffix. In the example below,
the word [wickets] is transformed into [wicket] to produce the change.
垌ر 261 ࿀ [ں㧊و] 4 㺸 ن㨾ຩ
垌ر 261 ࿀ [㦣و] 4 㺸 ن㨾ຩ
Derivational changes consist of word alteration that forms a new word by
adding an affix to the root form of the word. In the example below, the word
6The examples shown are just small fragments extracted from the source/derived text documents.
Refer to Section 3.1.4 to see full examples of source/derived text documents. The words/phrases
in the focus of discussion are enclosed in square brackets to emphasise them.
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[Pakistan-i] (adjective) is changed to [Pakistan] (noun).
嵗 تروㆈ 㷨 弥⡜ر ୩ 㹼 ت㌑偱 [媛㨾ຩ] 啵 ں技卭 慶亾ا
嵗 ىروㆈ 弥⡜ر ᚪ ں技卭 慶亾ا 㷨 ⿾ا 㷨 [ن㨾ຩ]
Lexicon-based changes
Spelling and format changes are lexical changes that occur in the spellings and
representation of the text (e.g., abbreviations, or digit/letter alternations). In
the example below, abbreviations are changed to their full forms.




嵉 剙⹢ [䧶 ํ ٶ




Same-polarity substitutions replace the appropriate word or phrase with similar
meaning (synonym). The corpus text has many such examples, the sentence
below shows a word in the source text [victim] substituted with [suspected
case] in the derived text.
䅏峤 ࡊ ں᱑ نارود 㺸 ج㏵ 啵 ل寍 [⺾ ہᰂ䱱] ⸞ س废او 䆨徘ا
䅏 ڑᠢ مد [悹亾 俔] 㥃 䆨๦ا 啵 د܉آ 㝆
Synthetic/analytic substitutions involve addition/deletion of single to multiple
lexical terms that do not affect the meaning of the word. The example that
follows shows specifier deletions in the derived text.
嵗 㷩 م㥃 ೧ 嬸 ءᰨ ஜ [᤾Ⳣ] روا [ر㥱 ᄄ ر㥃ادا 儡] 䒭او 㺸 ر㥱 寀⹢ 啵 㛓 سا
嵗 㷩 م㥃 ೧ 嬸 ءᰨ ஜ روا 䒭او ے哶 啵 㛓 سا
Opposite-polarity substitutions change the word or phrase to its antonym.
However, to preserve the meaning, either double polarity change or inverse
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argument is needed. In the first example text from our corpus, [lose] is re-
placed with [success] and another substitution [win] is added in the derived
text.
徉د [ا寄] ⸞ ل䁐 2 -3 ी 㺸 ો冬 䎼د 㱾 ن㨾ຩ 嬸 䯯 ىز嬪
䬉 㨱 ラⓥ [൝咍㥃] ᄷ 啵 匵嗚رᩝ 㨱 [ᾥ] ⸞2 -3 哝 嬸 䯯 ىز嬪
The second example again shows an antonym substitution, but to preserve
the meaning, the order of the subject (country name, i.e., New Zealand) is
shuffled.
[ب徉 㖿] ⸞ 䒴䁐 2 -3 ᯎ ى㺮
[⽈] ⸞ 䯯 ىز嬪 㱾 ن㨾ຩ
Diathesis alternations are changes that occur when a participating verb can
be used in its various diathesis frames.
ፗا 㷨 䬉د ☺ر ⸞ ㍪اد 㷨 戆䒭او 㺸 ل㕕 恗 慶亾ا
ፗا ⸞ ㍪اد 㷨 戆䒭او 慶亾ا،承د ڑ⏢ 㱾 ඗ ےر屩 روا 承㨱 ☺ر
Syntax-based changes
Negation switching in a text occurs when swapping a ‘negation term’ occur-
rence. The below example depicts one such occurrence in our corpus.
䬊 㨱 㝈 㥃 嬸㵆 [婨] ف➶ 㺸 ترஸ 㱾 弃ار嗚 Ⳕ 嬸 恙垈ا 恩و
䆎 承㨱 [媎] 䅎弎娚 㷨 ᯎ نارود 㺸 ترஸ ہرود 弃ار嗚 Ⳕ ⢾ فآ ز嗚 抁䰮
Discourse-based changes
Direct/indirect style alternations employ active to passive style changing and
vice versa. In the example below, the statement is expressed in direct and
indirect style.
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㲢ر 塴 人 ೧㱾ᄶ 㺸 㪪د⠩ 啵 ᳮ 嵉 䅋峤 عو⻑ تᒬ 䲾 ⸞ ت吴 را⨭ا࿀ 㷨 䯞و ૽ار
㻠 很᱑
嵗 ىر᱑ تᒬ ೧ا 䮵 嵗 ᣲ峤 م儕 嚄 㥃 㪪 د⠩ 寄म ت吴 㷨 نا
Punctuation and format changes often include changes that appear due to
placement of punctuation marks or change in the format of text. Normally
these changes do not affect the lexical units. The first part of the following
example shows a punctuation mark (,) added in the derived text. Further, the
sentence delimiter (.) is replaced with a comma to add a new clause in the
derived sentence.
䯠رຩ 㯴ر ᣲرஸ۔ 媎 ▗ 㥃 ترஸ 婨᝚ روا 㪢
⢑ ك䪫 㯴ر ،很᱑ 䬉ࢌ ╌⨭، 媎 ▗ 㥃 ترஸ 婨᝚ ،㪢
Semantics-based changes
Semantic changes consist of rephrasing lexical units in the derived text by
adding new words or word patterns but with similar content. The COUNTER
Corpus has plentiful examples of such cases. The one case, shown in the
example below, highlights the words [Iraqi militants] replaced with [ISIS] and
[approved] rephrased as [declared] in the derived sentence.
ىد ےد ىر厦 㷨 ں♌ 弥㘰 ف➶ 㺸 ںو࿝ 徰㍣ 㣰ا㍚ 嬸 䰮܉وا
徉د 㨱 ن㏵ا 㥃 ں♌ 弥㘰 ف➶ 㺸 ㍪اد 嬸 愢亾ا
Miscellaneous changes
Add/delete information often implies compression or expansion of the source
text. The lexical and functional units are added to or deleted from the source
text to recompose it.
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䅍峤 ⠉ز7 ، ࡊ ں᱑ دا㘄ا 5 ، ♍ 㪁د⠩࿀ 䕈 匇ا 啵 ہاᤑ
ࡊ ں᱑ دا㘄ا 7،♍ 㪁 د⠩ ࿀ 䕈 匇ا 啵 ہاᤑ ىداو
Change of order includes any type of change of order from the word level to
the sentence level. In the example, a word [noun: Nawaz Sharif] and a phrase
[verb: do not care] changed their position in the derived text.
媎 㨗 㥃 劖 ہو [承㨱 婨 ہاو࿀] 㷨 ں䪫او ب夋ا روا 憿Ꮖ ما㑴 㲁 嵗 㲂 嬸 [惱⻑ زا婧] ㎨ا恗زو
⫎ ڑਅ
[惱⻑زا婧] :⫎ كور 媎 㣰ᔊ 力 䰍او ب夋ا روا 憿Ꮖ ،[承㨱 婨 او࿀] ما㑴
English to Urdu translation changes consists of changes that occur when an
English word written using Urdu script can be rewritten by translating it into
Urdu language word. Our corpus is rich with such examples, some of which
are added below.
㷨 ラⓥ 悡زᄯ ى⨭ود ᡀ⡜ 㺸 [䒴哵] [垌ا࢑] 46 روا [ر⮋] 42،[䒮䁐] 49 嬸 懀⥼آ
孆ر ࿀ 娛 ے⨭اد ᡀ㸳 [ںណ] 137Ⱀ [埯㥃] 46،[ى垆‹] 42،[嬸Ⳣ] 49 懀⥼آ
承ᳫ [ں徉ⱦ 堿] 嬸 كر⥸ا ䷓ روا ǔ
ǔ
ѻṎ ䷓
嵗ر و✭⨭ 啵 嬸૾ [ٳ
ǔ
ǂǎ ƺ
ǗƶƖƓ] كر⥸ا روا ǔ
ǔ
ѻṎ ䷓
To show which paraphrase mechanisms are most frequently used (by journalists)
to constitute the newspaper stories, we took a subset of first 50 text document pairs
from the corpus7 and calculated the paraphrase type frequencies for each of the 14
types (Table 3.4).
Table 3.5 shows that ‘Same-polarity substitutions’ emerges as the most frequent
(0.312) paraphrase type present in the subset of the corpus, followed by ‘Semantic
7This sub-corpus is also available to download with the main corpus.
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frequenciesabc frequenciesrel
Morphology-based changes 17 0.030
— Inflectional changes 8 0.014
— Derivational changes 9 0.016
Lexicon-based changes 212 0.379
— Spelling and format changes 6 0.011
— Same-polarity substitutions 174 0.312
— Synthetic/analytic substitutions 24 0.043
— Opposite-polarity substitutions 8 0.014
Syntax-based changes 18 0.032
— Diathesis alternations 11 0.019
— Negation switching 7 0.012
Discourse-based changes 47 0.084
— Punctuation and format changes 18 0.032
— Direct/indirect style alternations 29 0.052
Semantics-based changes 112 0.200
— Semantic changes 112 0.200
Miscellaneous changes 152 0.272
— Change of order 32 0.057
— Addition/deletion of information 94 0.168
— English to Urdu translation changes 26 0.046
Table 3.5: Paraphrase type frequencies occurring within the 50 text documents subset
corpus. Bold values are the sum of the corresponding types within the main classes.
changes’ (0.200) and ‘Addition/deletion of information’ (0.168) which also contribute
to a major extent8. This was expected as the corpus text (of derived text documents)
is reformulated by journalists and in the process they have opted for the most simple
paraphrase mechanism, i.e., substituting words with others of more or less the same
meaning. Closely related to this, and in general, are the semantic changes which
8 It is expected that the paraphrase types occurring most frequently in the subset of the corpus
will be reflected with similar proportions in the whole corpus since this subset is a substantial
representative sample of the whole corpus.
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involve replacing lexical units. Moreover, journalistic writing involves an editor’s
observations which naturally results in the addition/deletion of information. In
conclusion, same polarity substitutions, semantic changes, and addition/deletion
of information are the most favourite mechanisms used by journalists as they are
relatively easy to apply and preferable by individuals when reusing text.
3.2 Urdu extrinsic plagiarism corpus
The UPPC9 (Urdu Paraphrase Plagiarism Corpus) [Sharjeel et al., 2016] Corpus is a
benchmark standard evaluation resource that contains simulated examples of para-
phrase plagiarism for the Urdu language. The corpus contains a total of 160 text
documents, with 20 source text documents and 140 suspicious text documents10.
The source text documents are original Wikipedia articles on well-known person-
alities while the set of suspicious text documents are either manually paraphrased
(plagiarised) versions produced by applying different rewriting techniques or set of
independently written (non-plagiarised) documents.
The resource is the first of its kind developed for the Urdu language and we
believe that it will be a valuable contribution to the evaluation of Urdu paraphrase
plagiarism detection systems. The UPPC Corpus can be used for: (1) the devel-
opment, analysis and evaluation of automated paraphrase plagiarism detection sys-
tems for the Urdu language, (2) identifying which types of obfuscations (paraphrase
strategies) are easy or difficult to detect, and (3) would be a valuable resource for
the Urdu paraphrase identification task (at document level).
9The corpus is freely available to download at http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/textreuse/uppc.php and
through Lancaster’s DOI http://dx.doi.org/10.17635/lancaster/researchdata/67
10 the term ‘suspicious’ has been used here instead of ‘derived’ because these text documents are
suspected to contain plagiarism (Section 1)
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3.2.1 Corpus generation process
The UPPC Corpus is created to mimic the real world paraphrase plagiarism prac-
tised by the students in academia. The text documents in the corpus contain exam-
ples of heavily paraphrased texts manually written by the university students. To
generate example cases, we decided to use the same strategy followed by [Clough
and Stevenson, 2011] since it accurately represents plagiarism approaches followed
by the students.
1 Chaudhry Rehmat Ali 11 Muhammad (PBUH)
2 Liaquat Ali Khan 12 Mirza Ghalib
3 Tipu Sultan 13 Abdul Qadeer Khan
4 Muhammad Ali Jinnah 14 Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan
5 Benazir Bhutto 15 Fatima Jinnah
6 Rashid Minhas 16 Aafia Siddiqui
7 Queen Victoria 17 Zaynab bint Ali
8 Sher Shah Suri 18 Bulleh Shah
9 Bill Gates 19 Zulfikar Ali Bhutto
10 Allama Iqbal 20 Umar ibn Al-Khattab
Table 3.6: List of Wikipedia articles used for UPPC Corpus generation
To create the UPPC Corpus, a set of twenty Urdu articles were selected from
Wikipedia, describing well-known people belonging to a variety of disciplines (Ta-
ble 3.6). Some of them are famous politicians, others are historical leaders and
some notable religious figures. The personalities were chosen carefully, such that
the source and learning material (used in creating the text documents) could be
easily obtained and the volunteers have general knowledge about them, so they can
create good quality text documents for the corpus. A passage of size between 200 −
300 words was excerpted from each Wikipedia article (source text document). The
Wikipedia as chosen as a source since it is a large, reliable and open content on-line
repository and hence a favourite source for plagiarists [Martınez, 2009].
The aim was to create a resource that, as accurately as possible, reflects dif-
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ferent paraphrasing mechanisms (in the plagiarised documents) to effectively check
the behaviour of different paraphrase plagiarism detection algorithms. To generate
paraphrased plagiarised and non-plagiarised text documents, five volunteers were
asked to manually write essays of length 200 − 300 words. The volunteers were
undergrad students, native Urdu language speakers who had a good understanding
of paraphrasing mechanisms. Moreover, the students were given a detailed presen-
tation on how to paraphrase a text and what different techniques are used in the
process of rewriting a text. Overall, the intention was to create near realistic pla-
giarism settings. A formal agreement was signed by the volunteers which enabled
us to make the corpus publicly-accessible.
These volunteers wrote paraphrase text documents based on the Wikipedia
source articles provided to them. They were told to rephrase text from the source
article by replacing words with appropriate synonyms and changing the sentence
structure but not the meaning (semantics). There were no hard constraints on how
to paraphrase or which paraphrase technique to use. The volunteers were encouraged
to use their knowledge of how to paraphrase a piece of text. It could include, but
not limited to, synonym replacement, changing in tense or grammatical structure,
summarising content, and splitting or combining sentence to make new ones.
For non-plagiarised text document writing task, volunteers were provided with
the learning materials in the form of on-line references, essays, and books written
on each of the personalities that could be used to generate the text document. They
were encouraged to use their knowledge or obtain help from the material provided
(or their sources) but strictly required not to use Wikipedia.
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Personality PP NP
Chaudhry Rehmat Ali 3 3
Muhammad (PBUH) 5 3
Liaquat Ali Khan 4 4
Mirza Ghalib 4 3
Tipu Sultan 4 3
Abdul Qadeer Khan 3 3
Muhammad Ali Jinnah 4 4
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan 3 3
Benazir Bhutto 4 4
Fatima Jinnah 3 3
Rashid Minhas 3 4
Aafia Siddiqui 3 3
Queen Victoria 4 3
Zaynab bint Ali 4 4
Sher Shah Suri 4 4
Bulleh Shah 4 3
Bill Gates 4 3
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto 4 3
Allama Iqbal 4 3
Umar ibn Al-Khattab 4 2
Total 75 65
Table 3.7: Number of paraphrased plagiarised (PP) and non-plagiarised (NP) documents
in the UPPC Corpus
3.2.2 Corpus properties and statistics
The UPPC Corpus has been saved in standard XML format and made freely avail-
able to download11. It contains 160 text documents in total, 20 original Wikipedia
sources, 75 paraphrased plagiarised text documents and 65 non-plagiarised text doc-
uments. Table 3.7 lists the number of text documents in the corpus with respect
to the personalities and plagiarism type. It is of reasonable size with 48,387 words
11http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/textreuse/uppc.php
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(tokens) in total12 and 6,201 unique words (types). Table 3.8 highlights detailed
statistics of the UPPC Corpus.
The UPPC Corpus texts include typos (spelling and grammatical errors) written
by the volunteers. This emphasises the fact that in the real world scenario when
a plagiarist reuses a piece of text, he/she paraphrases it with his/her understand-
ing and knowledge of the language. Moreover, it would be interesting to see the
behaviour of plagiarism detection systems on these typographical errors.
Whole Corpus Statistics
Number of Text Documents 160
Sentence Count 2,711
Word Count 46,729
Word Count (after stop-word removal) 27,076
Unique Word Count 6,201
Plagiarised Text Documents Statistics
Number of Text Documents 75
Sentence Count 1,134
Word Count 18,247
Word Count (after stop-word removal) 10,647
Non-Plagiarised Text Documents Statistics
Number of Text Documents 65
Sentence Count 1,341
Word Count 23,978
Word Count (after stop-word removal) 13,676
Table 3.8: UPPC Corpus statistics
3.2.3 Examples of plagiarised and non-plagiarised text documents
This section presents and discusses an example passage from each of the plagiarised
and non-plagiarised text document from the UPPC Corpus.
12Compound words (or multi-word expressions) are counted as single words
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3.2.3.1 Example of paraphrased plagiarised text document
Wikipedia Source Text
فエزار 㥃 ㎪ 㷨 نا ۔嵉 ᥢ᱑ ⯮ ㍚⹢ ے࢓ ⸞ ⡞ 㺸 ن܉ز ودرا 1869 -1797 䆪㓈 از亾
廎◓ 㺸 䅎垆ز ہو 㲁 嵗 抁 ل㭹 ラا 㥃 نا ۔嵗 媎 啵 峭 ൝⠩ 㷨 ن൞ روا ╝ 㺸 ى㍚⹢ 㷨 نا
۔ᣬ 忕د 㨱 ن൞ 䰋 㺸 ں䁐䪫 م㌑ ⸞ 䅎د⡜ ى࢓ روا ᣬ ⯣㨱 ᱑ 啵 弥ا䁔 㱾 ت壏 媛垏ا روا
ᥢ峤 د܉࢑ 㱾 ⭗ ㎵ 愡ا 㷨 ں婧侃 嬸 ں媈ا 啵 سا 很峤 اጌ 啵 رود ب⿡آ ࿀ ᳮ 䆪㓈
۔慥د 很峤 ᥢ⋳ ࿀را㞾ا 㺸 劖 㱾 م㣡 恙妛ا 弥峤 弥آ ⸞ 寄܉ روا 很峤
Paraphrased Plagiarised Text
啵 1797 庫اጌ 㷨 پآ 嵗 䆪㓈 از亾 م嗚 㥃 ㍚⹢ 䰍او 嬸᱑ ⯮ ے࢓ ⸞ ⡞ 㺸 ن܉ز ودرا
峭 ൝⠩ 㷨 ن൞ و ╝ 㺸 ى㍚⹢ 㷨 ُنا فエ زار 㥃 ㎪ 㷨 䆪㓈 از亾 ۔弥峤 啵 1869 ت㖵و روا
⯣ 㨱 ᱑ 啵 弥ا䁔 㱾 ت壏 媛垏اروا 廎◓ 㺸 䅎垆ز ہو 㲁 嵗 抁 ᠢ ل㭹 ラا 㥃 ُنا ۔嵗 媎 啵
很峤 اጌ 啵 رود 倏 ᳮ 䆪㓈 ۔忕د 㨱 ن൞ ঎傑 㺸 ⯞ 㷨 ں䁐䪫 啵 ن܉ز م㌑ روا ۔ᣬ
۔慥د ᥢ峤 अ㞑 㱾 م㣡 恙妛ا روا ᥢ峤 恗྿ لاوز㱾 ⭗ ㎵ 㷨 ں婧侃 Ꮋ 嬸 پآ
3.2.3.2 Example of non-plagiarised text document
Wikipedia Source Text
㺸 ىد⹢ ۔䬉㨱 ر✔ا 噒⫦ 伔 啵 屝د㨱 㲙 د܉ ⠴ 㱾 ㊂و 弥܉آ ᄭا 嬸 ں媈ا ी 㺸 ىد⹢
㢇 嬸 䆪㓈 㨱 峤 ر䶀 ⸞ ں嬪悐࿀ 䬉䰮 ✭آ ۔䅍 峤 ضو冿 روا 䅍 ھ࢓ ت᱑ا✭ا 㺸 از亾 ी
㥃 ḟ م塳 䦨اෂد 䪬و䒭ا 囬 㱾 䆪㓈 از亾 嬸 ㋗ ہ⹢ رد୥ 啵 ء1850 روا 䬉㨱 ر✔ا 䱰ز剚 㷨
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ُنا ۔䅋 ىد 㨱 ⸞ ฉ ؤا亾ا ىد⹢ 㷨 ُنا ᣗ س࢑13 فエ 㐸 㷨 䆪㓈 ᱓ 㱾 ء1810 㾀ا 10
劖 啵 屝د 啵 婨䰮ز سا ۔䬉 㨱 ر✔ا 噒⫦ 啵 屝د 嬸 ں媈ا 䰋 سا ᣗ 弥峤 啵 屝د ىد⹢ 㷨
ى㍚⹢ 㷨 نا 嬸 ء 㘰 㷨 屝د ᡁ 峭 ⸞ ߡ 㱾 نا ق⿡ 㥃 ى㍚⹢ ᣬ ᶶ ل㭹و 㘱 尪ا 戆୩ 㺸
ہ⹢ 㷨 ُنا ᣗ 婨 ୩ ೧ 㥙 䉺ⓥ 䬉䰮 㷨 䆪㓈 از亾 ۔ىد د人 ى࢓ 啵 嬸嵢⅂ ناو࿀ روا 嬸ر奤 㱾
๵ 剐 ار㽽 啵 嬸او㨱 ل࠹ ᄀ 弥܉آ ▗ ᔊ ු 㥃 㐸 㷨 ِنا ۔ᡁ 㲢ر 㨱 ضو冿 媎ا 嬸 ںⓃ✭
س཭ روا 㷩 ر吴䰮 ࿀ 䟊 怾رᎹ 㷨 ر᥅ لآ 媎ا 嬸 ㋗ ہ⹢ رد୥ ہ⹢د܉ 兔 ى✭آ 啵 ء1850 ۔دⳢ
۔徉د 㨱 ر冿 ŖƔǎ Ƹ
ǔ
Ÿو را峤䰮 Ꭴور
Sections 3.2.3.1 and 3.2.3.2 show example passages from paraphrase plagiarised
and non-plagiarised text documents of the corpus (of personality Mirza Ghalib)
along with their sources (Wikipedia). From the plagiarised example, it is obvious
that a number of obfuscation strategies were employed to paraphrase the source
text. The first sentence of plagiarised text example (Section 3.2.3.1) shows a shift in
tense. Furthermore, the source sentence is split into two sentences. Similarly, the last
two sentences demonstrate synonym replacement and involve complex paraphrasing
while a small chunk of the passage is reused verbatim. This also demonstrates that
rewriting varies and depends on the volunteer.
For the non-plagiarised example, the rewritten passage is independently con-
structed of the source (although the same words may still occur in both) and has
been extended to include additional information. For example, at the start of the
non-plagiarised text example (Section 3.2.3.1), the rewritten text adds new contex-
tual information (i.e. why he got shifted to Delhi). Furthermore, sentences from
both passages share the content of the same event but neither of them shares any
similarity or have the same meaning.
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3.3 English-Urdu text reuse corpus
The TREU (Text Reuse English Urdu) Corpus is developed on the footsteps of
COUNTER (Section 3.1) [Sharjeel et al., 2017] and METER (Section 2.2.1.3.1)
[Clough et al., 2002] corpora, i.e., compiling data from journalism. The corpus is
comprised of cross-lingual English-Urdu real cases of text reuse at the document
level. The source text documents in the corpus are in the English language while
the derived text documents are in the Urdu language. For source text documents,
the English news reports released by the news agencies are used. The derived text
documents, on the other hand, are Urdu newspaper stories published in the popular
Urdu newspapers of Pakistan. Each of the news agency reports (English text) has
a one-to-one mapping with the newspaper story (Urdu text), but as practised in
journalism, the newspaper story may or may not contain text from the news agency
report.
The TREU Corpus contains a total of 2,257 source-derived text document pairs
(total 4,514 text documents). These pairs are divided into three categories, i.e.
(1) Wholly Derived (WD), when the derived text document is the mere translation
(with small changes due to language structure) of the source text document (ver-
batim copy), (2) Partially Derived (PD), when the derived text document is the
paraphrased version of the translated source text document, and, (3) Non Derived
(ND), when the text document is independently written without referring to the
source text document.
As far as we are aware, TREU Corpus is the first of its kind cross-script cross-
lingual standard evaluation resource developed for the text reuse detection research
for the English-Urdu language pair. We believe that the corpus will serve as a
benchmark for the evaluation of the state-of-the-art cross-lingual text reuse detection
methods in general, and more specifically, for the English-Urdu (or similar) language
pair. Moreover, it can also facilitate in developing algorithms that can detect cross-
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script cross-lingual text reuse at the document level. The corpus is released as a
free to download13 resource for research purposes with an aim to promote text reuse
detection research in the English-Urdu language pair.
3.3.1 Corpus generation process
As with our successful method with the COUNTER Corpus (Section 3.1), to con-
struct the TREU Corpus, we decided to use the journalistic text. The idea was
further motivated by the fact that a large amount of journalistic text is freely avail-
able and a lot easier to extract in electronic form, especially for the Urdu language.
Moreover, borrowing text from the news agency to compose newspaper stories is
a well-known practice in journalism. It is a routine drill for the journalists to for-
mulate a news story by using the press report released by the news agency either
directly (verbatim) or by rephrasing (paraphrase) it [Clough, 2003, Wilks, 2004].
In addition, it would be interesting to investigate the behaviour of state-of-the-art
cross-lingual text reuse detection methods on these real examples of reuse.
The TREU Corpus has two types of text documents: source text documents in
the English language and derived text documents in the Urdu language. To create
source text documents, the press reports released by two well-known news agencies of
Pakistan, i.e., Associated Press of Pakistan (APP) and Independent News Pakistan
(INP) were used. The subscription was established with both news agencies to
receive the English news reports daily in the email. On the other hand, the derived
text documents were hand-picked from the Urdu news stories published in the top
four large circulation national dailies of Pakistan, i.e., Nawa-i-Waqt, Daily Express,
Daily Pakistan, and Daily Jang. The newspaper stories were collected manually over
a period of 12 months (from July 2015 to June 2016). The news text collection was
carried out throughout each month excluding the public holidays on which either
13https://github.com/muhmmadsharjeel/PhD-Work
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the newspaper was not published, or the news agency did not provide the service.
To have variation in the data, the news data was collected across National, Foreign,
Domestic, Sports, and Business domains. Table 3.9 shows the distribution of text
documents in the TREU Corpus.
News Agencies News Papers Domains
APP 2,015 Nawa-e-Waqt 1,525 National 1,127
INN 242 Daily Express 663 Foreign 538





Table 3.9: Distribution of documents by news agencies, newspapers and domains in the
TREU corpus
3.3.2 Corpus properties and statistics
The TREU Corpus contains a total of 4,514 text documents (2,257 source and
2,257 derived text documents). It is substantially large in size and contains in total
1,009,069 (approx. one million) words (tokens), out of which 486,264 are English
and 522,805 are Urdu words. The average length of an English source text document
is 215 words while for Urdu derived text document it is 231 words. Table 3.10 show
detailed statistics of the corpus.
3.3.3 Annotations and inter-rater agreement
Two human annotators performed the annotations of the TREU Corpus with the
help of a linguist. Both the annotators were postgraduate NLP students, native
speakers of the Urdu language, who studied English as a foreign language and as
the language of instruction throughout their academic career. Furthermore, they
were provided with training about the journalistic text reuse phenomena and with
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Source Derived
Total number of documents 2,257 2,257
Total number of words 486,264 522,805
Average number of words per document 215 231
Total number of types 24,105 17,736
Smallest document (by words) 25 26
Largest document (by words) 1,799 2,404
Number of documents > 1000 words 9 33
Number of documents > 500 but < 1000 words 124 139
Number of documents > 100 but < 500 words 1,623 1,564
Number of documents < 100 words 486 512
Table 3.10: TREU Corpus statistics
tutorials on different text rewriting operations by the linguist.
As a first step, an annotation scheme was prepared under the guidance of the
linguist. Following is the annotation scheme used to tag a text document pair in
one of the three classes (i.e., WD, PD, or ND).
Wholly Derived (WD): A text pair will be tagged as ‘WD’ if the derived text is
almost an exact translation of the source text. However, due to the cross-
lingual setting, small changes appearing in the derived text will be ignored.
Additionally, a small amount of new text may also appear in the derived text
due to the structural difference in both languages.
Partially Derived (PD): For a text pair to be tagged as ‘PD’, its contents must be
semantically the same, describing the same information. However, the derived
text must not be mere translations of the source text. Rather, the source text
should be paraphrased using different text editing operations including (but
not limited to) word or sentence re-ordering, merging or splitting of sentences,
insertions or deletions of new text, replacing words or phrases with appropriate
synonyms, and expansion or compression of text etc.
Non Derived (ND): To tag a text pair as ‘ND’, the context of the news should
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be the same or both texts must be describing the same event. However, the
derived text must not be borrowed from the news agency text (although there
may be individual words that co-occur). Moreover, a lot more new information
could be present in the derived text with completely different facts and figures.
Annotations were performed in multiple phases. In the first phase, based on the
annotation scheme, a random subset of 50 document pairs were annotated by the
two annotators and the linguist. The results of each annotator were compared with
the linguist and conflicting pairs were discussed with them individually. Moreover,
the annotation scheme was re-examined after the discussion to make a few changes.
In the second phase, another subset of 250 document pairs was now annotated by the
two human annotators according to the revised scheme. The results were reviewed
by the linguist again and it was observed that the rate of conflicts had dropped.
During the third phase, the two annotators manually tagged the remaining 1,957
document pairs and the results were saved. Both annotators agreed on 1,919 and
disagreed on 338 document pairs. The final Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) score
on the entire corpus is 85.02%, and the Cohen’s Kappa score was computed to
be 0.77% (Unweighted), 0.82% (Linear weighting), 0.87% (Quadratic weighting)
[Cohen, 1960, Cohen, 1968]. As can be noted, these scores are of substantial level
considering the difficulty of the annotation task. In the last phase, the conflicting
338 pairs were given to the journalist for conflict resolution. The decisions of the
third annotator were considered final.
The final gold standard corpus contains 2,257 text document pairs, out of which
672 are WD, 888 are PD, and 697 are ND. Table 3.11 lists the classification of
text documents in the TREU Corpus and compares it with the METER (Sec-
tion 2.2.1.3.1) [Clough et al., 2002] and COUNTER [Sharjeel et al., 2017] corpora.
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Classification TREU COUNTER METER
WD 672 (29.7%) 135 (22.5%) 301 (31.8%)
PD 888 (39.3%) 288 (48.0%) 438 (46.3%)
ND 697 (30.8%) 177 (29.5%) 206 (21.7%)
Table 3.11: Classification of text document pairs in the TREU Corpus and its comparison
with METER [Clough et al., 2002] and COUNTER corpora [Sharjeel et al., 2017]
3.3.4 Examples of reuse cases from the corpus
This section presents representative WD, PD, and ND examples from the TREU
Corpus.
3.3.4.1 Example of WD source and derived text documents
The following example shows a WD text document pair from the corpus. It can
be noted that the reused text is almost the exact translation of the source text.
Moreover, the order of information is also preserved. However, a very small amount
of information is added/removed in the reused text document due to the language
structural change. Furthermore, the source text document has one sentence (Prin-
cipal Staff Officers and a large number of Airmen attended the ceremony) that is
not present (reused) in the derived text document.
Source text document
PAF observes Martyrs’ Day across the country. Pakistan Air Force (PAF) on
Sunday observed September 07 as Martyrs’ Day at all PAF Bases throughout
the country. A ceremony was also held here at Air Headquarters, in which
Chief of the Air Staff, Pakistan Air Force (PAF) Air Chief Marshal Tahir
Rafique Butt laid floral wreath and offered “Fateha” at the Martyrs’ Mon-
ument. Principal Staff Officers and a large number of Airmen attended the
ceremony. The day started with special Du’aa and Quran Khawani for the
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Shuhada of 1965 and 1971 wars and those who laid down their lives in action
since creation of Pakistan. A similar ceremony was held at Karachi, where
a PAF contingent led by Air Vice Marshal Azhar Hasan Rizvi, Air Officer
Commanding, Southern Air Command offered “Fateha” and laid floral wreath
at the grave of Pilot Officer Rashid Minhas Shaheed (Nishan-e- Haider) on
behalf of Chief of the Air Staff, Pakistan Air Force. Wreaths were also laid
on the graves of PAF martyrs throughout the country.
Derived text document
废ا ۔徉匈 ࿀ ر㊓ 㺸 ءا⿪ م技 ⥀ 7 ࿀ ںوڈا 弥㘰 مᝯ ᄭا زور ⺚㽺 嬸 待㘰 كຩ 啵 హ 劖
废ا ہا࢑⨭ 㺸 待㘰 كຩ 啵 ᳮ 䅋 㷨 厫 徊ᚓ ر㞑و࿀ 剐 ہد⡜ 愡ا 啵 د܉آ م⬧ا زᦵرا㱾崏
ز㓈آ 㥃 ند ۔㷨 媛ا⠩ ᓄ㖵 روا 弥嵢⅂ رد‹ 㷨 ں䪫ቩ ࿀ ر㻠د徉 㷨 ءا⿪ 嬸 ݼ 㝑ر 寄ㇰ ⾁ر䰮 ⒄
روا ںؤ㌑د ㄹ❴ 䬈 㺸 دا㘄ا مᝯ نا روا ءا⿪ 㺸 待㘰 كຩ 㺸 ںḬ 㷨 1971 روا 1965
䬈 㺸 ن㨾ຩ ᚪ با 㨱 䰍 ⸞ 嬸آ 啵 دṎو ض僤 㺸 ن㨾ຩ 嬸 ںḺ 䅏 㷩 ⸞ 媛ا⠩ نآ㟥
㜺آ 废ا ،ى㇌ر ╝ ㌂ا ⾁ر䰮 庡او 废ا 嬸 ⥴د 愡ا 㺸 待㘰 ح㈲ ⴣا ۔㺭 ن܉㟥 嬩᱑ ᄣا
嗜᱑ 㷨 ݼ 㝑ر 寄ㇰ ⾁ر䰮 ⒄ 废ا ہا࢑⨭ 㺸 待㘰 كຩ 啵 䅎د㨱⨭ 㷨 垈㭹 废ا نر⨪ ،妉垈㭹
劖 ۔弥嵢⅂ رد‹ 㷨 ں䪫ቩ روا 㷨 媛ا⠩ ᓄ㖵 ࿀ 㞙 㷨 (ر⚠ ِن堆) ⿸ س吅 ⻎ار 㜺آ 廞ຩ ⸞
۔䅌 弥嵢⅂ 承رد‹ 㷨 ں䪫ቩ ೧ ࿀ ںو㞙 㷨 ءا⿪ 㺸 待㘰 كຩ 啵 హ
Derived text document (translation)
Yesterday Pak Air Force observed September 7th as Martyrs Day at all
its airports throughout the country. A simple but inauspicious ceremony
was held at the Air Headquarters Islamabad in which Air Chief Marshal
Tahir Rafiq Butt laid a floral wreath and offered “Fateha’’ at the Mar-
tyrs’ Monument. The day began with special prayers and Quranic recita-
tion for the Pak Air Force martyrs of 1965 and 1971 and all those who
have sacrificed their lives since the creation of Pakistan. Similarly, an
Air Force team led by Air Vice Marshal Azhar Hassan Rizvi, Air Officer
Commanding, Southern Air Command, offered “Fateha” and laid floral
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wreath at the grave of Pilot Officer Rashid Minhas Shaheed (Nishan-e-
Haider) on behalf of Chief of the Air Staff, Pakistan Air Force. Wreaths
were also laid on the graves of PAF martyrs throughout the country.
3.3.4.2 Example of PD source and derived text documents
The example below shows a cross-lingual PD text reuse example from the corpus.
It is worth noting that sentences (or phrases) have been reordered to generate the
derived text. The information at the start in the source text document is added
(after paraphrasing) at the end of the derived text document. Moreover, some extra
details have been added in the derived text (which may be based on the journalist’s
observations), i.e., the name of the person who offered the Namaz-e-Janaza. The
source text document has general information (representatives of MQM) whereas the
derived text document has more detailed and specific information, i.e., actual names
of the representatives. Furthermore, some words have been replaced with appropri-
ate synonyms. These changes highlight the fact that different editing operations
have been used by the journalists in formulating the newspaper story. However,
while creating the derived text, meanings of the source text have been preserved.
Source text document
Allama Akbar Kumaili laid to rest. Allama Ali Akbar Kumaili was laid to
rest at Ali Bagh graveyard, Lyari here on Sunday. Earlier, his Namaz-e-
Janaza was offered at Imambargah Shah-e-Khorasan, Naumaish Chowrangi
after Zohar prayer. Large number of people, religious scholars, representatives
of MQM attended the funeral prayers. Ali Akbar Kumaili, son of Allama
Abbas Kumaili and his security guard were shot dead by unknown armed
men in Azizabad area on Saturday evening.
Derived text document
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ࡊ ں᱑ ⸞ 妉废㖵 㷨 ںوراⳢ 彑⡜ᦵ吴 م⹢ ⺚㽺 啵 ᩶䁐 抁رٵƬŇ
ǔƶ Ǐř د܉آ恙㍛ 㤤㏵ 㺸 ⑂ا㨱
ी 㺸 彛ادا 㷨 ہزᷪ ز娚 㱾 ŲŏǎƶŰ
ĸ
㥋ا 㐓 吶㏵ ඗ 㺸 ŲŏǎƶŰ
ĸ
س㌔ 吶㏵ 戆د 䡴㌑ فو僤 䰍او 嬸峤
䅋 㷨 ادا ࿀ ڈور حᷪ ےا 懓ا 姟ر⋏ 庫娚 ہزᷪ ز娚 ۔䅏 徉د 㨱 ك⛪د⢬ 啵 ن⣝㞙 㺸 ىر䬊 㐓 غ܉
،愔ウ فؤر ،ىر㕽 ࢑܉ ،ى㇌ر س㌔ ر⚠ ،ىراو⡲ 㝆 ،♀ا ゾ 㦪اڈ 峕ر 㺸 懓ا 㺮 懓ا 啵 ᳮ
ᴧ ㇒ر 吶㏵ ہزᷪز娚 ۔㷨 㥵⻑ 嬸 دا㘄ا ںوⷱ Ⱀ ىࢌ㌑ ⴖ ،ى呃 ر㞑و 㺸 ᭛رຩዄ
۔ᣬ 䅍 㷧 ت䰮噣ا ⨑ 㺸 ᭛ر⬌ ࿀ 㡃吴 سا ۔弥嵢࿁ 嬸
Derived text document (translation)
Allama Ali Akbar Kameli, son of prominent scholar Allama Abbas
Kameli, who was killed by motorcyclists in Azizabad Hangoria Goth
area of Karachi, last evening, was buried in Bagh Ali Lyari cemetery
after the funeral prayer. Hundreds of people, including MQM leaders
Dr Saghir Ahmed, Faisal Sabzwari, Haider Abbas Rizvi, Babar Ghauri,
Rauf Siddiqui, Peoples Party’s Waqar Mehdi, Sohail Abidi attended the
funeral prayer offered at the Chorangi MA Jinnah Road. Allama Raza
Jaffer led the funeral prayer. Strict security arrangements were made on
the occasion.
3.3.4.3 Example of ND source and derived text documents
The example that follows shows an ND text document pair from the corpus. Both
source and derived texts are describing the same news event, i.e., proceedings of
a Senate meeting and the walkout of members from the meeting. However, the
explanation of the event and the way of expressing it is entirely different in the
source and derived text documents. In the source text document, two members
(Haji Adeel and Zahid Khan) are requesting the Deputy Chairman to adjourn the
proceedings whereas the derived text states it was requested collectively by the
opposition members. Furthermore, in the source text, it is mentioned that the
meeting was adjourned for half an hour while the derived text details that it was
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restarted after half an hour but postponed again until Friday. In addition to this,
the information is very compressed in the source text whereas the event has been
reported in greater depth in the derived text document. This shows that reused text
is generated independently of the source text and any overlap of words (phrases) is
very low (mainly stop-words are common) between the text pair.
Source text document
Opposition stages walkout from Senate. The united opposition on Wednesday
staged walkout from the Senate to protest what they said the absence of
treasury members especially ministers. Speaking in Senate on Point of Order
Haji Adeel of Awami National Party (ANP) pointed out that the ministers do
not give importance to the Upper House. He said ANP is with the government
for the sake of democracy. Senator Zahid Khan of ANP pointed the lack of
quorum. Deputy Chairman adjourned the proceedings of the for half an hour.
Derived text document
㷧 ઔ ے墌 㺸 ぃ ぃ ف➶ 㺸 䱰◾ 㷨 (ن) 䯃 侂 روا 惱⻑زا婧 ㎨ا恗زو 啵 ⷓ
سا ۔⫆ 峤 عو⻑ ૤ ⸞ ⠴Ꮉ 㷨 䄔 اⳢ سᵮا 㥃 ⷓ ᱓ 弥峤 اጌ 㞺و سا لᒄرㄯ 抁 ۔䅍
䅎دṎ吴 م㍗ 㷨 ن㥃را ىر㥃⨭ 嬸 悡زᄯا ۔ᡁ 媎 دṎ吴 㯴ر ೧ 愡ا ࿀ ںତ ىر㥃⨭ دṎو܉ 㺸
ھدآ 弥اورر㥃 㷨 سᵮا روا ᡁ 媎 ارᄯ ೧ مر㱾 نارود سا ᱛ 㷩 ٹوآ كاو ⸞ نا技ا ف➶ 㺸
㨱 ى剭 ᚪ زور 㺸 ᶺ سᵮا ᠢ ⫆ 峤 媎 ارᄯ مر㱾 ೧ ी 㺸 䄔 ھدآ ۔䅋 ىد 㨱 ى剭 㹼 䄔
㲁 㲂 ⸞ 啓Ⓠ ཋڈ روا 䬊 ▗ 啵 ٹوآ كاو ೧ 嬸 (ف) 弥آ 技 ​ ىدᒄا 㷨 䱰◾ ۔䅏 徉د
نا技ا نارود سا 【 ب㖻آ 勷 恗زو 㺸 ر吴ا 媛䯚رຩ ۔奋 寄܉ ೧ پآ 嵉 ඓ ں㺮 ں抂 پآ
㲁 㲂 嬸 چઝ ࢑で 啓Ⓠ ཋڈ ۔峬‹ 媛㨱 ىرᄯ ىراد 吶ذ ᄣا 岫 㲁 㲂 嬸 ں媈ا روا 很آ 啵
抁 ۔嵗 媎 دṎ吴 ں抂 㯴ر ىر㥃⨭ ೧ 愡ا با 䮵 ᣬ ᥢور 嗚ور 㥃 䅎دṎ吴 م㍗ 㷨 ءارازو 屨
۔ᥖ㨱 ⇵ 媎 ح㈲ سا 䴫◾ ۔嵗 س㘓ا ㍀܉ لᒄرㄯ
Derived text document (translation)
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In the Senate, the slogans of ‘sheim sheim’ were raised against Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif and the PML-N government. This situation arose
when the meeting of the Senate could barely begin with an hour and
a half delay. Yet, there was not a single member on the government
benches. The opposition walked out of the House against the absence
of government members, moreover, during which even the quorum was
not full, and the meeting was adjourned for half an hour. After half
an hour, the quorum was still not full, so the meeting was adjourned
till Friday. Government ally, the JUI-F also took part in the walkout
and told the deputy chairman why you are sitting here, you should also
walkout. During this, Minister of State for the Parliamentary Affairs
Aftab Sheikh came to the House and said that we should fulfil our re-
sponsibility. Deputy Chairman Sabir Baloch said that we used to weep
over the absence of ministers but now no government member is here.
This situation is worrisome. Governments do not work this way.
3.4 English-Urdu parallel corpus
A parallel corpus is defined as a large collection of texts aligned at the sentence
level, in two or more languages, that are exact translations of each other [Resnik
and Smith, 2003]. It is an essential resource for bi-lingual and multi-lingual NLP
research and especially for training automatic MT systems [Hutchins, 2005, Stein-
berger et al., 2014, Fantinuoli and Zanettin, 2015]. More specifically, for Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT) methods, a large-scale good quality parallel corpus is
essential to get useful results [Callison-Burch et al., 2004, Koehn, 2005, Eisele and
Chen, 2010]. Such a resource is also valuable for contrastive linguistics [Ebeling,
1998] and has applications in CLIR [Nie et al., 1999], bi-lingual lexicon induction
[Caseli et al., 2006, Apidianaki, 2008], Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) [Kazakov
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and Shahid, 2013], and cross-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection
[Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2008].
Despite applications in a large number of NLP tasks, these corpus resources are
very scarce for low-resource language pairs such as English-Urdu. The available
English-Urdu parallel corpora are very small in size, domain-specific, not freely
available, or are of not so good quality [Baker et al., 2002, Jawaid and Zeman,
2011, Post et al., 2012].
A good quality English-Urdu parallel corpus was desired to automatically extract
translation pairs for a bi-lingual dictionary (Section 3.5) which was further used in
the cross-lingual text reuse detection experiments (Section 5.1.2). Accordingly, the
already available English-Urdu parallel data resources were reviewed as well as new
data collected for a large-scale multi-domain English-Urdu parallel corpus. The
subsequent sections highlight some of the existing and newly developed English-
Urdu parallel data resources.
3.4.1 Existing English-Urdu parallel corpora
Several English-Urdu parallel corpora are publicly available on the Web. However,
most of them contain noisy data or have alignment issues. A sentence alignment
tool14, developed in Java as part of this thesis work, was used to correct these
issues. The following sections list each of the already available English-Urdu parallel
corpora.
OS-18: The Open Subtitles parallel corpus15 [Lison and Tiedemann, 2016] is avail-
able from the OPUS16 (open source parallel corpus) project. It contains trans-
lated subtitles of movies in 62 languages, including Urdu. However, the text
is translated using automatic MT systems and is of poor quality, not properly
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aligned at the sentence level, and contains a lot of noise.
Tatoeba: Tatoeba17 (Japanese word which means “for example”) website is a col-
laborative platform that offers a freely available collection of sentences and
their translation in many languages. The translations are done by volunteers
and contain grammatical errors.
CLE-PC: Centre for Research in Urdu Language Processing (CRULP) (now Center
for Language Engineering CLE18) has developed an English-Urdu-Nepali par-
allel corpus19. They use the English text from a subset of the Penn Treebank
(PTB) project which contains stories from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ)
collection [Marcus et al., 1993]. It was then manually translated into Urdu
and Nepali by a team from the CRULP. However, due to the licensing issues
(licensed under Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)), there is only a subset of
the corpus freely available to download.
IPC: The Indic Parallel Corpus20 is a collection of Wikipedia documents of six In-
dian low resourced languages (i.e., Bengali, Hindi, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu,
and Urdu) translated into the English language through crowdsourcing via the
Amazon Mechanical Turk21 platform [Post et al., 2012]. For each language,
the 100 most visited Hindi Wikipedia pages on different topics were manually
translated by four MTurk workers. The translation pairs are of mixed quality
as they are created by amateurs.
EURPC: The English-Urdu Religious Parallel Corpus22 contains publicly available
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and Zeman, 2011]. Although the corpus texts are domain-specific, they are
manually aligned and properly tokenised parallel sentences.









Table 3.12: Number of parallel sentences in existing English-Urdu parallel corpora
3.4.2 Newly Proposed English-Urdu parallel corpus
The proposed English-Urdu Parallel Corpus (EUPC-20) consists of sentences ex-
tracted from parallel documents collected from different online sources. It is a
first considerably large and publicly available collection that comes from several
domains such as religion, technology, politics, literature, and Wikipedia. Although
the corpus data comes from the Web, the translation pairs are of excellent quality
as they are manually translated mostly by experts. The texts in the corpus have
been pre-processed, normalised, correctly aligned at sentence-level, and saved in a
standard format. The proposed resource improves on the already available ones
(Section 3.4.1) as it is large, good quality, multi-domain, and available to download
for NLP research.
3.4.2.1 Corpus generation process
To construct EUPC-20, the Web was exploited as a potential resource. The Web by
far is the largest multi-lingual resource with plenty of parallel texts readily available.
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Different websites, blogs, and social media pages were searched to find translated
text documents in both English and Urdu languages. With a list of web links in
hand, the data were either copied manually or the parallel web documents were
scraped using a script written in Python23.
The following discussion gives details of all the online sources from where the
parallel data was collected for the EUPC-20.
Bible translation: The Bible has been translated into many languages and these
translations are easily available on the Web. WordProject24 is one of the most
authentic online sources that provide the translations of the Bible in more
than 60 international languages. The English-Urdu translation of the Bible
was downloaded from the WordProject website.
HRCP reports: The Human Rights Commission of Pakistan25 (HRCP) website
publishes, apart from English, Urdu translations of some of their press releases,
reports, and articles. A web scraper was used to download only those reports
which were available in both English and Urdu languages.
MIT-TRP magazine: The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Tech-
nology Review Pakistan26 (TRP) is an online magazine that produces Urdu
translations of the English articles originally published by the MIT Technology
Review27 website. The articles are related to the latest trends in the science
and technology domain and are manually translated into the Urdu language
by a team at Information Technology University (ITU), Pakistan28. All the ar-
ticles were scraped from the website for which both English and Urdu versions
were available.
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Tanqeed blog: Tanqeed29 is an electronic blog related to Pakistani politics and
culture. It posts stories and essays highlighting social issues from Pakistan
and South Asia in both English and Urdu languages. The manually translated
Urdu stories are provided by a team of authors of the blog. The English-Urdu
stories were manually extracted from the blog to be used in the corpus.
TED talks transcripts: The famous TED talks30 website provides translated sub-
titles of videos in 100+ languages. However, very few translated transcripts
are available in the Urdu language. Using Ted2Srt.org31, all the available
English-Urdu translations of the TED transcripts were extracted.
Daniel Pipes stories: Daniel Pipes, the president of ‘Middle East Forum’32, posts
articles on American foreign policy and the Middle East on his website33. He
publishes his stories in 38 international languages including Urdu. The website
is very popular and has around 69 million page views. English stories and their
Urdu translations were manually copied from the website.
General sentences: Urdu2eng.com34 is an English language learning website that
contains Urdu to English translations of dialogues, interviews, debates, id-
ioms, and general sentences of everyday use. These short sentences and their
translations are publicly available and are of excellent quality. All the En-
glish and their corresponding Urdu sentences were scraped from the website.
Moreover, some of the Urdu Wikipedia articles, on some famous personalities,
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Novels: Saadat Hassan Manto was a renowned Urdu poet and writer who is ac-
knowledged as one of the finest writers in Urdu literature. He bravely high-
lighted the bitter aspects of society in his writings. Manto’s famous short
stories are available in both English35 and Urdu36 languages. Pir-e-Kamil by
Umera Ahmad is a famous novel, originally published in the Urdu language37
and later translated by the author into the English language38. Both of these
authors’ works were obtained in English and Urdu languages to be included
in the corpus.
3.4.2.2 Corpus properties and statistics
Table 3.13 shows the total number of parallel sentences compiled from each of the




MIT TRP magazine 6,011
Tanqeed blog 3,363
TED talks transcripts 10,861




Table 3.13: Number of parallel sentences collected from online sources
As the data were scraped or manually extracted from different online sources,
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Moreover, some of the data was not properly encoded in Unicode (UTF-8) format.
Therefore, the downloaded text was first pre-processed to remove HTML tags and
garbage characters. The text was further normalised to remove Urdu diacritics and
standardised to Unicode (UTF-8) characters. Then, automatic sentence alignment
was performed using a script written in Java39.
During automatic alignment, a large number of alignment issues were faced.
These issues were mostly related to wrongly placed punctuation marks and Urdu
sentence boundary detection. English sentences were ending on ‘full-stop’ while
Urdu sentence had a ‘comma’. Some of the English sentences had exclamation
marks whereas Urdu text had no punctuation mark. One of the major problems
was the detection of sentence boundaries for the Urdu sentences as a considerable
number of them were not ending on standard termination markers. These alignment
issues were removed manually and the corpus has been saved in a standard format
for public release.
Table 3.14 reports detailed statistics of the final set of parallel sentence data for
the EUPC-20 Corpus. It contains 154,258 properly aligned English-Urdu parallel
sentences extracted from different online sources (72,566 parallel sentences, Sec-
tion 3.4.2) combined with already available parallel data (81,692 parallel sentences,
Section 3.4.1) [Jawaid and Zeman, 2011, Post et al., 2012, Lison and Tiedemann,
2016]. These statistics are reported after applying standard pre-processing, text nor-
malisation, removal of punctuation marks, deleting extra white spaces, and special
characters. Furthermore, long (> 40 words) and duplicate sentences were filtered
from each source.
39The script is available at https://github.com/muhmmadsharjeel/PhD-Work
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Corpus Sentences Tokens Vocabluary
English Urdu English Urdu
Newly compiled data
Bible translation 26,803 597,707 608,146 25,361 13,506
HRCP website 1,983 27,214 34,091 4,496 4,883
MIT TRP website 5,704 79,525 99,909 10,074 12,238
Tanqeed blog 3,002 53,293 59,906 9,484 10,221
TED Talks transcripts 9,886 136,884 159,068 13,117 13,253
Daniel Pipes articles 6,454 104,402 134,181 16,822 19,444
General sentences 1,737 20,327 22,075 4,442 3,671
Novels 16,997 163,493 198,087 13,143 12,623
Sub-total 72,566 163,493 198,087
Existing data
OS-18 26,810 164,183 186,815 10,686 12,143
Tatoeba 1,274 8,098 9,294 1,934 1,655
CLE-PC 3,318 60,596 77,272 10,261 11,654
IPC 38,525 478,719 579,863 16,741 34,455
EURPC 11,765 244,796 264,223 14,934 14,798
Sub-total 81,692 163,493 198,087
Grand total 154,258 2,139,237 2,432,930
Table 3.14: Statistics of EUPC-20 Corpus
3.5 English-Urdu bi-lingual dictionaries
Bi-lingual dictionaries are a fundamental and useful resource for computerised lan-
guage processing tasks [Van Der Eijk et al., 1992]. They potentially provide, for
each source language word or phrase, a set of translations in the target language.
Moreover, they may also include syntactic information, sense division, usage exam-
ples, semantic fields, usage guidelines, etc. These dictionaries are crucial for multiple
NLP tasks like CLIR [Pirkola et al., 2001], cross-lingual knowledge induction [Lu
et al., 2004, Peirsman and Padó, 2010], and cross-lingual text reuse and plagiarism
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detection [Schafer and Yarowsky, 2002].
The manual construction of bi-lingual dictionaries is a labour-intensive task,
therefore, a considerable body of work has focused on methods for their automatic
induction. Automatic bi-lingual dictionary induction is the task of finding words or
phrases across natural languages that share a common meaning. This induction can
be approached with a parallel corpus or comparable corpora [Caseli et al., 2006, Li
and Gaussier, 2010]. For most language pairs, and most domains, parallel data are
either scarce or unavailable, and therefore a range of methods has been proposed to
find translations directly from the monolingual text [Shezaf and Rappoport, 2010,
Irvine and Callison-Burch, 2013].
As of today, there are a few English-Urdu dictionaries available on the Web but
are in PDF format. These are soft copies of their paperback versions. There are
others, licensed or freely available but linked with translation programs. For cross-
lingual text reuse detection experiments (Section 5.1.2) conducted on the TREU
Corpus (Section 3.3), an English-Urdu dictionary was required as a supporting re-
source. With this in mind, the already available English-Urdu dictionaries were
utilised as well as new ones which were assembled by using different approaches.
The sections that follow discuss the individual English-Urdu dictionaries one-
by-one. All of these dictionaries are saved in XML format and provided as free to
download for academic research purposes40.
Waseem-Shahab: One of the largest English-Urdu dictionary available on the Web
in PDF41 format is by Waseem Siddiqui and Shahab Alam. The dictionary
contains the word, its translation, as well as the most probable POS tag for
each entry. The PDF file was converted to raw text, however, the conversion
process generated a lot of noisy data. A Java program42 was used to clean
40https://github.com/muhmmadsharjeel/PhD-Work
41https://www.scribd.com/doc/11342223/Urdu-to-English-Dictionary
42The program is available at https://github.com/muhmmadsharjeel/PhD-Work
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the entries with the help of regular expressions. During the cleaning process,
some of the data were discarded because of the poor format.
Indic Parallel Corpus: The authors of Indic Parallel Corpus (Section 3.4) have
also created, apart from the parallel corpus, a free to use English to Urdu
dictionary43 [Post et al., 2012]. The dictionary was built using crowdsourcing
from the Amazon Mechanical Turk44. The MTurk workers were tasked to
translate English words into the Urdu language. For each English word, three
reference sentences were given to the workers, which provided the context of
the given word. The dictionary contains words and their translations only.
Babylon: Babylon is a well-known translation program, developed by Babylon
Software Limited45. The software comes with its proprietary dictionaries but
there are many third-party free to download dictionaries also available that
can be used with the software. Two such dictionaries, (1) ‘English-to-Urdu
Lughat’46 and (2) ‘One-click English-to-Urdu Dictionary’47 were downloaded
and converted into raw text format. The data were then cleaned for junk
entries. English-to-Urdu Lughat contains the word and its translation only
whereas One-click English-to-Urdu Dictionary has a POS tag coupled with
each entry as well.
Wiki Data: With the expansion of the Web into a multilingual hub, Wiki web-
sites appear to be one of the favourable resources for extracting translation
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utilised to compile an English-Urdu dictionary. Each entry of the dictionary
contains an English word and its Urdu translation.
Ur-GIZA: A well-known method to generate bi-lingual dictionaries is by using a
statistical word alignment tool [Aker et al., 2014]. GIZA++ [Och and Ney,
2003, Junczys-Dowmunt and Szał, 2011], a statistical word alignment toolkit
uses IBM Models [1−5] [Brown et al., 1993] and HMM [Baum and Petrie,
1966] to map words from a sentence-aligned parallel corpus. It returns words
with their possible translation(s) alongside their statistical probabilities. The
translation pairs with high probability are assumed to be good. However, due
to the probabilistic nature of the method, it returns the wrong translations but
with high probabilities. There are various methods proposed in the literature
to clean such entries [Aker et al., 2014].
For the creation of Ur-GIZA dictionary, GIZA++ was applied to extract
English-Urdu translation phrases from the EUPC-20 Corpus (Section 3.4.2)
and a simple filter-based approach was used to clean the wrong entries. A
random 100 entries were reviewed to set a threshold value of 0.30. All the
entries whose probability was below the threshold were filtered out.
Name Entries
Waseem-Shahab 60,651





Table 3.15: Statistics of English-Urdu bi-lingual dictionaries
Table 3.15 shows total number of entries in each of the English-Urdu bi-lingual
dictionaries assembled using different methods.
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3.6 Chapter summary
This chapter described the research undertaken in the development of standard eval-
uation resources for the mono- (Urdu) and cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse
and mono-lingual (Urdu) extrinsic plagiarism detection. It also detailed the creation
of supporting resources for the cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection.
Two Urdu and one English-Urdu standard evaluation corpora are created to pro-
mote the text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection research in a language that
is highly under-resourced, i.e., Urdu. The COUNTER Corpus is a mono-lingual
text reuse corpus that contains real examples of Urdu news text reuse. It has 1,200
documents categorised into three levels of reuse, i.e., Wholly Derived, Partially De-
rived and Non Derived. The UPPC Corpus is an Urdu extrinsic plagiarism corpus
that contains simulated cases of mono-lingual plagiarism. The corpus has been cre-
ated to mimic the real world paraphrase plagiarism practised by the students in
academia. It contains 160 text documents, 20 source Wikipedia articles, 75 Para-
phrased Plagiarised, and 65 Non-Plagiarised text documents. The TREU Corpus
is the first cross-script cross-lingual corpus developed for text reuse detection re-
search in the English-Urdu language pair. It consists of 4,514 documents that are
manually tagged into three classes at the document level, i.e., Wholly Derived, Par-
tially Derived, and Non Derived. The corpus is sufficiently representative to serve
as a benchmark for developing and evaluating methods for cross-lingual text reuse
detection for the English-Urdu language pair.
The chapter also described the creation of two supporting resources for the
English-Urdu language pair. The first is EUPC-20, a large-scale multi-domain par-
allel corpus that contains 154,258 parallel sentences collected from the Web. It
contains data from several domains such as religion, technology, politics, litera-
ture, and Wikipedia. The second supporting resource is the compilation of several
bi-lingual dictionaries for the English-Urdu language pair using different methods
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from online and offline sources.
To promote research in the highly under-resourced Urdu language, all the stan-
dard evaluation corpora and supporting resources developed in this study are freely
available to download for academic research.
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“People who copy you will always be one step behind.”
Wayne Gerard Trotman
4
Mono-lingual (Urdu) Text Reuse and
Extrinsic Plagiarism Detection
Chapter 3 presented details of the two benchmark corpora developed for the mono-
lingual (Urdu) text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection. The COUNTER Cor-
pus (Section 3.1) [Sharjeel et al., 2017] is an Urdu news text reuse corpus that
contains real cases of text reuse from the journalism domain. The UPPC Corpus
(Section 3.2) [Sharjeel et al., 2016], on the other hand, is an extrinsic plagiarism
corpus that contains manually created simulated cases of Urdu text plagiarism.
This chapter describes Urdu text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection experi-
ments performed on the two benchmark corpora i.e., COUNTER Corpus and UPPC
Corpus. The chapter aims to make a direct comparison of existing state-of-the-art
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mono-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection methods (Section 2.3.1)
to investigate their behaviour on the Urdu text. The comparison will enable to
understand what methods are most suitable for the Urdu text reuse and extrinsic
plagiarism detection tasks. Moreover, it will highlight the strengths and weaknesses
of the newly proposed standard evaluation resources. Furthermore, the reason for
conducting these experiments on two different types of corpora is to examine how
these methods perform on real (COUNTER Corpus) as well as simulated (UPPC
Corpus) cases of reuse. As far as we are aware, no previous study has applied these
methods and made a detailed comparison for the Urdu language.
The chapter starts with the description of the mono-lingual text reuse and ex-
trinsic plagiarism detection methods and how they were used in the experiments
performed on the Urdu text (Section 4.1). After discussing the methods, the experi-
mental setup is presented including corpora, text pre-processing, evaluation method-
ology and evaluation measures (Section 4.2). Finally, the results of the experiments
are presented and discussed (Section 4.3).
4.1 Methods for mono-lingual text reuse and extrinsic
plagiarism detection
A range of popular and state-of-the-art mono-lingual methods are applied on both
COUNTER (Section 3.1) [Sharjeel et al., 2017] and UPPC (Section 3.2) [Sharjeel
et al., 2016] corpora in order to show how the newly proposed standard evalua-
tion resources may be used for the development, evaluation and comparison of text
reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection systems for the Urdu language1. The cho-
sen methods are based on different characteristics of text i.e., lexical overlap, string
matching, structural similarity, and stylistic similarity (Section 2.3.1). For lexical
1Note that same settings are applied for all the methods used in these experiments.
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overlap, Word n-grams overlap (Section 2.3.1.1.1) and Vector Space Model (VSM)
(Section 2.3.1.1.2) are used. For string matching, Longest Common Subsequence
(LCS) (Section 2.3.1.2.1) and Greedy String-Tiling (GST) (Section 2.3.1.2.2) are
chosen. For structural similarity, Stop-word n-grams overlap (Section 2.3.1.4.1),
and for stylistic similarity, Token ratio (Section 2.3.1.5.2) and Sentence ratio (Sec-
tion 2.3.1.5.3) are applied. These methods are used to perform a pair-wise com-
parison of two texts (source and reused text documents in this case), to produce
similarity scores based on the features obtained from both texts. A higher score in-
dicates both texts are similar while a low score is the indicator of their dissimilarity
[Wise, 1992, Brin et al., 1995, Gitchell and Tran, 1999, Lyon et al., 2001].
In the following sections, first, each of the methods is briefly described (for the
detailed working of these methods see Section 2.3.1) and then a detail explanation
is provided on how it is used in the mono-lingual (Urdu) text reuse and extrinsic
plagiarism detection experiments.
4.1.1 Lexical overlap
4.1.1.1 Word n-grams overlap
Word n-grams overlap is a popular method used to compute the similarity between
two texts (Section 2.3.1.1.1). It works by first breaking the texts into fixed-length
n-grams and then comparing sets of generated n-grams. The similarity is calculated
by counting the common n-grams and dividing the value by the length of one or
both texts. It has proven to be successful in detecting text reuse [Clough et al.,
2002, Chiu et al., 2010] and plagiarism [Lyon et al., 2001] in the past.
For the experiments performed on Urdu text reuse and plagiarism detection using
Word n-grams overlap, the length of n is varied from [1−5] and the Containment
similarity measure2 (Equation 2.4) is used to calculate the similarity between text
2Jaccard, Dice and Overlap similarity measures are also tested but the scores were low when
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pairs.
4.1.1.2 Vector Space Model
The Vector Space Model is a well-known IR method mostly used by search engines
to rank web pages [Grossman et al., 1997, Gravano et al., 1999] (Section 2.3.1.1.2).
The method works by creating a high dimensional vector space to represents the
text documents. The size of the vector space is equal to the vocabulary of the
corpus. The similarity between two vectors (or two documents) is measured using
the cosine of the angle between them. The method has provided good results on
the detection of text reuse [Clough, 2003, Bendersky and Croft, 2009, Ekbal et al.,
2012] and document duplicates [Hoad and Zobel, 2003, Runeson et al., 2007].
For these experiments, vectors are created using source and reused text docu-
ments and the similarity is measured using cosine similarity (Equation 2.5). How-
ever, before computing the similarity between the two vectors, the popular tf-idf
[Jurafsky and Martin, 2009, Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 2011] (Equation 2.6)
weighting scheme is applied to weight individual terms in both the text documents.
4.1.2 String matching
4.1.2.1 Longest Common Subsequence
Longest Common Subsequence is a string matching method that counts the longest
stream of consecutive terms common between a pair of texts (Section 2.3.1.2.1). It
is important to mention here that the method is order-preserving, therefore, it is
useful for capturing text modifications and word re-ordering. The method has found
success previously in detecting document duplicates [Elhadi and Al-Tobi, 2009] and
plagiarism detection [Gipp and Meuschke, 2011].
For the experiments on COUNTER and UPPC corpora, a normalised (0−1)
compared to the Containment similarity measure.
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LCS similarity score, i.e., LCSnorm, between the source and reused text documents,





In Equation 4.1, |d1| and |d2| represent the length of the source and reused texts,
respectively.
4.1.2.2 Greedy String Tiling
Greedy String Tiling is another well-known string matching method that has been
used in this study to compute the similarity between text pairs (Section 2.3.1.2.2).
It works by identifying sub-strings of maximal length (or tiles) that are common
between a source and reused text document. To prevent matches of small lengths,
the method only keeps those tiles whose length is greater than or equal to minimum
Match Length (mML) (Section 2.3.1.2.2).
As the text documents in COUNTER Corpus are longer than UPPC Corpus,
the minimum Match Length (mML) is set [1−10] for COUNTER Corpus and [1−5]
for UPPC Corpus. The normalised GST similarity score (0−1), i.e., GSTnorm, is




where, |d1| represents the length of the original text and |d2| represents the
length of reused text.
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4.1.3 Structural similarity
4.1.3.1 Stop-word n-grams overlap
A stop-word is a natural language word that is extremely common in use. It has
been argued that during paraphrasing these frequent words are often kept unchanged
while replacing content words with synonyms [Bär et al., 2012]. In the past, such
structural similarity-based methods have been used to detect text plagiarism [Sta-
matatos, 2011].
In Stop-words n-grams overlap (Section 2.3.1.4.1) experiments, the n-grams are
generated by ignoring the content words from the text document pair. As with
Word n-grams overlap, the similarity score is computed by varying the length of n
[1−5] and using the Containment similarity measure (Equation 2.4).
4.1.4 Stylistic similarity
4.1.4.1 Sentence ratio
The sentence length and token length is considered as a characteristic of text writ-
ing style [Yule, 1939] and such stylistic measures have been a popular choice for
authorship attribution in the literature [Craig, 2004, Stamatatos, 2009].
As the text documents in both the COUNTER and UPPC corpora are struc-
tured as single paragraph essays, therefore, for Sentence ratio (Section 2.3.1.5.3)
experiments the number of sentences 3 per text document is computed and then the
ratio between them.
3For sentence boundary detection, potential sentence termination markers for the Urdu language
such as ‘۔ ’, ‘؟ ’, ‘! ’ were used.
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4.1.4.2 Token ratio
For Token ratio experiments (Section 2.3.1.5.2), the numbers of tokens per document
are calculated and then the ratio between both the text documents.
4.2 Experimental setup
This section describes the corpora, text pre-process settings, evaluation methodol-
ogy, and evaluation measure used to evaluate the methods.
4.2.1 Corpora
For the set of experiments carried out, to assess the performance of methods (Sec-
tion 4.1), the entire COUNTER Corpus (Section 3.1) [Sharjeel et al., 2017] and the
entire UPPC Corpus (Section 3.2) [Sharjeel et al., 2016] are used. There are in total
1,200 text documents (600 source, 600 derived) in the COUNTER Corpus with three
levels of text reuse (Wholly Derived = 135, Partially Derived = 288 and Non De-
rived = 177). The UPPC Corpus contains simulated cases of Urdu plagiarism with
a total of 160 documents, 20 source and 140 suspicious documents (Paraphrased
Plagiarised = 75, Non Plagiarised = 65).
4.2.2 Text pre-processing
Before applying the methods (Section 4.1), the Urdu text is pre-processed to remove
all punctuation marks, newlines, extra white spaces, and illegal characters4. The
text is tokenised on white space and a dictionary look-up based method is used to
treat compound words as single units. Furthermore, to see the effect of stop-words
on the performance of the detection task, the experiments are conducted with and
4The characters that are not part of the standard Urdu language character set.
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without stop-words. A standard list of stop-words5 is used to filter them out before
feature extraction.
4.2.3 Evaluation methodology
The main aim of these experiments is to distinguish between different levels of Urdu
text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism at the document level. The problem is tackled
as a supervised text classification task. The prime objective of the task is to see
whether it is possible to automatically differentiate between the source and reused
text and further understand which method(s) perform best on the Urdu text.
As the COUNTER Corpus has three levels of text reuse, the task is further
divided into binary and ternary classifications. In the former case, the target is to
differentiate between 2 classes (i.e., Derived (D) and Non Derived (ND)) while in
the latter case, the target is to differentiate between 3 classes (i.e., Wholly Derived
(WD), Partially Derived (PD), and Non Derived (ND)). For the binary classification
task, the text documents categorised as Wholly Derived and Partially Derived are
coupled to make the “Derived” class while the text documents categorised as Non
Derived are part of the “Non Derived” class. For the UPPC Corpus, the text
documents are labelled as “Paraphrased Plagiarised” (PP) and “Non Paraphrased”
(NP) and the target is to train the classifier to distinguish between the two classes.
Similarity scores generated by applying various methods (Section 4.1) are used
as input features for the classifier. The WEKA’s6 [Holmes et al., 1994, Hall et al.,
2009, Witten et al., 2016] implementation of the Bayes theorem based Naïve Bayes
classifier (with default parameter settings) using 10-fold cross validation, is used for
the classification task. Naïve Bayes is appropriate for these kinds of experiments as
it can handle the numeric features generated by applying the methods. Weighted
average F1 (Equation 2.21) results are computed and reported for both binary and
5The stop-words list is available with the corpus download (Section 3.1).
6http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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ternary classifications for the COUNTER Corpus (Section 4.3.1) and binary classi-
fication for the UPPC Corpus (Section 4.3.2).
4.3 Results and analysis
This section presents results of the experiments performed on the COUNTER (Sec-
tion 3.1) and UPPC (Section 3.2) corpora.
4.3.1 Results using the COUNTER Corpus
Table 4.1 presents Naïve Bayes classifier reported weighted average F1 results on
the COUNTER Corpus for both binary and ternary classification tasks using Word
n-grams overlap, VSM, LCS, GST, Stop-word n-grams overlap, Sentence ratio and
Token ratio methods (Section 4.1). Word Uni-grams means that the results are
obtained using word 1-gram as a single feature for the classifications task. Similarly,
Word Bi-grams, Word Tri-grams, Word Four-grams, and Word Five-grams means
that the results are obtained using word 2-grams, 3-grams, 4-grams and 5-grams
respectively as a single feature. Word n-gram Combined means that results are
obtained by similarity scores of word unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, fourgrams, and
fivegrams as a set of features (5 features) for the classification task. SWR after each
method means that the similarity score is computed for the method after removing
stop-words. Likewise, Stop-word Uni-grams means that the results are reported
using stop-word 1-gram, Stop-word Bi-grams means stop-word 2-grams, Stop-word
Tri-grams means stop-word 3-grams, Stop-word Four-grams means stop-word based
4-grams, Stop-word Five-grams means stop-word based 5-grams, and Stop-word n-
grams Combined means that similarity scores of Stop-word based n-grams of length
1 − 5 are used as a set of features (5 features) for the classification tasks. VSM
means results obtained using the Vector Space Model method, LCS means results
obtained using the Longest Common Subsequence method, and GST means results
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obtained using Greedy String Tiling method. For GST, mML1 to mML10 means
results with minimum match lengths of tiles from 1 to 10, respectively. Again, SWR
after each method means results computed after stop-words removal. Sentence Ratio
and Token Ratio means that the results are obtained after applying the Sentence
ratio and Token ratio method, respectively. In the last part of the table, “All
features combined” means that the results are reported by combining features of
all the methods used in this study (41 features). The best results obtained overall
are presented as bold letters whereas the best results obtained category-wise are
underlined in the table.
Table 4.1: Weighted average F1 results obtained for binary and ternary classification of COUNTER
Corpus using different text reuse detection methods
Binary (F1) Ternary (F1)
Lexical overlap
Words Uni-grams 0.80 0.73
Word Uni-grams + SWR 0.80 0.72
Word Bi-grams 0.66 0.64
Word Bi-grams + SWR 0.70 0.68
Word Tri-grams 0.57 0.56
Word Tri-grams + SWR 0.60 0.64
Word Four-grams 0.52 0.52
Word Four-grams + SWR 0.55 0.57
Word Five-grams 0.49 0.52
Word Five-grams + SWR 0.50 0.53
Word n-grams Combined 0.56 0.54
Word n-grams Combined + SWR 0.57 0.57
VSM 0.66 0.54
VSM + SWR 0.64 0.53
String matching
LCS 0.77 0.70
LCS + SWR 0.77 0.71
GST mML1 0.81 0.72
GST mML1 + SWR 0.81 0.73
GST mML2 0.77 0.71
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GST mML2 + SWR 0.74 0.67
GST mML3 0.70 0.65
GST mML3 + SWR 0.63 0.60
GST mML4 0.63 0.60
GST mML4 + SWR 0.60 0.57
GST mML5 0.58 0.59
GST mML5 + SWR 0.55 0.53
GST mML6 0.56 0.53
GST mML6 + SWR 0.53 0.51
GST mML7 0.54 0.52
GST mML7 + SWR 0.48 0.50
GST mML8 0.51 0.50
GST mML8 + SWR 0.46 0.50
GST mML9 0.47 0.49
GST mML9 + SWR 0.44 0.47
GST mML10 0.46 0.49
GST mML10 + SWR 0.43 0.45
Structural similarity
Stop-word Uni-grams 0.58 0.40
Stop-word Bi-grams 0.63 0.42
Stop-word Tri-grams 0.47 0.44
Stop-word Four-grams 0.41 0.46
Stop-word Five-grams 0.35 0.34
Stop-word n-grams Combined 0.40 0.37
Stylistic similarity
Sentence Ratio 0.58 0.32
Token Ratio 0.68 0.45
All features combined 0.70 0.68
From Table 4.1, as expected, overall, best results are lower for the ternary clas-
sification task (F1 = 0.73) compared to the binary classification task (F1 = 0.81).
For both classification tasks, the same pattern of differences in the results can be
seen across all the methods. This demonstrates that, in Urdu text reuse detection
problem, it is easier to distinguish between two levels of reuse than three.
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For binary classification, best score is obtained using GST mML1 (F1 = 0.81),
nearly matching the result with Words Uni-gram (F1 = 0.80 ). It can also be noticed
that both of these results did not improve after removal of stop-words. For ternary
classification, the highest score is obtained for both GST mML1 + SWR and Words
Uni-gram (F1 = 0.73) and we can see a small effect of stop-words removal on both
methods (improvement of 0.01 in GST mML1 while a decline of 0.01 in Words
Uni-gram). These results show that GST and word n-grams overlap are the most
appropriate methods for Urdu text reuse detection on the COUNTER corpus. It
also highlights that, in Urdu text reuse detection, a smaller length of blocks (tokens)
(n = 1 or mML = 1) is more effective especially when the text has been heavily
modified or rephrased (as the majority of examples in the corpus are rewritten).
GST (with mML = 1) outperformed all other methods for binary classification
task and its performance for ternary classification task is the same as the Word
n-grams overlap (with n = 1) method. Word n-grams overlap was the second
best. This shows that GST is able to deal better with paraphrased text, identifying
individually longest sub-strings in the rearrangements of tokens (lexical units) of the
rephrased text. For both classification tasks, decline in performance was observed
as the length of tokens/chunks increases (n > 1 or mML > 1). The possible reason
for this is that the derived text is rewritten in PD and ND documents, which makes
it difficult to find matching chunks of longer lengths (n = 2− 5 or mML = 2− 10).
Consequently, that makes it difficult to discriminate different levels of text reuse.
Note that these observations are consistent with the METER study [Clough et al.,
2002], which also showed that best results are obtained using word unigrams and an
mML of 1, and further an increase in the length of n or mML effects performance.
The results using the VSM method, for both binary (F1 = 0.66) and ternary
classifications (F1 = 0.54) are lower compared to the Word n-grams overlap. This
is likely to happen because VSM aims to identify topical similarity among text
document pairs and used mostly for IR, whereas in text reuse detection the aim is
to identify the overlap between document pairs. Moreover, the removal of stop-words
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did not improve VSM results for both classification tasks.
As expected, performance using the LCS (F1 = 0.77 for binary and F1 = 0.71 for
ternary classification) is lower compared to the GST method because it is not able
to deal with block move problem. Furthermore, the removal of stop-words did not
show any improvement in the LCS results for the binary classification task, however,
there is a slight improvement of 0.01 for the ternary classification task.
The performance of Stop-word n-grams overlap (F1 = 0.63 (Stop-words Bi-gram)
for binary classification; F1 = 0.46 (Stop-words Four-gram) for ternary classification)
and stylistic similarity methods (F1 = 0.68 for binary and F1 = 0.45 for ternary
classification both with token ratio), is low overall and they demonstrated poor
results in both classification tasks. This shows that both structural and stylistic
methods are comparatively not suitable for the Urdu text reuse detection task.
The results for the combination of features, “Word n-grams Combined” and
“Stop-word n-grams Combined”, does not improve performance.
For both classification tasks, from all the methods used on the COUNTER cor-
pus, Word n-grams overlap performed consistency better for n > 1 and above, after
the removal of stop-words from the text. This improvement is statistically signifi-
cant as tested with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p < 0.05) [Wilcoxon et al., 1970].
LCS also demonstrated slightly better results, for the ternary classification task,
on pre-processed text with stop-words removed. However, results using the VSM
and GST methods do not show improvement after the removal of stop-words. This
highlights the fact that such pre-processing is useful in some cases for text reuse
detection on the Urdu text.
The experiments by combining all the features from all the methods (All features
combined method) used in this study. The 12 features of Word n-grams overlap, 20
features of GST, 6 features of Stop-word n-gram overlap, and 2 features of each VSM,
LCS and Sentence/Token Ratio methods are combined and best feature selection
method is applied on the combination of all features. However, the All features
combined method does not improve performance (F1 = 0.70).
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Table 4.2 shows the confusion matrix for the “GST mML1” method (it produced
the best results for both classification problems). The columns and rows of the
matrix represent the instances in the predicted and actual classes, respectively.
Table 4.2: Confusion matrix for ternary classification using GST mML1 on the COUNTER
Corpus
WD PD ND
WD 91 43 1
PD 16 232 40
ND 2 68 107
Among all the three classes shown in the confusion matrix, it can be noted that
it is easier to discriminate between WD and ND, however, it is difficult in the cases
of WD-PD and PD-ND pairs. Furthermore, many WD instances are misclassified
as PD (43) and similarly, ND ones are also misclassified as PD (68), highlighting
PD as the most problematic class for the classification problem. As a consequence,
for ternary classification, the overall performance decreases.
4.3.2 Results using UPPC Corpus
Table 4.3 shows the Naïve Bayes classifier reported weighted average F1 (Section 2.21)
results on the UPPC Corpus. It should be noted that the results are obtained using
the same set of methods used on the COUNTER Corpus i.e., Word n-grams over-
lap, VSM, LCS, GST, Stop-word n-grams overlap, Token ratio and Sentence ratio
(Section 4.1). Nevertheless, the text documents in the UPPC are categorised as
“PP” and “NP” (Section 3.2), therefore, the results are only obtained and reported
for the binary classification task.
Table 4.3: Weighted average F1 results obtained for binary classification of UPPC Corpus using
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Word Uni-grams 0.88
Word Uni-grams + SWR 0.91
Word Bi-grams 0.86
Word Bi-grams + SWR 0.84
Word Tri-grams 0.82
Word Tri-grams + SWR 0.79
Word Four-grams 0.78
Word Four-grams + SWR 0.74
Word Five-grams 0.70
Word Five-grams + SWR 0.51
Word n-grams Combined 0.85
Word n-grams Combined + SWR 0.87
VSM 0.81
VSM + SWR 0.80
String matching
LCS 0.88
LCS + SWR 0.90
GST mML1 0.90
GST mML1 + SWR 0.92
GST mML2 0.90
GST mML2 + SWR 0.87
GST mML3 0.85
GST mML3 + SWR 0.82
GST mML4 0.81
GST mML4 + SWR 0.76
GST mML5 0.74
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Token Ratio 0.37
All features combined 0.89
Overall, the results portray a similar pattern to that of the COUNTER Corpus
(Table 4.1). The best result is obtained using GST mML1 (F1 = 0.92) and second-
best with Word Uni-grams (F1 = 0.91). Furthermore, a decrease in performance
can easily be spotted as the length of n or mMl increases. However, in contrast to
the COUNTER Corpus, the best results for both methods are obtained with SWR,
i.e., after removal of stop-words.
It is noteworthy that the results reported by all the methods are higher com-
paratively than the COUNTER Corpus. This indicates that the performance of
these simple surface-level similarity estimation methods falls short when evaluated
on the real cases of text reuse. It is worth recalling that the news stories in the
COUNTER Corpus are written/edited by journalists, who are experts in their field,
using different paraphrasing mechanisms while the text documents in the UPPC
Corpus are intentionally plagiarised by under-grad students in a controlled environ-
ment. As a result, the reused examples in the COUNTER Corpus contain heavily
paraphrased text, and these basic methods, which are designed for word-to-word
matching, reported lower scores when evaluated on these examples.
The best score, among all the methods used, is obtained by GST and the second-
best by Word n-grams overlap. Notably, the best results are obtained after removal
of stop-words from the text. This shows that GST is the best method to distinguish
between Urdu paraphrased and non-paraphrased text documents. In addition, it
is able to capture reshuffling of words better when the stop-words are removed.
However, as expected, both GST and Word n-grams overlap show a decline in per-
formance when the length of tokens (mMl > 1 or n > 1) is increased. This is
due to the reason that it becomes hard to find a matching of longer chunks in the
plagiarised text. It is worth mentioning here that these findings compare well with
the results of the METER Corpus [Clough et al., 2002], COUNTER Corpus [Shar-
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jeel et al., 2017] and the experiments on Urdu short text reuse detection (USTRC
Corpus) [Sameen et al., 2017].
Similar to the COUNTER Corpus, VSM did not perform well on the UPPC
Corpus (F1 = 0.81). Again, the probable reason is that the method is best suited for
the text documents classification task. Moreover, its performance further decreases
after the removal of stop-words.
The performance of the LCS method on the UPPC Corpus is comparatively
better (F1 = 0.88) than the COUNTER Corpus and it further increases after stop-
words removal from the text (F1 = 0.90). This highlights that the volunteers who
created the plagiarised text documents for the UPPC Corpus have reused longer
chunks of text verbatim or with light paraphrasing, without much word reordering,
from the source text documents. These longer chunks are captured by the LCS
method and hence it performed relatively better. Moreover, both GST and LCS
results demonstrate that the string matching methods were able to detect longer
portions of Urdu paraphrased text and, consequently, performed better.
As expected, the structural (F1 = 0.75 (Stop-word Bi-grams)) and stylistic (F1 =
0.76 (Sentence ratio)) similarity methods reported lower results and are not suitable
for the extrinsic plagiarism detection on the Urdu text. Besides that, the Sentence
ratio method performed somewhat better. The possible reason might be that when
creating plagiarised documents, the volunteers have used a sentence by sentence
approach to generate paraphrased text from the source text. This has resulted in
the equal number of sentences in both source and plagiarised text documents, and
hence, the performance of Sentence ratio method is better in comparison to the
COUNTER Corpus.
The results obtained using the combined features for Word n-grams overlap (F1
= 0.87) and Stop-word n-grams overlap (F1 = 0.74) and similarly, a combination
of all features (F1 = 0.89), did provide competitive results. This indicates that
combining different features for Urdu extrinsic plagiarism detection might provide
fruitful results in some cases.
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In contrast to the COUNTER Corpus, the removal of stop-words has a negative
effect on the performance of Word n-grams overlap for n > 1, GST for mMl > 1 and
VSM. However, in the case of LCS, it is the opposite as it improves the score. Also,
as discussed before, the best results overall are obtained without the stop-words.
This implies that the removal of stop-words has a mixed effect on the performance
of methods in the Urdu extrinsic plagiarism detection task using the UPPC Corpus.





Table 4.4 shows the confusion matrix for the method that produced the best
result i.e., “GST mML1 + SWR”. The columns and rows of the matrix represent
the instances in the predicted and actual classes, respectively.
It can be observed that slightly more instances of NP are misclassified as PP (7)
than PP to NP (4). Overall, the results using binary classification on the UPPC
Corpus are higher than COUNTER Corpus and it reflects in the confusion matrix
too.
4.4 Chapter summary
This chapter presented the experiments conducted on two benchmark Urdu corpora
for the text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection. The main findings of the
reported results are summarised in the following points.
• The state-of-the-art methods reported higher results on simulated cases of
Urdu text plagiarism whereas their performance decreases on the real cases of
Urdu text reuse.
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• The best results are obtained with GST and Word n-grams overlap methods
indicating that these two are the best-suited methods for the Urdu text reuse
and extrinsic plagiarism detection task.
• GST mMl1 and Word Uni-grams with Containment similarity measure are the
most distinguished features among all used in our experiments.
• LCS, VSM, Stop-word n-grams overlap, Sentence and Token ratio methods
could not perform well on the Urdu text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detec-
tion task.
• The best results are obtained when a shorter length of tokens (mML = 1 or
n = 1) are used.
• The combination of features does not improve performance in Urdu text reuse
detection, however, they were competitive enough for Urdu plagiarism detec-
tion.
• For the COUNTER Corpus the methods performed consistently better after
stop-words are removed from the text with the increasing length of tokens
(n > 1 or mMl > 1), however, for UPPC, it is the opposite.
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“You can steal a man’s bolts, but you can’t steal his thunder.”
Ed Zerne
5
Cross-lingual (English-Urdu) Text Reuse
Detection
The previous chapter described the mono-lingual (Urdu) text reuse and extrinsic
plagiarism detection experiments conducted on the two benchmark corpora, i.e.,
COUNTER Corpus and UPPC Corpus. The aim was to evaluate and compare
the performance of state-of-the-art mono-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
detection methods on the Urdu text.
This chapter presents the cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection ex-
periments performed on the TREU Corpus (Section 3.3). A range of methods are
applied on the corpus to show its usefulness and how it could be utilised in the devel-
opment and evaluation of cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection systems.
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To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that has applied these diverse
methods on an English-Urdu cross-lingual text reuse corpus at the document level.
Moreover, the applied methods and the use of supporting resources in these experi-
ments provide in-depth analysis and set a strong baseline for the text reuse detection
task in a low resource language pair, i.e., English-Urdu. Furthermore, these meth-
ods could easily be extended to other similar language pairs (e.g., English-Arabic,
English-Persian, etc.) for the cross-lingual text reuse detection.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.1 describes the meth-
ods used to extract features for the cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detec-
tion. Section 5.2 describes the experimental setup including the corpus, text pre-
processing, evaluation methodology, and evaluation measure. Finally, results and
their analysis are presented in Section 5.3.
5.1 Methods for cross-lingual text reuse detection
This section describes the cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection methods
applied on the TREU Corpus. The methods used are broadly categorised into three
types, (1) Translation + Mono-lingual Analysis (Section 5.1.1), (2) cross-lingual
Vector Space Model (Section 5.1.2), and (3) cross-lingual embeddings (Section 5.1.3).
The chosen methods are most appropriate for the cross-lingual cross-script text reuse
detection, especially for the English-Urdu language pair. There are other methods
proposed in the literature (Section 2.3.2), however, they only work with language
pairs belonging to similar language families (e.g., English-Spanish, English-German,
etc.) or require knowledge bases or supporting resources that are not available for
the Urdu language.
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5.1.1 Translation + Mono-lingual Analysis
The Translation + Monolingual Analysis (T+MA) method is based on MT for the
task of cross-lingual text reuse detection and has been very popular and widely used
because of its simplicity [Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2013a]. The method first translates
the source or derived text documents into one language and then addresses the task
as mono-lingual text reuse detection. The translation is usually performed using an
automatic MT system.
For the cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection experiments performed
on the TREU Corpus using T+MA method, the derived text documents are trans-
lated from Urdu to English using Google Translate1. Afterwards, the similarity score
between a text pair is obtained by applying a diverse range of mono-lingual text
reuse detection methods. The applied methods are classified under five categories,
(1) lexical overlap, (2) string matching, (3) structural similarity, (4) mono-lingual
word embeddings, and (5) mono-lingual sentence embeddings. For lexical overlap,
Word n-grams overlap (Section 5.1.1.1.1) and Vector Space Model (Section 5.1.1.1.2)
are applied. For string matching, Longest Common Subsequence (Section 5.1.1.2.1)
and Greedy String Tiling (Section 5.1.1.2.2) are used. For structural similarity,
Stop-word n-grams overlap (Section 5.1.1.3.1) is chosen. For mono-lingual word em-
beddings, averaged embeddings (Section 5.1.1.4.1), weighted averaged embeddings
(Section 5.1.1.4.2), and weighted maximum embeddings (Section 5.1.1.4.3) vari-
ants are applied. For the more recent mono-lingual sentence embeddings, Sent2Vec
(Section 5.1.1.5.1), InferSent (Section 5.1.1.5.2), Universal Sentence Encoder (Sec-
tion 5.1.1.5.3), and LASER (Section 5.1.1.5.4) are used.
1https://translate.google.com
The text documents are translated using the current version of Google Translate that supports
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) technology which is better than the previous Statistical Ma-
chine Translation (SMT). However, the translation accuracy of Asian and African languages is
still imperfect [Freitas and Liu, 2017]. The results might change/improve if Google provides better
support for the Urdu language in the future.
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The working details of some of these methods are already discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3.1 and Section 4.1. In what follows, a brief description of each of these
methods, their working, and how they are used in the experiments performed, is
presented.
5.1.1.1 Lexical overlap
5.1.1.1.1 Word n-grams overlap The Word n-grams overlap method tries to es-
timate the number of common n-grams between source and derived text documents
(Section 2.3.1.1.1). It is one of the simplest methods used in text reuse detection that
could easily be applied to a large collection of texts because of its low complexity.
For the experiments performed on the TREU Corpus, word n-grams are gener-
ated from the source and derived text documents by varying the lengths of n from
[1–5]. Moreover, the similarity between the sets of unique n-grams is computed
using four different similarity measures, i.e., Containment (Equation 2.4), Jaccard
(Equation 2.1), Overlap (Equation 2.3), and Dice (Equation 2.2).
5.1.1.1.2 Vector Space Model The Vector Space Model is another method used
for calculating the degree of similarity between a given text pair (Section 2.3.1.1.2).
Using this method, the source and derived text documents are represented in a high
dimensional vector space and similarity between them is calculated using the cosine
similarity.
For these experiments, Vector Space Model is applied in two ways i.e., (1) Bag-
of-Words (VSM-BoW) and (2) Character n-Grams (VSM-CnG).
For VSM-BoW, each source and derived text document is first converted into its
BoW representation. The individual terms (words) are then weighted using the tf-
idf weighting scheme (Equation 2.6). After that, the text documents are converted
into vectors and similarity between the vectors is calculated using cosine similarity
(Equation 2.5).
For VSM-CnG, in the first step, all white space characters in the source and
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derived text documents are replaced with hyphen “-” and then the text is codified
into character n-grams of size [3−5]. These n-grams are then weighted using tf-
idf (Equation 2.6) and converted into vectors. Subsequently, the similarity score
between source and derived text document vectors is estimated using the cosine
similarity (Equation 2.5).
5.1.1.2 String matching
5.1.1.2.1 Longest Common Subsequence The Longest Common Subsequence is
a string matching method that computes the longest group of elements (words)
that are common between the two texts and are in the same order in each text
(Section 2.3.1.2.1).
For the experiments conducted on the TREU Corpus, the normalised LCS score
(LCSnorm), between each source and derived text document, is calculated by dividing
the length of LCS on the length of the shorter text document (Equation 4.1).
5.1.1.2.2 Greedy String Tiling The Greedy String Tiling identifies the longest
rewritten sequence of substrings from the source text and returns the sequence (as
tiles) paired with the derived text (Section 2.3.1.2.2). To avoid very short matching
lengths, a minimum match length (mML) value is used. It is a powerful algorithm
that may detect matches even if some of the text is deleted or if additional text has
been inserted.
For these experiments, the well-known Running Karp-Rabin Matching and Greedy
String Tiling implementation is used [Wise, 1993] and the length of mML is varied
[1−5]. The normalised GST similarity score (GSTnorm) is calculated by taking the
ratio of the length of GST and length of the shorter text document (Equation 4.2).
5.1.1.3 Structural similarity
5.1.1.3.1 Stop-word n-grams overlap Similar to theWord n-grams overlap method,
Stop-word n-grams overlap is used to measure the degree of stop-words overlap be-
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tween a text document pair (Section 2.3.1.4.1).
For these experiments, the source and derived text documents are first filtered
to remove content words2. Subsequently, n-grams are generated for the remaining
stop-words in the text by varying the length of n [1−5]. Eventually, the similarity
between the sets of unique stop-word n-grams is computed using four different sim-
ilarity measures i.e., Containment (Equation 2.4), Jaccard (Equation 2.1), Overlap
(Equation 2.3), and Dice (Equation 2.2).
5.1.1.4 Mono-lingual word embeddings
The main idea of mono-lingual word embeddings is to represent words as continuous
vectors in a multidimensional vector space [Mikolov et al., 2013]. This representation
enables the capture of the semantic and syntactic properties of the text. The un-
derlying assumption, from the domain of distributional semantics, is that the words
which occur close to each other are semantically similar or have similar meanings.
Several mono-lingual word embeddings models are available, e.g., Word2Vec
[Mikolov et al., 2013], GloVe [Pennington et al., 2014], fastText [Bojanowski et al.,
2017], etc. that are trained on large corpora using unsupervised methods, i.e., Con-
tinuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and Skip-gram. The CBOW predicts the word based
on the context of its surrounding words whereas Skip-gram predicts the context
word(s), surrounding the word itself. These models are capable of capturing some
elements of the context of a word, its semantics, and relation with other words, al-
though their precise properties are still being evaluated [Yaghoobzadeh et al., 2019].
Consequently, they have been shown to benefit performance for a number of NLP
tasks including IR [Vulić and Moens, 2015], text similarity [Kenter and De Rijke,
2015], topic modelling [Li et al., 2016], sentiment analysis [Yu et al., 2017], and
authorship analysis [Sari et al., 2017].
The commonly used text reuse detection methods (n-gram overlap, LCS, GST,
2Standard English stop-words list from NLTK is used [Bird et al., 2009].
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etc.) rely on the surface form of the text only, whereas word embeddings could be
used to estimate the semantic similarity between pair of words (or vectors) [Kenter
and De Rijke, 2015, Meng et al., 2017]. Therefore, in this work, mono-lingual
word embeddings based methods are used to capture the semantic level similarities
between source and derived text documents.
For the experiments performed on the TREU Corpus using mono-lingual word
embeddings, both pre-trained and custom trained models are used. The pre-trained
models are Google Word2Vec [Mikolov et al., 2013], Stanford NLP GloVe [Penning-
ton et al., 2014], and Facebook fastText [Bojanowski et al., 2017]. Table 5.1 provides
details of these pre-trained models.
Model Domain Words Vocab Dim
Google Word2Vec 3 News 3B 3M 300
Stanford NLP GolVe 4 Common Crawl 5 840B 2.2M 300
Facebook fastText 6 Common Crawl 600B 2M 300
Table 5.1: Details of the word embeddings pre-trained models
Moreover, all three models are also custom trained on English news data. For
training, 105k text documents collected during the development of TREU Corpus
(Section 3.3.1) are used. These are the English news reports, in plain text format,
released by the news agencies (henceforth called Pakistan English News (PEN) Cor-
pus). The PEN Corpus contains 16,120,843 words and 139,634 types. The corpus
text is pre-processed (Section 5.2.2) and all the three models (i.e., Word2Vec, GloVe,
and fastText) are trained using Gensim (“Generate Similar”) toolkit [Řehůřek and





7Different dimensions (50, 100, 300) were tested and we determined that 300 works the best.
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windows-size 10.
To estimate similarity between source and derived text documents using mono-
lingual word embeddings, three different methods are used, (1) averaged embeddings
(Section 5.1.1.4.1), (2) weighted averaged embeddings (Section 5.1.1.4.2), and (3)
weighted maximum embeddings (Section 5.1.1.4.3). Each of the methods is ex-
plained in the following sections.
5.1.1.4.1 Averaged embeddings For the averaged embeddings method, a simple
average of all the word embedding vectors in a document is calculated to generate
the document vector. For instance, a text document d, composed of words {w1, w2,
w3, ..., wn}, the word embedding vectors for each word are {vw1 , vw2 , vw3 , ..., vwn}.







In Equation 5.2, wi is the ith word of the document d and n is the number of
words in the document.
For the experiments performed on the TREU Corpus, the source and derived text
documents are first converted to their BoW representations and word embedding
vectors are obtained for the set of unique words in both text documents. For each
text document, all the word embedding vectors are averaged to obtain the resultant
document vectors. Finally, the source and derived averaged embedding document
vectors are normalised and the degree of similarity between them is computed using
cosine similarity (Equation 2.5).
5.1.1.4.2 Weighted averaged embeddings Taking the simple average of the word
embedding vectors of constituent words in a text document tends to give too much
weight to words that are semantically irrelevant. This can possibly be addressed,
to some extent, by taking a weighted average of the word embedding vectors. The
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weights to individual words may be assigned using pos weights, idf weights, etc.








In Equation 5.2, idf is the function that returns the idf value of the ith word
wi, vwi is the word embedding vector of the ith word wi and · is the scalar product.
Once the weighted averaged embedding document vectors for both source and
derived text documents are generated, the process of computing similarity is sim-
ilar to the averaged embedding method (Section 5.1.1.4.1). Moreover, for these
experiments, idf weights for each word are computed using the PEN Corpus (Sec-
tion 5.1.1.4).
5.1.1.4.3 Weighted maximum embeddings Averaged embeddings and weighted
averaged embeddings are computationally cheap and based on BoW representations.
However, one major drawback of the BoW representation is the loss of word order
which results in corrupting the semantics of the text. Though weighting schemes
give importance to individual words, they also suffer from the same word order issue.
Moreover, for large text documents, using an averaging or linear summation of word
vectors, the resultant document vectors ultimately start to approximate each other.
To overcome these issues and to efficiently use word embedding vectors for text
reuse detection, a new method is proposed. The proposed weighted maximum em-
beddings method works as follows.
Consider a source text document s containing words {w1, w2, w3, ..., wn}, and a
derived text document d containing words {w′1, w′2, w′3, ..., w′m}. In the first step, sets
of unique words from both text documents are converted to their respective word
vectors, i.e., {vw1 , vw2 , vw3 , ..., vwn} and {vw′1 , vw′2 , vw′3 , ..., vw′m}, respectively. After
that, cosine similarity (Equation 2.5) is computed for each normalised word vector
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from the derived text document paired with every normalised word vector in the
source text document {cos-sim(vw′1 ↔ vw1), cos-sim(vw′1 ↔ vw2), ..., cos-sim(vw′1 ↔
vwn), and so on}. However, only the maximum similarity is recorded for each source-
derived word pair (vector). The resultant maximum cosine similarity scores are
multiplied with the idf weights of the words from the derived text document. The
final similarity between a source and derived text document pair is computed using
Equation 5.3 by taking the ratio of sum of all weighted maximum cosine similarity










In Equation 5.3, w, w′, vw, and vw′ are the sets of words and their respective
vectors from the source and derived text documents, respectively. idf is the function
that returns the idf weight, cosine is cosine similarity (Equation 2.5), and · is the
scalar product.
The proposed method is further elaborated with the help of an example.
Source text: A man is playing the guitar
Derived text: A young man is playing the guitar and singing
The set of words, after case-folding, removing stop-words and applying lemmati-
sation, for source and derived texts are {man, play, guitar} and {young, man, play,
guitar, sing}, respectively. Suppose that the idf weights for each of the words in
the derived text are {young (1.5), man (2.7), play (1.1), guitar (5.3), sing (4.9)}.
Using the weighted maximum embeddings method, as a first step, pair-wise cosine
similarity is computed for each word embedding vector from the derived text paired
with the word embedding vectors of the source text. Table 5.2 shows (hypothetical)
cosine similarities of each word (vector) from the derived text paired with the word
(vector) from the source text.
After that, the highest cosine similarity for each word vector from the derived
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Table 5.2: Hypothetical cosine similarities of word pairs
text paired with the word vector from the source text is saved i.e., young − man
(0.8), man − man (1.0), sing − guitar (0.9) and so on. These similarity scores are
weighted with the idf weights and the final score is calculated using the Equation 5.4.
sim(s, d) =
(0.8× 1.5) + (1.0× 2.7) + (1.0× 1.1)(1.0× 5.3) + (0.9× 4.9)
1.5 + 2.7 + 1.1 + 5.3 + 4.9
(5.4)
The weighted cosine similarity between word pairs allows for approximate match-
ing. This way the words that are replaced with their synonyms in the derived text
document may also be captured. As the proposed method uses the similarity at
word-level and does not use averaging of all the word vectors in a text document, it
is expected to improve the performance.
For these experiments, sets of unique words from the source and derived text
documents are converted to their word embeddings vectors and idf weights are
calculated using the PEN Corpus (Section 5.1.1.4). The word-level similarity is
measured using cosine similarity (Equation 2.5) and the final similarity score is
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computed using Equation 5.3.
5.1.1.5 Mono-lingual sentence embeddings
The unsupervised word embeddings are best suited for word-level similarity. How-
ever, to better estimate semantic relatedness (meaning of words) between pairs of
sentences or documents, contextual information and word order are important. Be-
sides, supervised learning, presumably, can be more effective in learning the actual
meaning of a word in a given sentence (or document).
For this purpose, pre-trained supervised and unsupervised sentence embedding
models are available which are similar to word embeddings but for sentences. These
models are pre-trained (some of them have an option to fine-tune or custom train)
on large corpora to capture as much semantic and syntactic information of lexical
units (words) as possible. They produce a fixed-length vector for a given input
text (normally a sentence) of any length and have been used in a number of down-
stream applications such as opinion-polarity, Semantic Textual Similarity (STS),
paraphrase identification, question-type classification, and sentiment analysis [Con-
neau and Kiela, 2018, Wang et al., 2018].
To capture similarity between source and derived text documents from the
TREU Corpus, this study uses four sentence embedding models, (1) Sent2Vec (Sec-
tion 5.1.1.5.1), (2) InferSent (Section 5.1.1.5.2), (3) Universal Sentence Encoder
(Section 5.1.1.5.3), and (4) LASER (Section 5.1.1.5.4). Each of these models outputs
a fixed-length sentence embeddings vector on a given input sentence of any length.
Using these models, the degree of similarity between a source and derived text doc-
ument is computed as follows: All the sentences 8 from each source and derived
text document are converted to their respective sentence vectors using one of the
sentence embedding models. These sentence embedding vectors are then summed
to produce the document level vector representation. Each vector is normalised and
8Stanford sentence tokeniser [Manning et al., 2014] is used for sentence boundary detection.
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the closeness between the source and derived document vectors is estimated using
cosine similarly (Equation 2.5).
In the following sections, each of the sentence embedding models and its working
is described.
5.1.1.5.1 Sent2Vec Sent2Vec is an unsupervised sentence embedding model that
learns the distributed representations of sentences (or short texts) using the CBOW
approach [Pagliardini et al., 2018]. The model simply combines (by averaging) word
embeddings with n-grams embeddings of each word in a sentence. The method
has proven to be beneficial in many NLP tasks such as sentiment analysis [Lee
et al., 2017], IR [Allot et al., 2019], word similarity [Gupta et al., 2019], and text
classification [Agibetov et al., 2018].
For these experiments, the pre-trained as well as, custom trained mono-lingual
Sent2Vec models are used. The pre-trained model9 used is based on the Toronto
Books Corpus [Zhu et al., 2015] with bi-grams and 700-dimensions. For custom
training, all the sentences from the PEN Corpus (Section 5.1.1.4) are used to train
the model with exactly the same parameters i.e., bi-grams and 700-dimensions.
5.1.1.5.2 InferSent InferSent is a pre-trained supervised model developed by Face-
book [Conneau et al., 2017]. It is neural network based, trained on 570k human-
written English sentence pairs from the Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI)
corpus [Bowman et al., 2015]. It uses biLSTM (bidirectional Long Short-Term Mem-
ory) with max pooling architecture (Figure 5.1). The model has recently found suc-
cess in sentiment analysis [Bai et al., 2018], text summarisation [Daiya and Singh,
2018], and question answering systems [Choi et al., 2018] tasks.
Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of the InferSent training model. It takes two
sentences as input. Each word of a sentence is converted to its word embedding
9https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B6VhzidiLvjSdENLSEhrdWprQ0k
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Figure 5.1: InferSent architecture [Conneau et al., 2017]
vector. These word vectors are passed to the biLSTM with a max pooling encoder
which transforms them into a fixed-length sentence vector. In the next phase, three
matching methods i.e., concatenation, product, and difference are applied to extract
relations between the two sentence vectors. The output of this phase is fed into a 3-
class Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) classifier (as the SNLI corpus has three classes
i.e., entailment, contradiction, and neutral) and finally into a softmax layer.
For the experiments performed on the TREU corpus, InferSent mono-lingual
model pre-trained10 on the SNLI corpus [Bowman et al., 2015] is used. The model
is trained with the biLSTM encoder with max pooling, batch-size 64, and word em-
beddings dimension 300. It outputs a 2,048-dimension sentence embedding vector
for input sentence of any length. Moreover, two variations of the input word embed-
10Only pre-trained model is used as custom training is not possible because of the nature of the
training corpus, i.e., SNLI [Bowman et al., 2015]
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dings are used, (1) Glove 11 [Pennington et al., 2014] and (2) fastText 12 [Bojanowski
et al., 2017]. Both word embedding models are custom trained on the PEN Corpus
(Section 5.1.1.4) with dimension 300, min-count 5, and windows-size 10.
5.1.1.5.3 Universal Sentence Encoder The Universal Sentence Encoder, devel-
oped by Google, is a supervised sentence embedding model that takes a sentence
of any length as input and converts it into a 512-dimension fixed-length vector [Cer
et al., 2018]. Two versions of the model are available, both mono-lingual, trained
on a variety of data sources, i.e., news websites, discussion groups, Wikipedia, and
the SNLI corpus [Bowman et al., 2015]. First is the advanced transformer based
architecture that uses attention to calculate context-aware embeddings of words in a
sentence. These embeddings are then averaged to obtain sentence embeddings. The
attention architecture takes care of the ordering and identity of words in the text.
The second variant, called Deep Averaging Network (DAN), averages the uni-gram
and bi-gram embeddings of all words together. The embeddings are then passed
through a deep neural network to generate sentence embeddings. The transformer
model has outperformed the DAN model on a number of tasks on the SentEval
[Conneau and Kiela, 2018] and GLUE [Wang et al., 2018] benchmarks.
For these experiments, both transformer13 and DAN14 pre-trained models 15 are
used.
5.1.1.5.4 LASER LASER (Language-Agnostic SEntence Representations) is an
encoder-decoder architecture (Figure 5.2), released by Facebook, that converts multi-
lingual sentences to fixed-length vector representations [Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018].





15There is no option to custom train the models.
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Figure 5.2: LASER architecture [Artetxe and Schwenk, 2018]
follows a sequence-to-sequence design where the output of the encoder is used
as input to the decoder. The encoder is an enhanced version of InferSent (Sec-
tion 5.1.1.5.2), language independent, pre-trained 16 on multi-lingual text, and the
one responsible for constructing sentence embeddings. It uses a 5-layer biLSTM
(each 512-dimension) with max pooling over the final states of the last layer. It
takes a sentence as input and outputs a 1,024-dimension fixed-length vector.
For these experiments, the pre-trained 17 encoder module is used.
5.1.2 Cross-lingual Vector Space Model
The cross-lingual Vector Space Model for cross-lingual text reuse detection over-
comes the language boundary by using bi- or multi-lingual dictionaries. The method
works by first translating words from source or derived text documents into a com-
mon language using a dictionary or thesaurus. Once the text documents are in the
same language they are converted to their BoW representations and projected on
a high dimensional vector space. The size of the vector space is equal to the total
vocabulary of the text documents. The similarity between these vectors is measured
by the angle between them, typically using cosine similarity (Equation 2.5).
For these experiments, the six bi-lingual dictionaries compiled using different
approaches (Section 3.5) are used to translate the Urdu words from the derived
16There is no option to custom train the encoder.
17https://dl.fbaipublicfiles.com/laser/models
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text documents to the English language. Each of the six dictionaries, i.e., Waseem-
Shahab, Urdu Lughat, One Click, Indic Parallel Corpus, Wiki Data, and Ur-GIZA,
comes from different sources and contains Urdu words and their translation(s).
In the experiments performed, to observe the effect of lexical coverage, the dic-
tionaries are used separately as well as combined as a single resource. Moreover, as
a word may have multiple senses or a single word may translate into multiple words
during translation, two types of experiments are performed, 1) using ‘first word’ as
translation and 2) using ‘all words’ as translation. The former means that if an
Urdu word has multiple English word translations in the dictionary, only the first
translation word is used whereas the latter means that all the available translations
of a word are used.
Once the words from the derived text documents are translated from Urdu to
English, the source and (translated) derived text documents are converted to their
BoW representations and each word (term) is assigned weights using tf-idf (Equa-
tion 2.6). The text documents are then transformed into vectors and similarity
between them is computed using cosine similarity (Equation 2.5).
5.1.3 Cross-lingual Embeddings
Similar to the mono-lingual word and sentence embeddings (Section 5.1.1.4), dis-
tributed representations of words or sentences can be extended to the cross-lingual
context. The cross-lingual embeddings are language independent representations
that try to map words (or sentences) from multiple languages into one semantic
(embedding) space [Upadhyay et al., 2016]. It uses the analogy that most of the
words in different languages refer to common concepts or have same meanings. For
example, ‘horse’ (English), ‘caballo’ (Spanish), and ‘اڑ䄭 ’ (Urdu) are all different
language words having the same meaning.
The following sections explain cross-lingual word and sentence embeddings meth-
ods that are used in the experiments performed on the TREU Corpus.
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5.1.3.1 Cross-lingual word embeddings
Mono-lingual word embeddings trained separately for two different languages might
be difficult to compare in one embedding space. However, there are different ap-
proaches that map two (or more) mono-lingual word embeddings into one shared
embedding space using some form of alignment signal. These alignments can be at
document-level [Vulić and Korhonen, 2016, Mogadala and Rettinger, 2016], sentence-
level (parallel or comparable) [Levy et al., 2017, Gella et al., 2017] or word-level
[Artetxe et al., 2016, Hauer et al., 2017]. Such embeddings learned using a shared
space can be used in a number of downstream applications, e.g., cross-lingual word
similarity, cross-lingual dictionary induction, cross-lingual document classification
and cross-lingual dependency parsing [Upadhyay et al., 2016].
Similar to the mono-lingual word embeddings, for the experiments performed
on the TREU Corpus using cross-lingual word embeddings, the same three types
of word embeddings models are used i.e., Word2Vec [Mikolov et al., 2013], GloVe
[Pennington et al., 2014], and fastText [Bojanowski et al., 2017]. However, only the
fastText pre-trained model is available for the Urdu language. Besides, results from
the mono-lingual word embeddings experiments (Section 5.3) showed that custom
trained models performed better than pre-trained models. Therefore, for all the
experiments performed using cross-lingual word embeddings, only custom trained
models are used.
To train the Word2Vec, GloVe, and fastText word embedding models, English
and Urdu news data, as well as parallel sentences from the EUPC-19 Corpus (Sec-
tion 3.4.2) are used. In the first phase, mono-lingual English and Urdu models are
trained separately. For English models, the training is performed by combining the
PEN Corpus (Section 5.1.1.4) with the English sentences from the EUPC-19 Corpus.
For Urdu models, the Urdu news archives collected during the creation of TREU
Corpus (Section 3.3.1) are used. These are new stories published in leading Urdu
newspapers of Pakistan (henceforth called Pakistan Urdu News (PUN) Corpus).
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Moreover, they are merged with the Urdu sentences from the EUPC-19 Corpus. In
the second phase, these mono-lingual English and Urdu word embeddings models are
mapped to a shared embedding space using a powerful self-learning semi-supervised
tool called VecMap18 [Artetxe et al., 2018]. The tool utilises a small seed dictionary
to generate a mapping between two mono-lingual word embeddings. The output
is two mapped word embeddings for the two input languages where similar words
vectors from both languages are analogous to each other.
Likewise mono-lingual word embeddings, three methods have been applied to
estimate similarity between source and derived text documents using cross-lingual
(mapped) word embeddings, 1) averaged embeddings (Section 5.1.3.1.1), 2) weighted
averaged embeddings (Section 5.1.3.1.2), and 3) weighted maximum embeddings
(Section 5.1.3.1.3). For each method, to compute the similarity between the source
and derived text documents, word embedding vectors for English words are extracted
from the mapped English word embedding models whereas Urdu word embedding
vectors are obtained from the mapped Urdu word embedding models.
5.1.3.1.1 Averaged embeddings For these experiments, source and derived text
documents are converted to their BoW representations and sets of unique words
are extracted. For each word, its word embeddings vector is obtained from the
respective embedding model. These word vectors are then averaged (Equation 5.1)
to obtain the document vectors. Eventually, the similarity between two document
vectors is computed using cosine similarity (Equation 2.5).
5.1.3.1.2 Weighted averaged embeddings For these experiments, idf weighting
for each English word is calculated using the PEN Corpus while the PUN Corpus is
used to weight the Urdu words. The weighted averaged embeddings for each source
and derived document are then calculated using Equation 5.2. Finally, the similarity
18https://github.com/artetxem/vecmap
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between two document vectors is estimated using cosine similarity (Equation 2.5).
5.1.3.1.3 Weighted maximum embeddings Similar to its mono-lingual counter-
part (Section 5.1.1.4.3), cross-lingual weighted maximum embeddings tries to esti-
mates the similarity between the source (English) and derived (Urdu) text docu-
ments using word-level alignment and idf weighting. The idf weights for English
words are calculated using the PEN Corpus and for Urdu words using the PUN
Corpus. The final similarity score is computed using Equation 5.3.
5.1.3.2 Cross-lingual sentence embeddings
The cross-lingual sentence embeddings try to map sentences from multiple languages
into the same shared embedding space. This way the sentence embeddings from
various languages become comparable. Similar to cross-lingual word embeddings, it
is argued that sentences that are close to each other in a shared embedding space
are semantically related.
For the experiments conducted on the TREU Corpus, two cross-lingual sentence
embedding models19 are used, 1) Sent2Vec (Section 5.1.3.2.1) and 2) LASER (Sec-
tion 5.1.3.2.2).
5.1.3.2.1 Sent2Vec For these experiments, two mono-lingual Sent2Vec sentence
embedding models (Section 5.1.1.5.1) are used, i.e., one for the English language
and second for the Urdu language. The English Sent2Vec model is trained using the
sentences from the PEN Corpus (Section 5.1.1.4) and English sentences extracted
from the EUPC-19 Corpus (Section 3.4.2). The Urdu Sent2Vec model is trained
using the PUN Corpus (Section 5.1.3.1) and the sentences from the Urdu part of
the EUPC-19 Corpus. Moreover, the same parameter settings are used during the
19Pre-trained InferSent and Universal Sentence Encoder do not support the Urdu language. More-
over, they do not provide an option for custom training. Hence they are ruled out in these
experiments.
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training of both models, i.e., bi-grams and 700-dimensions.
To estimate the degree of overlap between the source and derived text documents,
the sentences from the source text document are converted to sentence vectors using
the English Sent2Vec model whereas sentences from the derived text document
are converted to sentence vectors20 using the Urdu Sent2Vec model. The sentence
embedding vectors from the respective documents are then summed to produce
the document level representation. Each document vector is normalised and the
closeness between the source and derived document vectors is estimated using cosine
similarity (Equation 2.5).
5.1.3.2.2 LASER For the experiments performed on the TREU Corpus, the pre-
trained multi-lingual LASER model (Section 5.1.1.5.4) is used to encode the sen-
tences from source (English) and derived (Urdu) text documents to their respective
sentence vectors. It should be noted that the LASER encoder is trained on multi-
lingual parallel data simultaneously for 90+ languages, therefore, the same encoder
is used to generate both English and Urdu sentence embedding vectors. For each
source and derived text document, all the sentence embedding vectors are added
together to generate the respective document vectors. The degree of similarity be-
tween a source and derived normalised document vector is then computed using
cosine similarity (Equation 2.5).
5.2 Experimental setup
This section describes the corpus, evaluation methodology, and evaluation measure
used to evaluate the various cross-lingual text reuse detection methods.
20For Urdu sentence boundary detection, potential sentence termination markers for the Urdu
language such as ‘۔ ’, ‘؟ ’, ‘! ’ are used.
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5.2.1 Corpus
The entire TREU Corpus (Section 3.3) is used for the set of experiments carried out
in this study. There is a total of 4,514 text documents (2,257 source, 2,257 derived)
in the corpus with three levels of text reuse. The text documents tagged as “Wholly
Derived” are 672, “Partially Derived” are 888, and “Non Derived” are 697.
5.2.2 Text pre-processing
For all the methods used in the Translation + Mono-lingual Analysis (Section 5.1.1)
experiments, the English text is first pre-processed to remove the punctuation marks,
extra white spaces, new line characters, foreign characters, numbers, and single
alphabet tokens. It is then lemmatised using the Stanford Lemmatiser [Manning
et al., 2014]. NLTK is used for word tokenisation and stop-words removal from
the text [Bird et al., 2009]. Lastly, case-folding is applied to convert the text to
lower case. Moreover, the same pre-processing settings are used on the PEN Corpus
(Section 5.1.1.4) text for the training of mono-lingual word and sentence embeddings
models.
For the experiments conducted using cross-lingual Vector Space Model (Sec-
tion 5.1.2) and cross-lingual embeddings (Section 5.1.3), for both the English and
Urdu text, punctuation marks, extra white spaces, new line characters, foreign char-
acters, numbers, and single alphabets are removed from the text. Moreover, the
English text is case folded and NLTK is used for word tokenisation and stop-words
removal [Bird et al., 2009]. For Urdu text, stop-words are removed using a standard
stop-words list, the text is tokenised on white space, and a dictionary look-up based
method is used to treat compound words as single units.
It is worth noting here that the same pre-processing settings are used on the PEN
Corpus, PUN Corpus and EUPC-19 Corpus used for the training of cross-lingual
word and sentence embedding models.
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5.2.3 Evaluation methodology
For the set of experiments conducted, the main objective is to distinguish between
different levels of cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse at the document level.
The tag assigned to a document pair reflects the level of text reuse it contains.
Wholly Derived (WD) means that the derived text document is the translation of
the source text document with minor changes, (2) Partially Derived (PD) means
that the derived text is paraphrased after translation, and (3) Non Derived (ND)
means that the derived text document is written without considering the source text
document.
To differentiate between multiple levels of text reuse, the problem is approached
as a supervised text document classification task. The prime objective of the task
is to see whether it is possible to automatically differentiate between the source
and derived text at the document level and further understand which method(s)
performs best.
Two variations of the task are used: (1) binary classification and (2) ternary
classification. In the first case, the “Wholly Derived” (672 instances) and “Partially
Derived” (888 instances) text documents are combined to make the “Derived” class
(1,560 instances) and the “Non Derived” text documents remains part of the “Non
Derived” class (697 instances). In the second case, the target is to distinguish
between three levels of text reuse i.e., “Wholly Derived”, “Partially Derived”, and
“Non Derived” classes.
For the set of experiments, the performance of a number of ML classifiers are
investigated i.e., (1) Naïve Bayes, (2) Random Forest, (3) J48, (4) Support Vector
Machine, (5) Multilayer Perceptron, and (6) Logistic Regression. All of these classi-
fiers take numeric features as inputs and therefore are suitable for the experiments
performed on the TREU Corpus. Similarity scores generated by applying various
methods (Section 5.1) are used as input feature(s) for the classifiers. The Python’s
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Scikit-learn 0.2321 [Pedregosa et al., 2011] based implementation of all the classifiers,
with their default parameter settings, is used.
10-fold cross-validation is applied to better estimate the performance of the meth-
ods used in the study. The evaluation results are computed for both binary and
ternary classes and reported using the weighted average F1 (Equation 2.21) score.
5.3 Results and analysis
5.3.1 Results using Translation + Mono-lingual Analysis
Table 5.3 shows the results for both binary and ternary classification tasks obtained
after applying Translation + Mono-lingual Analysis (Section 5.1.1) on the TREU
Corpus. Note that only the best results are reported for each method applied22.
The “Method” columns list the name of the methods which produced the high-
est result. “lo-wno-d-cmb” refers to the Word n-grams overlap method with Dice
similarity measure and by combining n-grams of length [1–5] (5 features). Similarly,
“lo-wno-j-cmb” refers to the Word n-grams overlap method with Jaccard similarity
measure and by combining n-grams of length [1–5] (5 features) for the classification
tasks. “lo-vsm-bow”, “lo-vsm-c4g”, and “lo-vsm-c5g” refers to the Vector Space
Model method applied with Bag of Words, Character 4-grams and Character 5-
grams, respectively. “sm-lcs” refers to the Longest Common Subsequence while
“sm-gst-cmb” refers to the Greedy String Tiling method applied by combining the
mML length [1−5] (5 features). “ss-sno-j-cmb” and “ss-sno-d-cmb” refers to the
Stop-word n-grams overlap method with n-grams of length [1−5] (5 features) and
similarity measures Jaccard and Dice, respectively. “we-w2v-ct-ae” refers to the
custom trained mono-lingual Word2Vec model with averaged embeddings method.
Likewise, “we-w2v-ct-wae” and “we-w2v-ct-wme” refers to the custom trained mono-
21https://scikit-learn.org
22The complete results are available in Appendix A
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lingual Word2Vec model with weighted average embeddings and weighted maximum
embeddings methods. “se-laser-pt” refers to the results reported by pre-trained
mono-lingual LASER sentence embeddings method. “lo-sm-ss-cmb” refers to the
combinations of lexical overlap, string matching, and Structural similarity methods.
Similarly, “we-se-cmb” refers to the combination of mono-lingual word and sentence
embeddings methods, and lastly, “all-methods-comb” refers to the experiments per-
formed by combining all variants of all methods used in the study. The “Classifier”
columns list the Machine Learning (ML) classifiers which produced the highest score
among all the classifiers used in this study. “nb” is used as short for Naïve Bayes,
“rf” as Random Forest, “mlp” as Multilayer Perceptron , “lr” as Logistic Regression.
Overall, best results for both classification tasks are obtained using “all-methods-
cmb” method (F1 = 0.66 ternary, F1 = 0.78 binary) which shows that combining a
range of features from different methods helps discriminate between various levels of
cross-lingual text reuse in the TREU corpus. It can be noted that these results are
not very high and need further improvement. This highlights the fact that detection
of cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse at the document level is a challenging task.
For the ternary classification task, an F1 score of 0.66 seems lows, however,
it is in line with the METER Corpus (best F1 = 0.66, ternary) which is a gold
standard mono-lingual (English) text reuse detection corpus [Clough et al., 2002].
Nevertheless, the TREU corpus is larger in size (2,257 text document pairs) than the
METER Corpus (945 text documents pairs), yet the result remains the same. This
shows that T+MA method used in this study is effective in detecting cross-lingual
(English-Urdu) text reuse at the document level to a larger extent. Moreover, these
results further support the stance that the T+MA method performs better at longer
texts (document level) but its performance declines on short cases of text reuse (at
the sentence level) [Barrón-Cedeño et al., 2013a, Muneer et al., 2019].
For both classification tasks, the combination of different methods “lo-sm-ss-
cmd”, i.e., lexical overlap, string matching, and structural similarity combined (F1
= 0.65 ternary, F1 = 0.76 binary) and “we-se-cmd” mono-lingual word and sentence
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Ternary Binary
Method F1 Classifier Method F1 Classifier
Lexical overlap
lo-wno-d-cmb 0.60 mlp lo-wno-j-cmb 0.74 lr
lo-vsm-bow 0.50 lr lo-vsm-bow 0.68 mlp
lo-vsm-c4g 0.51 rf lo-vsm-c5g 0.69 mlp
String matching
sm-lcs 0.56 rf sm-lcs 0.73 nb
sm-gst-cmb 0.57 lr sm-gst-cmb 0.74 mlp
Structural similarity
ss-sno-j-cmb 0.43 mlp ss-sno-d-cmb 0.61 rf
Mono-lingual word embeddings
we-w2v-ct-ae 0.47 rf we-w2v-ct-ae 0.64 rf
we-w2v-ct-wae 0.47 mlp we-w2v-ct-wae 0.64 nb
we-w2v-ct-wme 0.58 lr we-w2v-ct-wme 0.75 rf
Mono-lingual sentence embeddings
se-laser-pt 0.47 mlp se-laser-pt 0.67 j48
Combination of methods
lo-sm-ss-cmb 0.65 rf lo-sm-ss-cmb 0.76 rf
we-se-cmb 0.61 lr we-se-cmb 0.75 lr
all-methods-cmb 0.66 rf all-methods-cmb 0.78 rf
Table 5.3: Weighted average F1 scores obtained by applying different variants of T+MA
method on the TREU Corpus
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embeddings combined (F1 = 0.61 ternary, F1 = 0.75 binary) improves performance.
This indicates that using a set of features together has proven to be useful in the
cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection in the TREU Corpus.
In terms of individual methods performance, for ternary classification task, from
lexical overlap, Word n-grams overlap performed better (F1 = 0.60) than both vari-
ants of VSM method (F1 = 0.50 VSM-BoW, F1 = 0.51 VSM-CnG). Moreover, the
best result is obtained using a combination of features [n = 1−5] (5 features) and
the Dice similarity measure. This demonstrates that simple overlap of word n-grams
between source and derived text documents is a good indicator of cross-lingual text
reuse and a combination of features has further increased its performance. This
also shows that combining various lengths of n-grams together contributes better in
identifying the cross-lingual (English-Urdu) reuse of text. Besides, the low result of
VSM shows that it is better suited for IR or to find topical relevance between text
documents instead of overlap between them.
For string matching, GST (F1 = 0.57) reported comparatively better results
than LCS (F1 = 0.56). This indicates that both these methods are able to capture
the word reordering in reused texts, however, could not beat the simple Word n-
grams overlap method. It further shows that during the formulation of newspaper
stories (derived text documents), the journalist(s) have not reused longer chunks
from the news agency’s report (source text document) in the TREU Corpus. A
possible reason for GST performing better than LCS is because it does not suffer
from the block-move problem. Additionally, it produced the best result when the
lengths of mML are combined (1−5) (5 features) for the classification task. This
again highlights the advantage of using a combination of features over single feature
used in the T+MA experiments performed on the TREU Corpus.
Stop-word n-grams overlap, the only structural similarity method, performed
poorly and reported the lowest score (F1 = 0.43) in all the methods used. The
rationale being that it is more suitable for the authorship attribution and intrinsic
plagiarism detection tasks rather than the text reuse detection.
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Among mono-lingual word embeddings, custom trained Word2Vec model with
weighted maximum embeddings performed significantly better (F1 = 0.58) than the
other two variants (F1 = 0.47 averaged embeddings, F1 = 0.47 weighted averaged
embeddings). This shows the usefulness of the proposed approach which takes into
account word-level similarities with idf weighting instead of averaging individual
word vectors. Moreover, among the three word embeddings models used, Word2Vec
has outperformed GloVe and fastText. Furthermore, it is worth noting that methods
based on custom trained word embeddings have consistently performed better than
the pre-trained ones (Appendix A). The most probable reason is that the pre-trained
word embeddings use Google News, Common Crawl, Wikipedia etc. for training
whereas custom word embeddings are trained on domain-specific text, i.e. PEN
Corpus (Section 5.1.1.4). Consequently, custom trained word embeddings are less
likely to suffer from Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words. Moreover, using domain
specific data, the models could learn representations of words better and ultimately
perform better in the downstream task.
For mono-lingual sentence embeddings, LASER (F1 = 0.67) has reported bet-
ter result than others (Sent2Vec, InferSent, and Universal Sentence Encoder (Ap-
pendix A)). There seem to be two possible reasons, 1) the model is trained on a large
corpus (221M sentences), and 2) it supports biLSTM based recurrent and deeper
architecture. Thereby, it captures the syntactic and semantic properties of a sen-
tence (text) better, which has helped in detecting the similarity between two texts.
On the other hand, both Universal Sentence Encoder and Sent2Vec use uni- or bi-
grams with averaging to produce sentence embeddings, hence, could not produce
good results. It is worth mentioning here that the pre-trained LASER model (en-
coder) is trained on different domain data (Europarl [Koehn, 2005], United Nations
Corpus [Eisele and Chen, 2010], etc.) than the TREU Corpus (journalism), hence
its performance could not surpass Word embedding based methods.
Table 5.4 (columns represent the instances in the predicted and rows represent
the instances in the actual classes) shows the confusion matrix for “all-methods-cmb”
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WD PD ND
WD 468 178 26
PD 100 593 195
ND 10 272 415
Table 5.4: Confusion matrix for ternary classification using all methods combined
method that produced the best result for ternary classification task (Table 5.3). As
expected, it is easier to discriminate between WD and ND text documents, whereas
it is more difficult to discriminate between WD/PD and PD/ND text document
pairs. It is noteworthy that a large number of ND instances (272 out of 697 (39%))
are misclassified as PD, similarly, PD instances are misclassified as ND (195 out of
888 (22%)). This shows that the classifier suffers mostly between discriminating PD
and ND classes which resulted in the low performance in the ternary classification
task.
Table 5.3 also shows results for binary classification. As expected, all the results
are higher than the ternary classification task. This indicates that cross-lingual
(English-Urdu) text reuse detection at the document level is easier between two
classes than three. Overall, the results corroborate with ternary classification task
results. However, these results are still low considering the binary classification task
is much simpler as it involves distinguishing between two classes which are relatively
distinct. There could be several possible reasons for this. In binary classification,
the WD (672 instances) and PD (888 instances) classes are combined to make the
“Derived” class (total 1,560 instances). This has resulted in class imbalance (1,560
Derived, 697 Non-Derived) which is one of the reasons for its low result. Moreover,
the confusion matrix (Table 5.4) for the best result of ternary classification shows
the classifier mainly finds it difficult to distinguish between PD and ND classes.
When one of these problematic classes, i.e., PD is combined with WD to make the
derived class, it has contributed to the low performance.
Regarding individual method results, for lexical, similar to ternary classification
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task, Word n-grams overlap (F1 = 0.74) outperformed VSM-BoW (F1 = 0.68) and
VSM-CnG (F1 = 0.69). Once again the best result is obtained using a combination
of n-gram features [1−5] (5 features) and Jaccard similarity measure. This shows
that the combination of features is helpful in improving performance even in the
binary classification task.
The results of the string matching methods show a similar pattern to that of the
ternary classification task. GST (F1 = 0.74) performed slightly better than the LCS
(F1 = 0.73) method. Again it emphasises the strength of GST which can detect the
transposition of tokens (words) better than LCS. Furthermore, the result is obtained
by combining mML length [1−5] which highlights that the classifier is better suited
for the combination of features.
As expected, and similar to ternary classification, the structural similarity method
Stop-word n-grams overlap reported the lowest result (F1 = 0.61). This indicates
that it is not an appropriate method to use for the cross-lingual text reuse detection
task on the TREU Corpus.
The performance of various word embedding methods also shows a similar trend
to that of the ternary classification task. The best result is obtained using a custom
trained Word2vec model and using the proposed weighted maximum embeddings
method (F1 = 0.75). It is noteworthy that, for the binary classification task, the
method has performed better than all the other distinct methods used in the study.
This shows that the proposed method is able to capture the semantic word-level
overlap better between source and derived text documents than averaging of word
vectors.
For sentence embeddings, once again, due to its recurrent neural network archi-
tecture (biLSTM) and having been trained on a large data set (221M sentences),
LASER reported highest result (F1 = 0.67) among others.
Regarding classifiers, in the majority of the cases, RF performed better than the
others. Moreover, the highest results for both classification tasks (F1 = 0.78 for
binary and F1 = 0.66 for ternary) are also reported using RF. This shows that the
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RF classifier is more appropriate to use for the cross-lingual experiments performed
using various T+MA methods on the TREU Corpus.
5.3.2 Results using cross-lingual Vector Space Model
Table 5.5 shows the results for both ternary and binary classification tasks obtained
after applying the cross-lingual Vector Space Model (Section 5.1.2) using different
dictionaries on the TREU Corpus. The prefix in each name “cl-vsm” refers to cross-
lingual Vector Space Method while “fw” and “aw” refer to the ‘first word’ or ‘all
words’ variants of the method. Furthermore, the post-fix after each name points to
the name of the dictionary used in the experiment. “ws” refers to Waseem-Shahad,
likewise, “ipc”, “giza”, “lu”, “oc”, and “wiki” refers to Indic Parallel Corpora, Ur-
GIZA, Lughat, One Click, and Wiki dictionaries, respectively. Lastly, the postfix
“cmd” means the combination of different methods together.
Overall, the best results for both classification tasks are obtained using the Ur-
GIZA dictionary and using all words “clvsm-aw-giza” method (F1 = 0.52 ternary,
F1 = 0.70 binary). This highlights that although using the translation of all words
may generate noise but it helps in improving the performance in the experiments
performed on the TREU Corpus. Moreover, the Ur-GIZA dictionary has the high-
est lexical coverage among all the dictionaries individually used in the experiment
(Table 5.6).
It is important to note here that the best results obtained using the cross-lingual
Vector Space Model are low. A possible reason may be because of the low lexical
coverage of various dictionaries used in the experiments (Table 5.6, highest 63.03%).
This shows that despite the fact that these dictionaries are reasonably large in size
(Table 3.15) they have limited words from the journalism domain (the TREU Corpus
is compiled from newspaper data). Moreover, they lack POS information, which is
helpful in determining the context of a word. In addition, they do not contain
lemmatised forms of words. All these factors collectively contributed to the overall
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Ternary Binary
Method F1 Classifier F1 Classifier
First word
cl-vsm-fw-ws 0.40 mlp 0.56 lr
cl-vsm-fw-ipc 0.49 lr 0.68 j48
cl-vsm-fw-giza 0.45 lr 0.61 lr
cl-vsm-fw-lu 0.41 mlp 0.56 lr
cl-vsm-fw-oc 0.41 nb 0.56 lr
cl-vsm-fw-wiki 0.40 mlp 0.56 lr
cl-vsm-fw-cmb 0.44 j48 0.58 lr
All words
cl-vsm-aw-ws 0.41 mlp 0.56 lr
cl-vsm-aw-ipc 0.46 lr 0.63 lr
clvsm-aw-giza 0.52 j48 0.70 mlp
cl-vsm-aw-lu 0.43 mlp 0.58 lr
cl-vsm-aw-oc 0.40 lr 0.56 lr
cl-vsm-aw-wiki 0.40 mlp 0.56 lr
cl-vsm-aw-cmb 0.50 nb 0.67 mlp
cl-vsm-fw-aw-cmb 0.51 lr 0.69 lr
Table 5.5: Weighted average F1 scores obtained by applying different variants of the cross-









Table 5.6: Coverage of different dictionaries used in the cross-lingual Vector Space Model
experiment
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low performance of cross-lingual vector space model on the TREU Corpus.
It is worth mentioning here that apart from Indic Parallel Corpus, for all the
dictionaries used in the experiments, the results are consistently better using all
words than the first word. Besides, the result of each method is directly related
to the lexical coverage of the dictionary used in the experiment. The dictionaries
having better lexical coverage have reported higher results. Surprisingly, when all
dictionaries are combined into a single resource, the lexical coverage is considerably
increased (63.03%) but it only produced similar results. The probable reason for
this is that combining words from all dictionaries together has led to generating
more noise during translation, and, as a result, the performance decreases.
Among other results, in both classification tasks, the result obtained using the
Indic Parallel Corpus is highest (F1 = 0.49 ternary, F1 = 0.68 binary) when only
the first word is used in the translation. Once again, as the dictionary is created
using crowd-sourcing and has words from different domains, it is likely to produce
a majority of the word translations. On the other hand, the results obtained using
Wiki are lowest as it only has 7.27% lexical coverage.
Using a combination of all dictionaries in both first word “clvsm-fw-cmb” (F1 =
0.44 ternary, F1 = 0.58 binary) and all words “clvsm-aw-cmb” (F1 = 0.50 ternary, F1
= 0.67 binary) experiments, does not improve performance. Moreover, combining
first word and all words together “clvsm-fw-aw-cmb” (F1 = 0.51 ternary, F1 = 0.69
binary) also does not improve performance.
Among classifiers, in most of the cases “lr” performed better than the others.
However, the best results for ternary classification are obtained using “j48” and
binary classification using “mlp” classifier.
5.3.3 Results using cross-lingual embeddings
Table 5.7 shows the results for both ternary and binary classification tasks obtained
after applying different variants of cross-lingual embeddings (Section 5.1.1) on the
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TREU Corpus. Note that only the best results are reported for each method ap-
plied23.
In Table 5.7, “cl-we-w2v-ct-ae” refers to the custom trained cross-lingual Word2Vec
model with average embeddings method. Similarly, “cl-we-w2v-ct-wae” and “cl-we-
w2v-ct-wme” refer to the custom trained cross-lingual Word2Vec model weighted
average embeddings and weighted maximum embeddings methods. “cl-se-laser-pt”
refers to the pre-trained cross-lingual LASER method and “cl-we-se-cmb” refers to
the experiment performed by combining all the cross-lingual word and sentence
embeddings methods.
Ternary Binary
Method F1 Classifier Method F1 Classifier
Cross-lingual word embeddings
cl-we-w2v-ct-ae 0.34 rf cl-we-w2v-ct-ae 0.58 rf
cl-we-w2v-ct-wae 0.34 rf cl-we-w2v-ct-wae 0.58 rf
cl-we-w2v-ct-wme 0.38 rf cl-we-w2v-ct-wme 0.60 rf
Cross-lingual sentence embeddings
cl-se-laser-pt 0.41 j48 cl-se-laser-pt 0.65 nb
Combination of methods
cl-we-se-cmb 0.47 mlp cl-we-se-cmb 0.66 mlp
Table 5.7: Weighted average F1 scores obtained by applying different variants of cross-
lingual embeddings on the TREU Corpus
Overall, the results show a similar pattern to that of mono-lingual word and
sentence embedding methods (Table 5.3). The best results for both classification
tasks are obtained using the “cl-we-se-cmb” method (F1 = 0.47 ternary, F1 = 0.66
binary). This again points out that the combination of different methods is beneficial
in improving the results on the TREU Corpus. However, comparatively, these results
23The complete results are available in Appendix B
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are very low, which indicates that cross-lingual cross-script English-Urdu text reuse
detection at the document level is a challenging task. There are several possible
reasons for this low result. First, although the data used to train the mono-lingual
English and Urdu word embeddings models are domain-specific but are not large
enough. Word embedding models trained on a small data set would find it difficult
to get accurate word representations or lack vocabulary coverage. As a consequence,
when these models are used in a downstream task, it has a negative effect on the
performance of the result. Second, there are major linguistic differences between
English and Urdu languages. English is a Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) order language
whereas Urdu follows Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) order. Moreover, Urdu has a very
rich morphological system where a word could have up to sixty different forms [Rizvi
and Hussain, 2005]. These differences have probably made it difficult to map the
English and Urdu word embeddings to a shared embeddings space or bringing similar
word vectors together, which has eventually affected the performance.
Interestingly, in both classification tasks, the cross-lingual sentence embeddings
method LASER has performed (F1 = 0.41 ternary, F1 = 0.65 binary) relatively
better than word embeddings methods. A possible reason is that because it is trained
on a large multi-lingual parallel corpus (223M sentences) hence it has learned the
syntax and semantics of multi-lingual text better. Moreover, the encoder part of
the model used in the experiment is based on a recurrent architecture (biLSTM)
whereas Sent2Vec uses simple averaging of uni- and bi-grams to generate sentence
embeddings. LSTM memory units help in learning the contextual information of
words in a sentence, which results in producing better sentence embedding vectors
and eventually helps in capturing similarity between two texts.
Among cross-lingual word embeddings, the proposed method, i.e., weighted max-
imum embeddings, again performed fairly better (F1 = 0.38 ternary, F1 = 0.60 bi-
nary) than the averaged and weighted averaged embeddings methods. This again
highlights the strength of the proposed method and making use of word-level sim-
ilarities combined with term weighting using idf. It is worth noting that, similar
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to the mono-lingual word embeddings, both GolVe and fastText models reported
unsatisfactory results (Appendix B).
Regarding classifiers, although the highest results for both classification tasks
are reported by “mlp” classifier, in majority of the cases “rf” performed better than
the others. This demonstrates that using cross-lingual embeddings, both “mlp” and




Method F1 Classifier Method F1 Classifier
Translation + Monolingual Analysis
all-methods-cmb 0.66 rf all-methods-cmb 0.78 rf
Cross-lingual Vector Space Model
cl-vsm-aw-giza 0.52 j48 cl-vsm-aw-giza 0.70 mlp
Cross-lingual embeddings
cl-we-se-cmb 0.47 mlp cl-we-se-cmb 0.66 mlp
Table 5.8: Summary of the results
This chapter presented the cross-lingual (English-Urdu) experiments conducted
on the TREU Corpus. Table 5.8 shows a summary of the results obtained after
applying a diversified range of methods on the corpus. The results portray a clear
picture that, in both ternary and binary classification tasks, Translation + Mono-
lingual Analysis has outperformed both cross-lingual Vector Space Model and cross-
lingual embeddings. This shows that it is the best suited method to discriminate
between different levels of cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse at document level.
It should be noted that the best result is obtained using a combination of all T+MA
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methods used. This indicates that combining different methods for cross-lingual text
reuse detection on the TREU Corpus is helpful. Even though evaluation results are
reported using only F1 measure, the detailed evaluation shows that most of the
methods used in this study are recall oriented methods. The high recall and overall
low results in both classification tasks highlights that cross-lingual (English-Urdu)
text reuse detection is a challenging task and needs further research.
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“Do something others will have the desire to plagiarise but will find difficult to do.”
Robert Genn
6
Conclusions and Future Directions
Text reuse is defined as a borrowing procedure to create a new text(s) using the
one(s) already available. Unlike plagiarism, defined as the unacknowledged reuse of
text, it is a common practice in journalism or collaborative authoring. Text reuse or
plagiarism can be mono-lingual (in the same languages) or cross-lingual (across lan-
guages) and may take the form of copy-paste, paraphrasing, or reuse of ideas. Due to
the rapid increase in readily available online text reservoirs (especially multilingual),
there is a sharp rise in both mono- and cross-lingual text reuse and plagiarism cases.
As a consequence, developing reliable and efficient methods for their detection has
become an interesting research area. However, for the development, evaluation, and
comparison of state-of-the-art mono- and cross-lingual text reuse and plagiarism
detection methods, a major bottleneck is the unavailability of standard evaluation
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resources containing real reuse cases, especially for under-resourced languages (e.g.,
Urdu).
6.1 Thesis Summary
The primary objective of this research was to explore and provide solutions to the
open problem of mono- (Urdu) and cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse and ex-
trinsic plagiarism detection. Urdu, the official language of Pakistan and spoken
by around 175 million people, is a resource-poor language in terms of NLP with
very limited annotated corpora and basic language processing tools available. To
contribute to this under-resourced language, this thesis has produced evaluation cor-
pora, supporting resources, and methods to detect mono- (Urdu) and cross-lingual
(English-Urdu) text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism with an aim to encourage and
support research in Urdu and English-Urdu language pair.
(Chapter 3) Two mono-lingual (Urdu) and one cross-lingual (English-Urdu) gold
standard benchmark corpora have been developed for the text reuse and extrinsic
plagiarism detection tasks. (1) The COUNTER Corpus is an Urdu text reuse corpus
containing real reuse cases at the document level (in total 1,200 text documents).
The corpus text is compiled from journalism and manually annotated at three lev-
els of text reuse, i.e., Wholly Derived, Partially Derived, and Non-Derived. (2) The
UPPC Corpus is an Urdu extrinsic plagiarism corpus that contains manually cre-
ated simulated cases of Urdu paraphrased plagiarism (in total 160 text documents).
(3) The TREU Corpus is an English-Urdu cross-lingual document-level text reuse
corpus. It contains text from the journalism domain and manually annotated at
three levels of text reuse, i.e., Wholly Derived, Partially Derived, and Non-Derived.
It includes real cases of text reuse (in total 4,514 text documents) from English
to Urdu language. A large-scale publicly available English-Urdu Parallel Corpus
has also been created as a supporting resource for cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text
reuse detection experiments. It is mined from the Web and contains 154,258 par-
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allel sentences. Moreover, a number of bi-lingual dictionaries have been assembled
for the English-Urdu language pair using different methods from online and offline
sources.
Chapter 4 - Mono-lingual (Urdu) text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection
experiments have been performed on the COUNTER Corpus and UPPC Corpus.
The objective was to make a direct comparison of the existing state-of-the-art mono-
lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection methods to investigate their
behaviour on the Urdu text and to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the
proposed standard evaluation resources. The same set of methods were applied
on both corpora with the purpose of differentiating between different levels of text
reuse and extrinsic plagiarism at the document level. Supervised classification has
been used with two variations, (1) ternary classification with an aim to distinguish
between three levels of reuse and (2) binary classification with an aim to distinguish
between two levels of reuse. Results showed that the methods performed relatively
well on the simulated examples of extrinsic plagiarism whereas their performance
declined on the real examples of text reuse. The best results were obtained with the
GST (mML = 1) and Word n-grams overlap (n = 1) methods indicating that these
two are the best-suited methods for the Urdu text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
detection. Moreover, it was observed that removing stop-words from the Urdu text
has a positive effect on the performance in the case of COUNTER Corpus, whereas,
in the case of the UPPC Corpus, it is the opposite. Surprisingly, the combination of
different methods did not improve the performance of the methods applied on both
corpora.
Chapter 5 - Cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection experiments have
been performed on the TREU Corpus. The main aim of these experiments was to
provide a direct comparison and detailed analysis of the cross-lingual text reuse de-
tection methods for the English-Urdu language pair at document-level. A diversified
range of methods were applied on the corpus to show its usefulness and how it can
be utilised in the evaluation of cross-lingual text reuse detection systems in general
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and specifically for the English-Urdu language pair. A new method is also proposed
to detect cross-lingual (English-Urdu) cases of text reuse. The benchmark experi-
ments conducted on the corpus provided a strong baseline for the cross-lingual text
reuse detection task in a low-resourced language pair, i.e., English-Urdu. For the
cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection, the problem is tackled as a super-
vised classification task and both ternary, as well as binary classification variants,
were used. Results revealed that, in both classification tasks, Translation + Mono-
lingual Analysis using a combination of all methods evidently performed better than
the rest. However, overall, the results obtained were very low. This implies that
cross-lingual text reuse detection is a challenging task especially when the languages
involved have non-identical syntax.
6.2 Contributions revisited
The summary of the multiple contributions made by this PhD thesis is revisited
below.
• Development of benchmark mono-lingual (Urdu) standard evaluation corpora
for the Urdu paraphrased text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection.
• Development of a benchmark cross-lingual gold standard text reuse corpus for
the English-Urdu language pair.
• Development of supporting lexical resources for the English-Urdu language
pair.
• Evaluation and comparison of state-of-the-art mono-lingual methods for text
reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection for the Urdu language.
• Evaluation of state-of-the-art and newly proposed methods for cross-lingual
(English-Urdu) text reuse detection.
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• Newly proposed method for cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection.
• Use of supporting lexical resources for cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse
detection.
• Custom training of multiple word and sentence embeddings models on an Urdu
news corpus.
6.3 Research goals revisited
This thesis outlined six research goals initially when the research work was started
(Section 1.2). In this section, these goals have been reviewed to assess how well they
have been satisfied.
• Explore the problem of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection for an
under-resourced Urdu language and English-Urdu language pair.
This research goal has been addressed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. Chapter 1
defined the basic concepts of text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection,
its types, classifications, importance, and applications. Chapter 2 presented
an extensive review of the existing corpora and methods for the mono- and
cross-lingual text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection. It categorised and
then described in detail each of the corpora and methods. Moreover, it also
discussed the evaluation measures commonly used to estimate the performance
of the text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection systems, i.e., precision,
recall and F measure. Furthermore, it highlighted the scarcity of standard
evaluation corpora and supporting resources (required by the majority of the
methods) for the Urdu (or similar) language.
• Develop benchmark gold standard mono-lingual text reuse and extrinsic
plagiarism corpora for the Urdu language.
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• Develop benchmark gold standard cross-lingual text reuse corpora for the
English-Urdu language pair.
The above two research goals have been met in Chapter 3 which defined the
efforts in developing benchmark standard evaluation corpora for the mono-
(Urdu) and cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism.
Two mono-lingual (Urdu) and one cross-lingual (English-Urdu) benchmark
standard evaluation corpora have been created to promote the text reuse and
extrinsic plagiarism research in an under-resourced language, i.e., Urdu. These
resources were developed following standard practices, manually annotated,
encoded in XML format, and are made publicly available to download for
future research and replication.
• Create supporting lexical resources that assist in the detection of cross-
lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse cases.
This research goal has been achieved in Chapter 3 which described the creation
of supporting resources for cross-lingual (English-Urdu) reuse text detection.
A large-scale multi-domain English-Urdu parallel corpus has been developed
by scrapping parallel text documents from the Web. Moreover, six bi-lingual
(English-Urdu) dictionaries are also complied using different methods from
online and offline sources. Both these supporting resources are saved in a
standard format and made freely available to download for academic research.
• Evaluate and compare the performance of state-of-the-art mono-lingual text
reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection methods on the Urdu corpora.
This research goal has been addressed in Chapter 4 which presented the mono-
lingual (Urdu) text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection experiments per-
formed on the COUNTER Corpus and UPPC Corpus. A variant set of state-
of-the-art mono-lingual methods (i.e., Word n-grams overlap, Vector Space
Model, Longest Common Subsequence, Greedy String Tiling, Local alignment,
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Global alignment, Stop-word n-grams overlap, Sentence ratio, and Token ra-
tio) are evaluated on both corpora with an aim to make a direct comparison
and to find out which method works best for the Urdu language. Moreover,
the rationale for using the variety of corpora (real and simulated) in the exper-
iments was to better examine the performance of these methods. Furthermore,
the effect of text pre-processing on the Urdu text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
detection is also investigated.
• Develop or fine-tune methods for the mono- and cross-lingual text reuse and
extrinsic plagiarism detection.
This research goal has been achieved in Chapter 5 which described the cross-
lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection experiments performed on the
TREU Corpus. A diverse range of cross-lingual text reuse detection methods
classified under 3 categories, i.e., (1) Translation + Mono-lingual Analysis,
(2) Cross-lingual Vector Space Model, and (3) Cross-lingual Embeddings, are
used in the experiments. The main objective is to show how the corpus can be
used in the development and evaluation of cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text
reuse detection systems. A new method is also proposed to deal with cross-
lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse cases. The method makes use of bi-lingual
word embeddings and estimates the degree of overlap between the source and
derived text documents using cosine similarity between word vectors. How-
ever, rather than averaging of all word vectors it only counts the maximum
weighted cosine similarity between word pairs.
6.4 Future directions
The main focus of this thesis was on the development of corpora and methods for
mono- (Urdu) and cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism
detection. Although this research work made substantial contributions, text reuse
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and extrinsic plagiarism detection is a vast field and there are improvements and
refinements that could still be made. The following are some potential points for
the future avenues of this research work.
• The methods used in this thesis attempt to estimate the degree of overlap
between the source and derived texts at document-level. A possible future
direction could be to explore and develop methods to identify the portion(s)
of a source text document that is reused to create the derived text document.
• Urdu being an under-resourced language lacks basic NLP tools such as a word
tokeniser, stemmer, and lemmatiser. If these tools are available [Shafi, 2019],
the Urdu text reuse and extrinsic plagiarism detection results could be refined.
• The dictionaries used as supporting resources in the cross-lingual experiments
do not consider POS information. One possible future direction could be to
associate POS tag information when translating a word from the dictionary.
The resulting filtering is likely to reduce the noise generated (where one word
translates to many) during translation and would help in improving perfor-
mance.
• Another potential future work is to explore the UCREL Semantic Analysis
System (USAS) [Rayson et al., 2004] to measure the degree of overlap between
the source and derived text documents. Moreover, as the USAS is now being
extended to multi-lingual framework (including Urdu) [Piao et al., 2016], it
could also be employed in the cross-lingual (English-Urdu) text reuse detection
experiments.
• Word embeddings learn (and then predict) similar words that are close to each
other (in similar contexts), however, they may not be synonyms (for instance,
“spend” and “save” might appear close to each other, but have completely
different meanings). On the contrary, the most commonly used strategy to
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rewrite text is by replacing words with their synonyms. Therefore, another
area of future work could be to explore the word embeddings as a way to get
synonyms or to filter out antonyms from the list of similar words predicted by






Binary (F1) Ternary (F1)
method/classifier nb j48 rf svm lr mlp nb j48 rf svm lr mlp
Lexical overlap
wno-uni-j 0.73 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.60 0.59 0.58 0.60 0.60 0.59
wno-bi-j 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.56 0.71 0.72 0.54 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.54
wno-tri-j 0.60 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.44 0.49 0.49 0.37 0.49 0.45
wno-four-j 0.53 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.35 0.35 0.42
wno-five-j 0.51 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.31 0.34 0.40
wno-c-j 0.62 0.72 0.70 0.73 0.74 0.72 0.51 0.57 0.54 0.60 0.59 0.59
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wno-uni-d 0.73 0.70 0.71 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.59 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.59 0.59
wno-bi-d 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.56 0.70 0.72 0.55 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.56 0.54
wno-tri-d 0.62 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.46 0.49 0.48 0.38 0.48 0.46
wno-four-d 0.54 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.37 0.36 0.39 0.34 0.36 0.43
wno-five-d 0.42 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.32 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.34 0.41
wno-c-d 0.61 0.73 0.71 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.50 0.57 0.56 0.60 0.59 0.61
wno-uni-o 0.70 0.69 0.70 0.73 0.70 0.71 0.54 0.53 0.52 0.55 0.55 0.53
wno-bi-o 0.68 0.69 0.68 0.56 0.67 0.70 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.52 0.50
wno-tri-o 0.58 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.37 0.45 0.45
wno-four-o 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.38 0.36 0.41 0.33 0.35 0.42
wno-five-o 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.33 0.40
wno-c-o 0.56 0.71 0.67 0.56 0.71 0.71 0.44 0.52 0.49 0.54 0.55 0.53
wno-uni-c 0.61 0.64 0.63 0.56 0.64 0.67 0.47 0.45 0.48 0.39 0.48 0.48
wno-bi-c 0.57 0.58 0.63 0.56 0.64 0.67 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.39 0.50 0.50
wno-tri-c 0.58 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.45 0.46 0.47 0.37 0.44 0.44
wno-four-c 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.40 0.37 0.37 0.34 0.36 0.43
wno-five-c 0.60 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.39 0.33 0.34 0.31 0.33 0.40
wno-c-c 0.52 0.65 0.66 0.56 0.65 0.68 0.43 0.47 0.46 0.39 0.50 0.49
vsm-bow 0.67 0.68 0.66 0.56 0.68 0.69 0.49 0.49 0.47 0.49 0.50 0.49
vsm-c3g 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.56 0.63 0.66 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.37 0.47 0.46
vsm-c4g 0.62 0.61 0.65 0.56 0.64 0.68 0.48 0.49 0.51 0.40 0.48 0.49
vsm-c5g 0.58 0.61 0.65 0.56 0.64 0.69 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.38 0.49 0.47
String matching
lcs 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.56 0.72 0.72 0.55 0.55 0.56 0.54 0.55 0.55
gst-mml-1 0.74 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.53
gst-mml-2 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.56 0.72 0.73 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.53
gst-mml-3 0.64 0.62 0.65 0.56 0.61 0.63 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.37 0.49 0.48
gst-mml-4 0.58 0.61 0.61 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.40 0.44 0.42 0.36 0.37 0.44
gst-mml-5 0.42 0.57 0.58 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.32 0.36 0.36 0.32 0.34 0.40
gst-mml-c 0.62 0.74 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.49 0.54 0.50 0.56 0.57 0.55
Structural similarity
sno-uni-j 0.56 0.56 0.59 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.34 0.35 0.38 0.32 0.35 0.40
sno-bi-j 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.34 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.35 0.41
sno-tri-j 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.31 0.33 0.37 0.31 0.33 0.39
sno-four-j 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.31 0.28 0.29 0.31 0.31 0.36
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sno-five-j 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.29 0.27 0.28 0.30 0.29 0.35
sno-c-j 0.49 0.57 0.60 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.40 0.41 0.40 0.33 0.36 0.43
sno-uni-d 0.57 0.56 0.60 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.36 0.36 0.39 0.31 0.35 0.39
sno-bi-d 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.31 0.35 0.41
sno-tri-d 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.33 0.35 0.41 0.32 0.33 0.40
sno-four-d 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.30 0.29 0.33 0.30 0.32 0.36
sno-five-d 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.28 0.27 0.27 0.30 0.28 0.35
sno-c-d 0.47 0.57 0.61 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.41 0.39 0.39 0.32 0.36 0.42
sno-uni-o 0.57 0.56 0.58 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.25 0.22 0.36 0.22 0.23 0.32
sno-bi-o 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.27 0.22 0.33 0.22 0.24 0.34
sno-tri-o 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.29 0.31 0.34 0.22 0.29 0.37
sno-four-o 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.28 0.27 0.31 0.26 0.29 0.35
sno-five-o 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.28 0.35
sno-c-o 0.43 0.56 0.60 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.36 0.33 0.35 0.26 0.29 0.34
sno-uni-c 0.57 0.58 0.59 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.34 0.30 0.36 0.22 0.27 0.37
sno-bi-c 0.57 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.31 0.35 0.35 0.22 0.30 0.37
sno-tri-c 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.32 0.32 0.36 0.28 0.32 0.36
sno-four-c 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.30 0.28 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.36
sno-five-c 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.28 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.28 0.35
sno-c-c 0.52 0.57 0.59 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.37 0.41 0.39 0.28 0.36 0.37
Mono-lingual word embeddings
w2v-ae-pre 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.37 0.39 0.38 0.22 0.25 0.35
w2v-wae-pre 0.57 0.58 0.58 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.35 0.37 0.37 0.22 0.25 0.31
w2v-wme-pre 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.61 0.68 0.71 0.52 0.51 0.52 0.52 0.53 0.52
w2v-ae-cs 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.56 0.61 0.62 0.43 0.46 0.47 0.42 0.45 0.46
w2v-wae-cs 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.56 0.61 0.62 0.44 0.46 0.46 0.41 0.46 0.47
w2v-wme-cs 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.69 0.70 0.73 0.56 0.55 0.55 0.57 0.57 0.55
glv-ae-pre 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.33 0.35 0.34 0.22 0.22 0.33
glv-wae-pre 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.32 0.35 0.37 0.22 0.22 0.31
glv-wme-pre 0.70 0.70 0.71 0.59 0.65 0.70 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.52
glv-ae-cs 0.59 0.59 0.58 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.38 0.41 0.41 0.22 0.23 0.39
glv-wae-cs 0.60 0.58 0.59 0.56 0.57 0.58 0.41 0.43 0.42 0.22 0.36 0.42
glv-wme-cs 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.70 0.70 0.72 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.55
ft-ae-pre 0.57 0.57 0.58 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.32 0.35 0.38 0.22 0.24 0.31
ft-wae-pre 0.57 0.57 0.58 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.31 0.37 0.36 0.22 0.23 0.31
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ft-wme-pre 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.60 0.69 0.71 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.52 0.51
ft-ae-cs 0.61 0.61 0.62 0.56 0.59 0.61 0.42 0.47 0.46 0.37 0.42 0.45
ft-wae-cs 0.62 0.62 0.63 0.56 0.59 0.61 0.42 0.44 0.45 0.36 0.43 0.44
ft-wme-cs 0.72 0.73 0.72 0.69 0.70 0.72 0.54 0.54 0.53 0.55 0.54 0.54
Mono-lingual sentence embeddings
sent2vec-pre 0.60 0.59 0.59 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.38 0.38 0.39 0.22 0.30 0.36
sent2vec-cs 0.62 0.63 0.62 0.56 0.59 0.61 0.45 0.46 0.45 0.29 0.40 0.45
infersent-ft-pre 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.30 0.29 0.30 0.22 0.22 0.22
infersent-glv-pre 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.23 0.34 0.35 0.22 0.22 0.22
use-dan-pre 0.66 0.65 0.65 0.56 0.58 0.61 0.45 0.42 0.42 0.26 0.36 0.44
use-tra-pre 0.63 0.61 0.61 0.56 0.57 0.57 0.42 0.43 0.44 0.22 0.25 0.38
laser-pre 0.64 0.67 0.65 0.57 0.61 0.64 0.38 0.43 0.43 0.28 0.36 0.47
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B
Complete Results using Cross-lingual
Embeddings
Binary (F1) Ternary (F1)
method/classifier nb j48 rf svm lr mlp nb j48 rf svm lr mlp
Cross-lingual word embeddings
w2v-ae-ct 0.29 0.33 0.34 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.56 0.57 0.58 0.56 0.56 0.56
w2v-wae-ct 0..28 0.32 0.34 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.56 0.57 0.58 0.56 0.56 0.56
w2v-wme-ct 0.35 0.36 0.38 0.22 0.22 0.32 0.56 0.58 0.60 0.56 0.57 0.56
glv-ae-ct 0.30 0.33 0.33 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.55 0.55 0.56 0.54 0.56 0.56
glv-wae-ct 0.29 0.32 0.33 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.55 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56
glv-wme-ct 0.34 0.35 0.34 0.22 0.22 0.28 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.54 0.56 0.56
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ft-ae-ct 0.22 0.32 0.33 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56
ft-wae-pre 0.22 0.33 0.32 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56
ft-wme-pre 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.22 0.22 0.28 0.56 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.56 0.56
Cross-lingual sentence embeddings
sent2vec-pre 0.22 0.33 0.33 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56
laser-pre 0.39 0.41 0.40 0.31 0.33 0.33 0.65 0.63 0.63 0.56 0.62 0.62
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